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EDITORtAL

We have nov/ had eighteen years at Botha's Hill. We also had
eighteen years at the "old school ". This is therefore a unique
moment in the school's life.

Although in that brief time our numbers have increased from
12 to 320 (thanks to the progressiveness of Headmaster and Board)
let there never be any disparagement of the years spent up the
North Coast. They v^ere precious years, where a solid foundation
was laid for the later edifice. We had so sound a start that we have

been able to do a good deal of coasting since.
As one who lived through those days, I can see in retrospect

some of the characteristics which gave the school, small though it
was, the right to be called Great. Let us consider them, for they
are the essence of any good school.
First of all, there was dignity. Although we lived in isolation

and enjoyed a"happy family"life, the family never led to familiarity.
Staff maintained a dignity which kept them just sufficiently above
the boys—for no boy wants a master to come to his level. Prefects
cherished the dignity of their position, and by their behaviour and
approach to their responsibilities, automatically secured respect
from the rest of the school. Seniors likewise demanded, and got,
obedience and regard from juniors.

There was harmony. Friction In so small a place would have
been fatal. The family lived in unity and concord, and I cannot
think back on any incident which caused pain or irritation. Life
was relaxed.

There was discipline. Rules were imposed for the well-being
of the society. Staff and boys respected them. Rules which are
kept by some and can be disregarded by others are no longer rules.
To allow this, destroys unity in a school. So one and all, old and
young, respected the rules which were made, and never thought
to do otherwise.
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Christian Fellowship, At a small school, the example set
by Staff and senior boys will readily be followed, and we were

always fortunate in having among the most influential boys some of
highly developed Christian character. The examples thus set were

handed down from age to age. The value of such leadership cannot
be overestimated, for, when a boy looks up to another, he will
Imitate him.

There was Beauty. There was a beauty about the surroundings
which today one can hardly imagine. We lived among flowers,
flowering shrubs and ornamental trees. Bougainvllleas, azaleas,
golden shower, roses, yesterday-today-and-tomorrow, poinsettlas,
cassias, franglpani, hibiscus, hydrangeas, salvias, petreas, pride of
India—they were endless—flooded the grounds with colour and
scent. There was loveliness on every hand.

In brief, my main Impressions of those days are: Dignity which
created respect; friendship that never led to familiarity; harmony
within and beauty without.

On these qualities was Kearsney founded. On these qualities
we must face the third phase of our existence, which extends Into
the unforeseeable future.

OUR FOUNDER

One hundred years ago on May 29th, Liege Hulett arrived in
South Africa in the "Lady Shelbourne ". He was the last of the

Huletts of Gillingham, Kent, the only son of an only son. He
settled on the North Coast of Natal, where he tried his hand at

arrowroot, coffee, and then tea. Later on he started the sugar
Industry in South Africa, and it is this industry for which he and
his family are best famed.

He married a Miss Balcomb, and, as his family grew, so they
built for themselves Kearsney House, which afterwards was to
become Kearsney College. In this home grew up the children
whom we later knew as Mrs. Clayton, Mr. Albert Hulett, Mr.
Willie Hulett, Mr. George Hulett, Mr. Horace Hulett, Mr. James
Hulett, Mr. Edward Hulett, and Mrs. Strapp. As these sons and
daughters married, so they moved away from the central home and
built homes for themselves in the neighbourhood.

Lady Hulett died during the First World War, and Kearsney
House became vacant. It was in 1921 that Sir Leige conceived the
Idea of turning it Into a school, and so. In 1921, began the small
establishment (twelve boys, most of them Huletts) which has
blossomed forth so abundantly.

Sir Liege passed away in 1928 at the age of 90, but his family
remained good friends of the school. Members of Staff, and some211

times boys, were Invited on Sundays to the neighbouring and very
lovely homes, where they were treated with the old-world dignity
and courtesy which has almost disappeared from the modern age.
Lunch on Sundays, bridge parties, tennis—these memories persist.

Sir Liege's family were also long-aged, but the inexorable
hand of Time has called them away, and now only Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hulett remain of Sir Liege's own children. We remember
them all with affection.

The next generation provided much of the school's first
personnel. They too are now middle-aged, and their sons have been
to Kearsney or are with us still. Four full generations have passed.
So the School has always had its strong link with our Founder,
whose photograph graces the wall of our dining hall. He gave us
our name and many friends. Now his family have celebrated the
centenary of his arrival, and we understand that about 130 members
assembled for the occasion at Compensation. It must have been a
historic reunion. The spirits of the past must have pervaded the

groups as they intermingled.
We pay tribute to a great family.
For the following information about the life of Sir James
Liege Hulett we are indebted to Mrs. Willie Hulett, of Compen
sation, who has produced a long-needed booklet telling of the life
and career of our Founder.

1838
1857
1858
1859
186!
1862
1880
1880
1883
1884
1887
1889
1891

1892
1899
1901
1902

James Liege Hulett born, in Sheffield.
Sailed to South Africa. Employed by a Durban chemist.
Bought land near Veruiam.
His father and mother came out to join him.
Married Mary Balcomb.
Bought land north of the Umvoti River, which he named Kearsney,
after Kearsney Abbey, near Sheffield.
First tea planted.
Made Justice of the Peace, and was Acting Magistrate of Stanger.
Elected to Legislative Council.
First tea crop, 200 acres.
Was instrumental in having Zuiuland amalgamated with Natal.
First tea factory built.
Began to plant sugar cane.
Firm of"J. L. Hulett and Co." formed, with capital of £50,000.
Raised capital from England to have North Coast railway line extended
to Stanger, and later to Somkeie.
Narrow gauge line from Stanger to Kearsney opened.
Was a member of the party to represent Natal at the Coronation of
King Edward VII.
Was knighted.

1904 Built Manor House, Durban.
1906 Darnail sugar mill built.
1908 Amatikulu sugar mill built.
1909 Feiixton sugar mill built.
1910 Represented South Africa at the Coronation of King George V.
Golden Wedding.
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1911

Hulett's Refinery at Rossburgh opened.

1915 Death of Lady Hulett.
1918 Sir Liege retired from politics and business.
1921

Founded KEARSNEY COLLEGE, in his old home.

1928 Died, in June, at the age of 90. Was buried in the cemetery at
Kearsney.

Long may we honour his memory

SCHOOL NOTES

We welcome two new men to our Staff this year.
Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp comes to us as school chaplain, in place
of Rev. J. V. Cantrell, and spends two full mornings teaching Biblical
Knowledge and one evening with Fellowship classes. He comes
after a short ministry in Pietermaritzburg and is proving a most
agreeable companion and thoughtful teacher. We trust that he
and his family will have many happy years in this Circuit.

Mr. K. Fish comes from Healdtown, where he has been engaged
in African work for some years, and is teaching principally geo
graphy. He soon settled down and has given useful help with sport,
as well as coming on to the preaching plan. He and Mrs. Fish and
two young daughters are living in the cottage adjacent to Milner
House, which he has bought from Miss Johnson.
We also welcome to the hill-top Rev. and Mrs. le Grove Smith
and son Tony. Mr. le Grove Smith is a past President of Conference,
is currently President of the Methodist Historical Association, and
was for some years our school chaplain. We are glad to have him
back in our midst, and to see him at our services.

We congratulate our assistant Art Mistress, Miss Garland, on
her marriage to Kearsney Old Boy, B. G. Hagemann. The latter
is constructional engineer working on the Natal main road, and he
and wife are now living at Botha's Hill.
In the second term of the year Mr. and Mrs. Nel took a wellearned long leave, and Pembroke House was efficiently taken over
for the period by Mr. Viljoen.
We regret having to say farewell to an old and well-tried friend,
Mrs. Goldman. Mrs. Goldman has provided us with our daily
bread, and other daintier items, for eleven years—the least envied
job in the school. From crack o' dawn till well into the evening
she has busied herself with the unenviable taskoffeeding hundreds
of hungry, and often unappreciative, schoolboys. The strain has
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finally told on her health—clearly too great a task for one woman
only. Mrs. Goldman slipped away unostentatiously at the end of
June, requesting that there be no"farewells but the good wishes
of all went with her, and we shall be eager to learn of her later move
ments. In the meantime she has been granted full pay for six months'
leave and we hope she will enjoy the well-earned rest.
Mr. P. Metcalf had a long enforced absence from school in mid
year, owing to severe sinus trouble. He underwent a serious
operation which was followed by severe complications and much
pain. We sincerely trust that by the beginning of August he will
be fully recovered, and all the fitter for being rid of trouble which
has affected him for some years.

Mr. R. H. Matterson is taking a six-months' holiday in England,
and, although he has now sold his house, hopes to settle in the
Botha's Hill area on his return.

We wish to congratulate:
Mr. and Mrs. P. Metcalf on the arrival of Susan in January.
Mr. and Mrs. L C. Tedder on becoming our first grandparents:
their son Alistair is proud father of a daughter.

D. Pike and R. Simpson on obtaining University Bursaries for
the J.C., both coming within the first 20 in the country. This is
the first time that two of our boys in one year have attained this
distinction.

D. Homer on coming second in the Hofmeyr Memorial Speech
Contest in Durban, speaking on "Freedom and Law ".
We offer our sympathies to Mr. and Mrs. J. Hopkins whose
home was ransacked during the Easter holidays. Vandals broke in,
stole all clothing, jewellery and money they could find, lit fires on
the furniture and smashed cupboards and drawers with axes. This
was a shocking piece of deliberate destructiveness, and one of
several burglaries of similar nature in this area.
The playing fields have now been officially named. Firstly there
is the Smith Oval, for cricket and athletics only. The top field
nearer the tennis courts is now the Matterson Field, and the far

one the Observatory Field; the nearer one below, on which the
First Team matches are now played, is the Stott Field, and the
smaller one beyond it is known as the Junior Field.
We have to thank two generous donors for two large trophies
for Inter-House Competitions. Mr. and Mrs. Parkes have presented
the"Parkes Trophy for Academic Achievement", and an Old Boy,
V. Collingwood, has presented the "A. H. Smith Sports Trophy".
These trophies now stand in prominent positions in the Dining
Hall against the names of the winning Houses. We are very grateful.
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The polio threat which now recurs annually and causes so much
dislocation of sporting activities has, we hope, been minimised for
the future by the injection of practically the whole school with antipolio vaccine.

Older Old Boys will be grieved to learn of the death of an old
friend, Mr. Charlie Jackson. His cheery voice used to be heard
at all school functions, especially matches, in the days of old; he

was almost a part of the school. We offer our sympathies to his
widow, family, and brothers.
We hear:

That the year began with the rumour that an eligible bachelor
on the Staff had slipped into double harness. To our disappointment
this proved untrue.

That a boy bumped into an iron pillar during late prep and woke
up to find himself several miles away, at Winston Park, in pouring
rain.

That somebody threw a duster at an inattentive boy and hit
his neighbour on the head. More fielding practice needed.
That with so many snakes in captivity in the Wild Life room,
frogs, rats, mice and lizards have wisely left the district.
That although for some inexplicable reason the school is notice

ably short of high class rugby players, in all age groups, the spirit
is good and we are learning to believe that"after all, it's the game
that matters ".

That the Old Boys' Club has bought a plot of ground near J unior
House and hope to build a squash court for the school and club-house

for themselves. We wish them luck with their fund-raising, and
thank them.

That the need for a Hall, acoustically perfect, becomes more and

more evident, with every play or concert or lecture. The Dining
Hall is cold and un-intimate, and Chapel acoustics are bad. The main
deterrent is a small matter of £ s. d.

That a Music Block would also be a great asset. Pianos are

scattered about the school at present. A central point for practising,
singing and for intimate concerts is desirable.

The Annual Prefects' Dance was held on June 22nd, with a

approximately 80 couples participating. Much thought and care
had gone, as usual, into converting the Dining Hall into a dance
hall and the evening was a great success. But we must not omit to

thank the "Back Room Girls "—wives of the Staff who spent many
laborious hours cutting up sandwiches and preparing fruit salad.
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STAGE PROSCENIUM

The new proscenium to the stage, adding greatly to the
attraction of the hall, was financed through the efforts of the wives
of the Staff, to whom our deep thanks are due.
Income was derived from:

Morning Market

£47 8 10

Jumble Sale

77 19 6
£125

8

4

Cost of the framework was £103.

The balance of income is to be added to the proceeds of a
further jumble sale, and with this it is hoped to buy a really good
pair of curtains.
Mrs. Osier, convener of the committee, wishes to thank all

parents and friends who sent donations or left jumble, much of it
anonymously. Their interest and help is greatly appreciated.

CHAPEL NOTES

Our new Chaplain, the Rev. Victor Bredenkamp, B.A., came to
us at the beginning of the year. His welcome in these Notes can be
all the more hearty and sincere as we have had time to get to know
him and he to know us also. It is not easy to take up a post such
as this when we are still in fairly close touch with its two immediate
predecessors,and they men whom we still regard with affection and
esteem, but each man brings his own approach to the work, and
there is no doubt that Mr. Bredenkamp will make a contribution
of distinction and value to both the spiritual and the general life

of the School. His very great earnestness, coupled with his genuine
understanding of human nature of all ages, will ensure not only
fruitfulness in his work with us but also affection for him in our

hearts and we hope he will have a long and happy stay with us.
At the end of the First Term we were honoured to have a

visit from the President of the Conference, the Rev. William lllsley.

He gave us a stimulating address in Chapel, and included in it some
vivid sidelights on his work at Moroko Mission. Afterwards the
Staff had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. lllsley at morning tea
in the Common Room.
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A distinguished visitor during the Second Term was the Rev.

Dr. Lowell Atkinson of the First Methodist Church, Englewood,
New Jersey, U.S.A. A man of great charm of personality and humour,
we were sorry that his visit was such a brief one, for he and his

gracious wife had to hurry on to Maritzburg for other visits there.

The acoustics of the Chapel have been worrying the Chapel
Committee for some time, as there have been complaints that those
sitting in the back pews do not find it easy to hear. Various remedies

have been suggested, but at present we are trying a new position
for the pulpit. This has been moved forward so that it now stands

on the side between the choir and the nave pews. The hearing is
reported to be better, but the position is not really satisfactory in
other ways. It may be possible to try a canopy over the pulpit in
its original position, and if that is not effective, the installation of

a loudspeaker system will be considered.
Organ Recital.

March lOt/?; Toccata and Fugue in D minor (Bach); Canzone
(Guilmant); Andantino in D Flat (Lemare). Mr. G. M.
Oram.

May 26th:

Fugue in C Minor (Bach); Solemn Melody( Walford
Davies): Two Marches (Grieg). Mr. G. M. Oram.

June 23rd:

Mr. J. Riley (of Michaelhouse); Sonata No. 4 (Rheinberger); Trumpet Minuet (Jeremiah Clark); March in
A (Chouveaux).

During July, two stops will be added to the organ, a Fifteenth
that will give brilliance to the Great Organ and a Tuba Minor, a
solo stop useful for giving a lead. For both these stops we have to
thank the generosity of the late Mr. A. H. Smith.

EXAMINATION RESULTS

Matriculation.

First Class: D. P. Black, S. Cohen, D. Deenik, C. R. Moses
(Mathematics), A. R. Schruer, M. D. W. Silburn, J. R. Tedder
(Physical Science, Latin).

Second Class: P. I. Baynash, D. W. Benporath, J. J. Bentley,
A. C. Gage,J. M. Haines, A. Henderson, A. J. W. Hoad, M, E. Manning,
B. McDougall, B. G. P. Murray, J. M. Nelems, G. J. Otter, D. H.

Perry, R. C. Richardson, P. R. Russell, J. B. Sheasby, F. S. Simpson
(Physical Science), H. K. Timm.
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Third Class: B. S. Chambers, C. C. Foxon, D. G. Lamb, W. S.
Robb, M. B. Swinton.

School Leaving Certificate.
Second Class: E. H. Besson, H. R. Joubert, R. W. Voysey.
Third Class: E. H. Kukle, R. A. Parkes, R. G. Timm, J. D.
Winder.
Junior Certificate.

First Class: L. A. Allen, R. G. Brown, P. C. Coleman, J. V.

Crewe, W. M. Giles, C. D. Gray, C. P. Jewitt, R. A. Johnston,
N. M. McDonald, P. W. Mudie, D. L. Pike, P. J. Reece, R. W.Si mpson,
J. G. Syminton, P. M. Talmage-Rostron, R. G. Williams.
Second Class: J. M. Barns, C. D. Bate, M. J. T. Bryan, D. J.
Cogen, J. J. Dowdle, I. J. S. Evans, B. W. T. Forbes, A. C. Kapp,
L. M. Lewin, C. J. Molyneux, M. A. Moon, W. L. Pfuhl, B. S. Roberts,
M. J. Storm.

Third Class: I. A. Bjorkman, C. M. Blackburn, E. L. Coetzee,

G. J. Collingwood, J. B. Dacam, T. N. Dewis, M. J. Don-Wauchope,
M. G. Ellis, M. I. Gillies, A. J. Home, J. A. W. Kelly, F. C. Massam,
T. H. Moffett, S. M. Nalson, G. R. Newlands, J. R. Panton, H. W.

Thomas, D. A. Vogt, D. A. Wade, R. L. Whipp, C. B. Witherspoon.

University Bursaries (within first 20 in the country): D. L.
Pike, R. W. Simpson.
Provincial Bursaries: J. V. Crewe, W. M. Giles, C. P. Jewitt,

D. L. Pike, P. J. Reece, R. W. Simpson, R. G. Williams.

APPOINTMENTS

Head Prefect: D. V. Thompson (G).
School Prefects: D. V. Thompson (G), R. N. Hagemann (F), J. V. Rodseth (P),
M. N. W. Hulett (J).
House Prefects: (G) N. G. Poikinghorne, R. J. L. Edwards, N. Pike.
(F) C. M. Downle, D. G. Spargo, J. Shave.
(P) A. P. Dowdle, D. B. Homer, D. W. Cross, I. M. Chalmers
(Library).
(J) P. H. Immelman, M. J. Wepener.
Cricket Captain: M. N. W. Hulett.
Rugby Captain: D. V. Thompson.
Tennis Captain: M. N. W. Hulett.
Drum-Maior: R. J. L. Edwards.

Swimming Captain: D. G. Spargo.
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PARKES (ACADEMICS) TROPHY

Mid-year Exams
1. Gillingham

49- 1%

2. Pembroke

46-9%

3. Finningley

46-8%

LEADING SCORERS

Gillingham

Finningley
Via

Robbins, R. J

63

N. G

VIb
Va

Vb

IVb
IVc
Ilia

nib
lllc
llld

lib
I

Chalmers, I. M.

67

Form Average 46-5

Spargo, D. G
41
Form Average 35-2

Form Average 35-5

Form Average 35-3

Reece, P. J

Simpson, R. W

73

Coieman, P. C

Pike, D

70

Form Average 53-3

Form Average

56

Form Average 51 -2

Colllngwood,

Witherspoon,
42

Dickinson,
J. P

6!

37

Lefson, A. W

C. B

43

Form Average 54-6
Dowdle, A. P.

41

59

47

Form Average 32-6

Form Average 38-4

Form Average 35-4

Stokoe, T. C

61

57

Mulraney, J. C.
64
Form Average 59-1

Chalmers, A. N

Form Average

V. Rooyen, P. G. 48
Form Average 43

Webb, T. M

Home, C. A

Form Average 46-3

Form Average 42-6

Harvey, M. G
Form Average

42
35

Bishop, P. A. T
Form Average

Dowdle, S. P

50

Form Average

33

Cantreii, A. C

80

.81

65

Lund, R. V. H
67
Form Average 55-7

Williams, G. P

Form Average

49

39
37

73

Form Average 58-2
52

Form Average 58-7

Blackburn, N. J

54

Walter, J. D

58

Kamstra, R. S

Form Average

43

Form Average

42

Form Average 45-7

Osborne, R

53

Bonella, R.

44

Lacon-Allin, P

62

51

Form Average 40-2

Form Average 36-7

Form Average 45-2

Holmes, R. G

Mathlson, A. R. 42
Form Average 32-6

Stacey, J. M.
37
Form Average 34-7

Form Average 63-5

Zurcher, A. F
73
Form Average 58-7

Meyer, A. P.
76
Form Average 60-6

Gray, K. W
Form Average

57
51

Gebbie, J

61

Form Average 45-1

Form Average

50

Wood, M

72

Watson, D

Von Maltitz, E

80

49

Form Average 30-7
lla

51

Form Average 51-4

C. J

IVa

Pembroke

Polklnghorne,

Griffiths, O. L

70

Form Average 56-4

Price, J. A. L

56
84

Form Average 59-7
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Form Average 59-4

FINNINGLEY PHANTASY

There is little to record this half-year.

Because of the poliomyelitis restriction the Annual Sports
are postponed to the end of the third term. Swimming was re
stricted. In fact, many found time to hang heavily. Few know the

delights of an enthralling book and took little advantage of the extra

hours they might have spent with Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn,
Biggies, the Three Musketeers, David Copperfield and many others.
The Rugby season is in full swing. We have had more than our

share of injuries this term. Is this due to the restrictions put upon
games in the Summer terms? It is to be hoped that next Summer

a more normal games programme may be followed. Nearly all
boys in the school will have had the anti-polio injections, so that the
restriction would appear to be unnecessary in future.

Our prefects this year are R. N. Hagemann, Head of Finningley,
C. M. Downie, J. Shave and D. G. Spargo. They have controlled

the House well. The happy atmosphere here is in no way dimin
ished. We have, however, a small core of boys who get into trouble,
some of them in ways that reflect credit neither upon themselves
nor upon Finningley. There is a false set of values some of them

subscribe to. Absolute honesty, courtesy to, and consideration for
others are the marks of a gentleman.
Eisewhere in this magazine will be seen the achievements of
our fellows last year in the Junior Certificate and Matriculation

Examinations. We rejoice with those who did themselves justice.
We are always pleased to have visits from Old Boys of Finningley.
Amongst those who have called in this year are Fearnhead, Ryan,
Parkes and Winder (both also of Pembroke), Fraser Simpson,
Hunt, Mark, Mellows(on his way to join his first ship), the Newlands
brothers (Joe I and Joe II), Roberts, Rodda and H. Timm.

All will be pleased to hear that Fraser Simpson, though still
in calipers, is making good progress. He, with many others, was
injured in an accident when returning from his first weekend leave

from the Naval Gymnasium, Saldhana Bay. He has had a bad time,
but he faced up to it with the courage and all the cheerfulness we
should expect of him.

As usual Mrs. Sambrook takes great care of us all. We thank
her for her patience and understanding.
We are sad to have to say goodbye to Mr. Oram who has been

so much happier as a Finningley flea than he ever was as a Gillingham
gentle. Mr. Glass now has his study, and does history to music.
Mr. Quarmby fills the House, when the spirit moves him, with
melody.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tedder are now grandparents. Old Boys will
be relieved to know that the grandchild cannot be another"Jake
she will not grow up to plague your children and grandchildren.
It is whispered that our Housemaster and Mrs. Tedder subscribe

heartily to the Chinaman's dictum, "To become a grandparent
is the happiest state of man."

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT

OFFICERS

Office
SPEAKER
DEPUTY SPEAKER
CLERK

..

PRiME MINISTER

..

Name
J. F. Reecc

Constituency
Roodepoort

,

A. E. Hooper

Harrismith

.

F. Massam
P. W. Mudie
D. B. Homer

Mooi River
Muden
Hermanus

.

B. S. Roberts

Robertson

D. L. Pike

Pietersburg
Leopoidsville

LEADER OF OPPOSITION

PUBLICITY OFFICER ..
GOVERNMENT:

Dep. Prime Minister, External
Affairs

Finance, Commerce and Mines

Transport, Posts and Telegraphs
Education, Arts and Science

L. M. Lewin
B. G. Williams
W. Giles

.
.

Willowvale
Grahamstown

Health and Social Services

D. J. Cogen
C. S. Meyer

Justice

J. V. Crewe

Lands, Agriculture and Food

J. Dacam

Durban North
Colenso

L. H. Fisher
J. J. Dowdle
C. M. Downie

Freetown

Defence and Labour

Native Affairs

Colesburg
Margate
. Creighton

OPPOSITION:

Deputy Leader

M. S. Mayne
J. G. Syminton
P. M. Taimage Rostron
D. H. Thresher
J. M. Barnes

Donnybrook
Doonside
Mahamba

Sophiatown
Tongaat
Thorneville

Bergville

Programme.
February 8tb: Election of Officers.
February 15th; Motion: "That this House has no Confidence in
the Government ". Proposed by the Leader of the

Opposition. Opposed by the Prime Minister.
February 22nd: Continuation of No Confidence Motion. Motion
Carried.
March 22nd:

Motion: "That the Native of South Africa Should

Have Full Democratic Rights ". Proposed by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. Opposed by
the Deputy Prime Minister. Motion Carried.
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May 3rd;

Moy 17th:

June 14th:

Motion: "That South Africa Should Become a
Republic". Proposed by the Deputy Prime
Minister. Opposed by the Hon. Member for
Sophiatown. Motion lost.
Motion: "That the Senate Should be Abolished ".
Proposed by Minister for Transport, Posts and
Telegraphs. Motion carried.
Motion: "That the Indians Should be Repatriated ".
Proposed by Minister for Education, Arts and
Science. Opposed by Hon. Member for Sophiatown.
Motion Lost.

Finding ourselves almost completely deserted by the Sixth
Form, who should have given the lead, we were very dubious about
the success of this year's Parliament. These fears have proved illfounded, for the Fifth Form, in spite of lack of experience, have
shown a keen interest in debate and in politics. Sixth Form stalwart,
D. Homer, leader of the opposition, represented us at the Hofmeyr Memorial Speech Contest in Durban and came second, being
the only speaker to bring any light relief into an otherwise rather
grim evening! Prime Minister Mudie has a keen political sense,
but will not become a great speaker until we can hear what he says.
Others, such as Crewe, Talmage-Rostron, Williams, Fisher and
Pike are showing considerable promise, Syminton is a real deskthumping demagogue and Massam is a competent Clerk. Silent
cross-benches will gradually thaw, we hope, as the weather warms
up

Question Time is always of great interest, liveliness and benefit.
Opposition members, ever ready to disconcert their Cabinet
opposites, are primed with questions of wide political moment
(or, sometimes, of very local importance): to answer these properly
involves a close study of their Cabinet responsibilities, and there is
no doubt that interest in politics is genuinely being sponsored.
Are we begetting future Parliamentarians?
We welcomed a party of girls from St. Mary's on June 14th,
who came to listen, not to participate, it was a routine meeting,

but our visitors expressed delight over the experience. We hope
soon to send a team to St. Mary's for a proper debate.
We are very grateful to Mr. K. Sutler-Gore of the Durban City
Parliament, for his offer of a Floating Trophy, to be awarded to the
boy who, in the opinion of the Speaker, made the best Parliamentary
speech of the year.
A point of interest. A close study of the numerous school

magazines received from South Africa and England reveals that we are
apparently the only school to run its Debating Society on Parliamen
tary lines. May we recommend it!
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AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

Op die eerste vergadering,gehou op 14 Februarle, Is die volgende
bestuur vir 1957 gekies :—
Voorsitters: Mnre. G. E. Burger en J. W. Storm.
Vise-Voorsitter: L. H. Fisher.
Sekretaris : D. B. Homer.

Bykomende Lede: A. Hooper, J. Bobbins, A. Kapp en E.
Gieseler.

Die volgende program is gedurende die eerste halfjaar afgehandel :—

I Maart: Debat: „Dat spoke en bygelowe waar is."
29 Maart: Debat: ,,Dat die wetenskaplike ontwikkelings
van die afgelope vyftig jaar tot groter nadeel as voordeel van
die mens was."

IS Maart: Lesings : Die volgende sprekers het lesings
gelewer :—

B. G. Williams : „Die ruimte en hoe ons dit probeer
oorwin."

J. Xyminton : „Vliegtuie."
J. Dacam : „Skaapboerdery."
R. Whipp : „Die ontdekking van Amerika deur die
Vikings."

10 Mei: Boeklesing deur die Voorsitter : G. E. Burger.
24 Mei : Debat: „Dat professionele sport In Suid-Afrika
verbied moet word."
G.E.B.

CHOIR

The primary function of a choir is, of course, to lead the singing
in Chapel. Were this its sole function, the result would be more

satisfying—but the programme would be stiflingly dull. As usual,

little more is accomplished in the first six months than drilling the
new choir into shape, but always with the school concert or carols

in view. These function are essential for enthusiasm and purposiveness.

After the performance and enthusiasm of last year, the singers
this year have been listless and relatively voiceless. They have
lacked drive and interest, and only in preparing the "Gloria"
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was any liveliness shown. Singing in Chapel has been poor, some
trebles not really making any effort. Strictly speaking, there is not
enough practice time available for the quintuple task of teaching
the reading of music, drilling the choir into a unit, preparing hymns,

learning secular songs, and preparing the occasional anthem. A
full lesson daily is really required, instead of virtually only one session
a week.
J.F.R.

The singing in the lower school can seldom have been as poor
as It has been during the first half of this year. It is disturbing to
find that out of such a large number of new boys there are so few
with singing voices at an age when one expects an abundance, and
more disturbing still to find that the majority have had little or no
instruction in this almost natural medium of expression.
This, apart from making it difficult to fill the many vacant places
in the treble section of the choir, has had its effect on the school

singing in general, especially in Assemblies and Chapel Services
where little sound, except for much coughing and nose-blowing,
has been forthcoming from the front benches.
However, the choir has been held together by older members
and, considering the number of passengers it carries in the treble
section—those who haven't good voices and those who have but
are too lazy to use them—has done quite well. It was occupied
during the first term with parts of the "Peasant Cantata"of Bach,
and in the second with "Gloria in Excelsis" (performed at Westville Methodist Church), "Holy City ","Soldiers Chorus" from
"Faust"and a harmonized version of"Swazi Warrior ".

R.Q.

MUSIC SOCIETY

The Music Society this year has been limited to about twelve
members, all of whom manage to squeeze into Mr. Quarmby's
study on Sunday nignts after chapel. We have had a most interesting
and varied time during the past two terms, soaking in the impressive
music of great composers. Pride of place has been taken by the
concerto form, and four of the five piano concertos of Beethoven
were heard during the second term.
A few of us were fortunate enough to go to Durban to hear
Paul Badura-Skoda playing a concerto with the orchestra in the
City Hall. We were all dazzled by his magnificent performance.
A couple of weeks later, Mr. Penney kindly demonstrated the hi-fi
apparatus which he himself constructed at his home. Never have
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we heard such outstanding range and clarity in record reproduction.

We tender our thanks to Mr. Penney for spending such a great
deal of time on us, and also to Mrs. Penney who so hospitably
entertained us.

At the final meeting of the second term, several talented

members provided us with piano solos, works for two pianos and
songs.

We are all extremely grateful to Mr. Quarmby for the use of
his study for our meetings, and for his enthusiasm which has so
ably kept the society alive.
C. COGGIN

YACHT CLUB

The enthusiasm of the members has been very pleasing and has
led to some useful model boat building and even the construction

of two international 14' 9" Finns. The members have all helped
greatly with these projects from which they have derived much
pleasure and experience.

Early in the year we had a lecture by Mr. Crambe and Mr.
Charlie Cole who brought up some model yachts and showed us
how to set about building these. Following on this visit Mr. Osier
managed to obtain a number of hulls in various stages of completion
and this stimulated a great deal of interest. Mr. Stanley Raaff, hearing
of this, gave us sets of sails and many accessories to enable us to
complete these boats.

Our other lecture was a talk on sailing by Mr. Pearson. He
outlined the progress of navigation down the centuries and then
went on to give us some valuable tips on sailing.
After this the club was divided into sections and senior members

taught these ropes and rigging, the parts of a yacht and the rules
of sailing and racing.

The practical work which interested all was the building of
the Finns by J. Shave and R. Hagemann. Though time-consuming
the moulded hull construction was most effective.

These two boats were taken to the Hobbies Fair and groups
of boys actually worked on them each day during the Fair. This proved
a great attraction.

Special mention must be made of Nigel Stott's successes in the
Point Yacht Club and Royal Natal Yacht Club Races this season

with his Finn "Frean ". He tied for 3rd place for the season with
four firsts to his credit. A splendid effort for his first season,
especially when one remembers he was competing with men.
H. BOUMAN, Commodore.
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WILD LIFE SOCIETY

Chairman: E. A. Hermanson.

Secretary: P. J. Reece.

Committee: A. Y. Lawrence, P. C. Coleman, A. E. Hooper.
This Society, affiliated to the Natal W. L. S., was initiated at

the beginning of the year, the idea being to encourage boys in
their interest in wild life generally. It was soon found that we had
many experts in our ranks, the secretary's knowledge of snakes
being outstanding.

During the first term we had two interesting excursions.

The first was with Mr. W. Pople to the Wentworth rock pools.
He came the night before to lecture to us on what we were likely
to see. We spent an interesting morning, in spite of the rain,
swimming around in the rock pools and collecting specimens.
After this we returned to the Medical School Laboratories at Went

worth, and had lunch before returning to school.
Our second visit was to the Natal Museum, where Dr. Lawrence,
the Director, his son, who is a member of the Society, and Dr.
Stuckenberg showed us round and explained the exhibits. We

went to the Botanical Gardens for lunch. This was followed by a
visit to the Bird Sanctuary.
The "Pets' Room " in Milner House contains a considerable

number of creatures, ranging from (for a time) pythons, to hamsters
and budgies. It is a popular rendezvous for owners and visitors.
E. A. HERMANSON

During the second term, two very interesting lectures were
delivered by E. Hermanson and R. Grafton to the members of the
society.

Hermanson's lecture concerned Water Birds and Bird Watching
in general in South Africa. He started by listing the apparatus
necessary to make a start on this very Interesting hobby. A record
book, in which to jot down migratory habits and dates and names of
birds found In various localities, as well as a technical book on the

subject Is necessary. There are about 875 species of birds in South
Africa, he stated.

Every aspect of the subject was discussed fully, from mode of
progression to feeding and nesting. We learned of the peculiar
plumage of the Dab-chick, the nests of the Weavers and Bishop
Birds, and the queer habits of the Lily Trotter. He explained to

us how the Kingfisher builds Its nest in the river bank, lining it
with feathers, and why the sand-pipers lay their eggs, very well
camouflaged. In a little hollow in the sand on the beach.
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The meeting was well attended by 45 members of the society,
and we gained much information from the forty-minute talk.
R. Grafton's lecture was also on birds but this time Breeding
Habits of South African Birds were discussed.

He told us of the strange manner of courting of the males of
some species of birds, dancing around flapping their wings, screeching
at the tops of their voices or merely strutting in front of their lady
friends displaying their plumage.
A long time was spent describing nests of various birds. The
Hammerhead's nest is the largest in the world, being about three
feet across and two feet deep. The hornbill makes its nest in a hole
in a tree, and seals the female in the tree, with only a small hole
through which to pass food. The Cuckoo lays its eggs in other
birds' nests and shows a certain amount >of intelligence in that it
chooses the nests of birds whose eggs are of the same colour as its
own.

He also explained why birds that lay their eggs on the ground lay
from 10-20 eggs so as to make sure that they are not all destroyed
by their natural enemies.
The smallest eggs, we were informed, are laid by Warblers and
Waxbills, and may be as short as IS mm. The largest eggs are laid
by the ostrich, although the kiwi lays the largest in the world for
its size.

This lecture was also quite well attended, about thirty members
being present.
Next term two more lectures by boys are to be given, and the
society will be entertained by a couple of nature trips and visits
by natural history authorities.
P. J. REECE

CHESS CLUB

So far, this year, there has been a very good attendance at the
Chess Club meetings held at 8 o'clock on Thursday evenings. We
are pleased to be able to say that we now have enough chess sets
to enable all members to play simultaneously.
Mr. R. Ward, a resident of Botha's Hill and a very welcome
visitor to the Chess Club meetings, has promised us a shield. This
shield will go to the winner of an annual chess competition.
We hope to arrange a match against D.H.S. this term.
Our sincere thanks go to Mr. H. Viljoen for his co-operation
and the interest he has shown in running our Chess Club. Beside
keeping an eye on the members, he spends most of his time during the
meetings teaching the members how to play chess.
L. H. FISHER
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PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Hon. President: Mr. T. Metcalf.
Chairman: M. J. R. Castledon.

Secretary: B. G. Williams.
Committee: A. Cantrell.

Although our meetings have been few and far between, it Is
satisfying that, at last, a start has been made. Our membership
consists of about 30 boys, many of whom are juniors. Nevertheless,

I hope that their interest will continue to grow and draw others
into the society.
On Tuesday evening, 25th June, we enjoyed the company of
three members of the Philatelic Society of Natal—namely, Mr. C.
Selwyn Smith, Mr. John Wicks and Mr. G. Palmer. The meeting
was a great success. Between them they had a fine collection of
Thematics (specialized collections on birds, flowers, etc.). The
meeting closed with a competition arranged by Mr. Smith. Our
three visitors were pleased with the results, some of which won
prizes. The best result went to D. Cross—congratulations.
M.J.R.C.

VISIT TO TEMPLE AND MOSQUE

On Wednesday, May 29th, a party of senior boys, conducted by Rev. V.
J. Bredenkamp, and accompanied by Mr. Reece and Mr. P. Metcalf, made a visit
to a Hindu Temple and a Moslem Mosque, In a brief study of comparative religions.
The Hindu Temple, in Umgeni Road, was bare and plain, floor and wails
being of stone, and not particularly clean. At the head of the temple were deep
recesses, accessible only to the priest, in which stood various idols, symbolic
of Hindu beliefs. In one stood a deity with body of a man and head of an elephant
—the great Deity who rose from the ground and is lord of ail. An adjoining
chamber contained his heart, and in the next one was a being with many heads
and hands: He rose from the ground 66,000 years ago to rid the world of evil
and unhappiness. In other chambers were other gods and idols. These images
are washed daily by the priest and clad in coloured garments which are changed
regularly. It Is difficult for the European mind to grasp the significance of this
symbolism, although to the Hindu It is of deep meaning and without superficiality.
We learned that the Hindus believe in the transmigration of souls. A man who

has lived an evil life returns to earth as an animal or insect; after a long period of
punishment he may return as a man. Great goodness can lead to a long state
of contemplation, after which the soul goes to Nirvana, there to remain for ever.
The Mosque in Gale Street was of a very different nature. While not overelaborate, it was beautifully kept and the whole floor of the main room—the
largest in the southern hemisphere—was covered with thick carpet. We arrived
during prayer time. Prayers are held five times daily and worshippers are
supposed to attend all five. The men stand shoulder to shoulder the full width
of the room, and to the intoning of the priest they stand, bow, kneel and squat,
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reciting silently the prayers which each man must recite. No women are ad
mitted. These men are worshipping the unseen Allah, whose son Mohamet

came to earth to help mankind. They acknowledge Abraham, Moses, David and

Christ and their religion seems not greatly removed from Christianity—apart
from the one vital exception that Mahomet came as a sinner, not of virgin birth,
seeking to perfect himself. Christ was perfect.

Sitting on the carpet in various places were men and boys learning the Koran,
or being instructed by teachers. Their five pillars of belief are; (I) Allah;
(2) Prayer;(3) Fasting;(4) Almsgiving;(5) Pilgrimage to Mecca, and their religion
"Islam" means "Peace ".

Both in the temple and in the mosque we had to remove our shoes, and at

the mosque worshippers had to wash all exposed parts of their bodies at a great
bath before going in to pray. We were Impressed by their sincerity.

THE EARLY DAYS

On March 23rd Mr. Gram and Mr. Reece gave us a talk on the

Early Days at Kearsney, and the school's founder. We were very
interested, because none of us knew much about the "Old"

Kearsney, and a good many did not even know of its existence.

Our Founder, Sir Liege Hulett, came to South Africa 100 years
ago, and eventually built the house which became our first school.
We learnt that Sir Liege's father had been a schoolmaster, and this

probably influenced him into turning the now empty house into a
school. His later home in Durban was always "open house" for
members of his own family, for Methodist ministers, and for Kearsney
staff.

Kearsney, founded in 1921, existed in its old quarters for 18
years. The grounds about the school were exceedingly beautiful,
with trees of all varieties, shrubs, and flowers. The scent of flowers,
tea and honey filled the atmosphere and the environment was a
very pleasant one for boys to grow up in.

Both speakers emphasised the "Happy Family" atmosphere.
Head, staff and boys lived under the same roof, their life uninter
rupted by visitors, for they were over 50 miles from Durban. In this

way the school developed a character and tone that was very high.
We learnt about the little train that plied backwards and for
wards from Stanger, about the Chapel and its bees, the ghost of
Lady Hulett, the annual Plays, the oranges, mangoes, tea and honey,
the visit of the Earl of Clarendon, and the very high standard achieved
at Sport. We were also told about some of the leading characters
who passed through the school.

We were left with the impression that Kearsney must have
been a very pleasant place to live in, and it is little wonder that
older Old Boys affectionately refer to it as "home". Botha's

Hill must have seemed very bleak and unattractive by comparison,
until our own grounds were developed.
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CRICKET MEMORIES

I have often been asked how the Kearsney cricket of to-day compares with

that of earlier years. This is a very difficuit question to answer. The olden days
are always the best, in everything! To-day we meet the first teams of the major
schools, and we play against men's clubs with players of provincial or even national
standard. Long ago we met only the second teams of the bigger schools, but we
played (with a little help from the Staff) against men's North Coast teams at a

time when there was an abundance of high class cricketers there. To-day we
play on turf; in those days on matting only.

When we compare our present numbers with the 75 of 1930—and many of

them very small boys—there certainly should be no question about the relative
strength of the teams. We had only one pitch, and two nets. And yet, some
times I wonder! My principal impression of those days is that for variety of
stroke play, and certainly for speed of scoring, the players were in advance of
our present ones. Scores of over 200 were routine, and sometimes we exceeded

300. Centuries were common. Against this, the tight bowling of to-day, and
the vagaries of turf wickets, prevent our boys from indulging too freely.

When I first came, the cricket, uncoached, was weak, and the school had few

boys to choose from. I well remember that the team hinged very considerably
upon Crofton Hopkins. Score books revealed a succession of large scores from
his bat, and the majority of wickets came from his guileful fingers. But he had
left when I arrived.

Naturally one tends to remember more graphically one's earlier days at
a school, and perhaps one's own part in the sport. I can't forget, for instance,
with what trepidation I made my first appearance with a cricket bat in 1927, and

with what relief I was able to indulge in a partnership of 120 with Von Keyserlingk,
whose son is at Kearsney to-day. That broke the ice for me, and gave some
justification to my efforts to coach for I coached the whole school then, with
invaluable help from Mr. Medworth.

I think that one reason why the quality of the cricket became pretty good
was that Mr. Medworth and I were young and fit enough to be coaching at the
nets five or six days a week, and in a small school that meant that every boy
received a lot of attention. That is why the " prep"schools of to-day can turn
out so many excellent young batsmen. At the larger schools, the juniors must

play second fiddle, and as Kearsney has no "feeder" prep school, we do not
get the chance to create cricketers to the same extent as we used.

Thinking back on my first year, when I was finding my feet, one or two
memories emerge. 'We had a fine opening pair in Jack Hulett and Dono Coventry,
both of whose sons are now at Kearsney. Jack was a stylist who never failed,

match after match (and who,two years later, put on 130 unfinished for the opening

partnership with Hargreaves, still, I think, an opening record) and Dono was
rugged and nearly as reliable. In addition the former was an excellent wicket-

keeper, and the latter the opening fast bowler with a sharp off turn. We had
one dramatic match against Stanger. Hulett and I had managed to have an un
broken partnership of ISO and left Stanger 175 to get in two hours. With such
determination did they bat that with 20 minutes left, only three wickets had
falien. Then Hargreaves, with tantalising leg-spinners, took five wickets for
no runs, and we won a nail-biting match with one minute to spare.
One of the real characters of those days was Dick Addison of Darnall. He

was a reai Falstaff of a man. His trousers always ended below the bulge of his

stomach and no-one knew how he kept them up. Addison was a tremendous

hitter, a very cunning spin bowler, and a great personality. One of his large
boundary and fell backwards down a thirty foot bank, being severely shocked,

innings was terminated by Mr. Medworth, who took a one-handed catch on the

but still clutching the ball! Dick was given "out ". He died many years ago,
I believe.

'
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Although matches were generally noteworthy for their heavy and rapid
scoring, in Ken Balcomb we had probably the second best left hand spinner the
school has possessed. I wonder whether, as Inspector of schools in Northern
Rhodesia, he can still show the youngster how to flight the ball. In the last of

his four years in the First he took far more wickets than the rest of the boys
combined. He, "Grubby" Pearce, and Hargreaves made a spinning trio that
we have never improved upon.

One of the best all-round cricketers of the early I930's was Jack Crawford,
now a headmaster in Northern Rhodesia. He was a good attacking bat, with a

long string of scores to his name, and with Ronnie Weightman (who collapsed
and died while playing cricket in the Transvaal about a year ago) and Lex Kirk,
he usually managed to dismiss the opposition for small scores. Jack Bertram,
now a prominent citizen of Zululand, made a good captain and opening bat,
though slow, with several half-centuries to his credit. If I may be permitted
another personal reminiscence, it is of a match in which he and I put up SO for the
first wicket, of which he scored 0!

Probably the strongest side of the mid-30's was the one captained by John
Larrington. They mowed the opposition down to such an extent that they asked
for a game against Glenwood Firsts and beat them quite comfortably. This,
although we still had a mere 75 boys. Regular practice, constant coaching, and
unremitting enthusiasm was the secret. About this time Godfrey Jacobs came
into the side and proved to be the school's soundest bat ever. He had the broadest

bat that I ever bowled to. He ended his four years in the Firsts with six half
centuries and a century, and an average, I believe, of 60. He has scored so many
centuries since, in Johannesburg (seven in one season), for Zululand, Country

Districts, and novy, 20 years later, in Maritzburg, that, had he lived in Durban
rather than Amatikulu he might well have been the Province's wicket-keeperbatsman for years.

The greatest hitter of them all was Eric Groom. Shades of Jessop! It would
do some modern cricketers good to see how a fast half volley should be hit.
Eric believed that every straight ball not actually short of a length should be
hit back over the bowler's head, and the faster the bowler, the safer the shot.

If the ball was short, it went over square leg. I have seen modern batsmen pat
full tosses back to the bowler. Against St. Henry's he scored 100 in 25 minutes.
I still have the paper cutting. He hit eleven sixes from the end where I was

umpiring, and my arms had no rest. As half the playing time was used up by the

other batsman, Foss (53), and many minutes were lost finding the ball in neigh
bouring fields, I imagine the actual scoring time may have been about ten minutes.
Perhaps four overs! More recently I read that at Kokstad he ran from 90 to

120 with five consecutive sixes. This completely demoralises any bowler, es
pecially a fast one.

St. Henry's was our happy hunting ground. I think I am right in saying that
in five consecutive visits one of the batsmen scored a century. Four of them
I remember—Henry, Ken(now Dr.) Dyer, Groom and Bazley. The latter, one
of Kearsney's greatest personalities and sportsmen ever, and our first Head

Prefect at Botha's Hill, was killed in an air crash during the war. A tragic loss.
A newspaper cutting reminds me that his 148 against St. Henry's was scored in
75 minutes, and that Kearsney scored 302. He also took four wickets and made

two brilliant catches. A little later, against Durban Tech. Bazley scored 156
before lunch, by which time we had reached 300 for four wickets. He had a

partnership of 260 for the third wicket with P. Foss (108, run out) in 90 minutes.

This was entertaining cricket. Tech. were so demoralised that they were out
for 20, Boyd taking 5 for 6. In the same season Glenwood 2nd XI were dismissed
for 12, Boyd taking 4 for 2.

In this same year, 1939, Kearsney scored, in consecutive innings, 257 for 6
(Foss 83, Balcomb 69), 251 for 4(Groom 100, Foss 53), 300 for 3(Bazley 86, Boyd 88,
both not out, Foss 50) and the above 300 for 4(Bazley 156, Foss 108). This was the
heyday of cricket. Amid such a welter of high scores, Boyd took 75 wickets for
an average of 5 runs apiece.
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Graham ("Sam") Boyd was a contemporary and close friend of George
Bazley. He was the best bowler the school has had, a left spinner of medium
pace. Not only did he "walk" Into the Natal Schools' side, as quite the best
bowler In the Province, but It was thought that he would prove to be the best
bowler In the country. However, he did not do himself justice during the
Nuffield Week, and lost his chance. Against the Natal Provincial side I watched
him tie the best batsmen up into a state of immobility. I also saw him bowl Mr.
Milner at the nets with six consecutive balls! Poor Sam Boyd went out In a

Wellington Bomber from the West Coast of Africa, radioed that he had spotted
an enemy submarine, and was never heard of again.
This was the beginning of the days at Botha's Hill, when Mr. Medworth took
over all the sport and I played a lesser part. He continued to turn out many
fine cricketers. Our best all-rounder was Peter Davidson, still playing for

Country Districts. He also played for N. Transvaal. In 1941 he performed the
extraordinary feat of bowling right through the season without once being
taken off!

He took 74 wickets. Peter was an excellent batsman, too, seldom

failing. I can still hear the groan of dismay as he was dismissed for 99 against
Estcourt, but he atoned for It later with 153 not out against St. Charles. We
were playing all schools' First Teams by now.
Round about this time there was stirring cricket among the juniors too.
In 1941, for Instance, in successive Innings for the Under 14, Peter Jonsson scored
130 and ICS; in the latter match Tommy Jacobs also scored 80 and took 7 wickets
for I run. We made 212 and Glenwood 8. To-day the scores tend to be reversed.
For the Colts Gillies scored two consecutive centuries and for the 1st XI L.

Robinson, the captain, also scored two consecutive centuries. In a House Under
12 match, V. Davy took six wickets with successive bails. To-day he is causing
headaches to bowlers who visit Pinetown.

A year or two later I well remember a grim struggle between Gillies (72
not out), Jonsson (47 In 3 hours) and Hugh Tayfield, who was then at his peak
for D.H.S. Tayfield lost, for he took no wickets and Kearsney scored 236 for 5
wickets. Peter Jonsson played for Natal schools as a wicket-keeper batsman
and a little later Gillies played for Transvaal "B".

I must not forget to mention the bowling machine which I imported from
England. I believe the Rhodesian team today ascribes some of Its cricket Improve
ment to the " novel" Idea of a bowling machine. Well, we got in first, by 20

years! It was worked rather on the principle of a Roman catapult. A long
arm, with a ieather cup to hold the ball, was wound back into position and then
suddenly released. By adjusting the tension one was able to bowl fast or slow
balls; an elevation screw made it possible to bowl full tosses, yorkers, or halfvolleys; and of course direction could be obtained by sighting the arm. A slight
twist in the cup even produced breaks. The coach was therefore able to bowl the
same ball a dozen times In succession and help to eliminate faulty strokes. This

bowling machine disintegrated on our arrival at Botha's Hill and was used no
more.

These rather random reminiscences cover a period of about 20 years and end

ten years ago. I have pinpointed a few highlights in our earlier cricket history,
just as they come to mind, and no doubt Old Boys will remember them. Boys have
grown up, and their sons are now with us, following worthily in father's footsteps,
and others will follow in succeeding years. If there is any moral attached to these

thoughts. It is that I am a firm believer that every loose ball should be treated
as a gift from heaven and despatched to the boundary, and that a little quick
footwork can turn a good ball Into a bad one. Especially do I believe that straight
fast balls can be driven back over the bowler's head, and the faster the better.

I always coached this and practised it myself. The bowler is at a loss what to do,
for if he drops the ball short it can be hooked or cut. Perhaps there are fewer
loose balls to-day. Perhaps, too, the uncertainties of turf wickets, unless they

are really true, do not promote stroke play to the extent that is possible with

matting. For that reason I believe that all formative batting should be done on
matting.
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I am now going to stick my neck out a long way, and choose my "A" team
for the years 1927 to 1946, In approximate batting order on current form.
Jack Hulett (bat)
Godfrey Jacobs (bat, wicket-keeper)
Paul Foss (bat)

Peter Davidson (bat, stock bowler)
Ken Dyer (bat)
Peter Jonsson (bat)
Vivian Davy (bat, stock bowler)

George Bazley (captain)(bat, spin bowler)
Eric Groom (bat)
Tommy Jacobs (bat, fast bowler)

Graham Boyd (bat, left-arm bowler)
Every player in the side scored a century. A team with Groom, Jacobs, and
Boyd at 9, 10, II Is "some"team.

I fully realise the claims of a score of others who will feel that they should
have been included. Well, here Is a "B" team, nearly as good.
Jack Bertram (bat)

Billy Jacobs (bat, wicket-keeper)
Gordon Glllles (bat)
John Larrlngton (captain)(bat)
Jack Crawford (bat, stock bowler)
Railton Foss (bat)
Lin Robinson (bat)
Billy Henry (bat, stock bowler)
Neville Reeves (bat, fast bowler)
Oliver Knaggs (left-arm bowler)
Ken Balcomb (left arm spinner)

This still omits two Provincial players in G. H. Stein (Transvaal) and J. S. M.
Foss(Western Province and O.F.S.). It also omits a great many other good players.
Further out my neck I will not stick. Somebody else can choose a side from
1947 to 1956. A good start can be made with Provincial players: John Atkinson
(Natal), Allan King (Natal), Joe Hansen (O.F.S.), and Des Leather (Rhodesia,
12th man).

One final question. If I were to select an all-time Kearsney team, who
would be first choice? My answer—^without any doubt, Graham Boyd.
A hundred years hence, in the green fields of Elysium, perhaps a game can
be arranged between past and present. I should dearly like to be umpire. Until
then, much of this cricket will have to remain as a memory, for I shall not see
the players operating In the flesh again.
J. F. REECE

(Old Boys are invited to comment, or submit reminiscences.—Ed.)

VISIT TO EPWORTH

The following letter, rescued from oblivion, was written In

194! by a junior (nameless) and speaks for Itself:
Well, I went to Epworth last night with the choir and really had a wonderful
time. We trebles went In the school bus. It was misty and wet and wasn't it

half cold, especially coming back. When we got to Epworth all the senior girls
came to meet us. The concert started with a piano duet by Miss Eraser and Mr.

Reece. Then our choir sang"The hills resound with song"and "Viking song
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applauded! Then a piano solo by an Epworth girl and a song by two Epworth
girls. Jolly good!! Then choir. Solo by G. Stein (Kearsney) and a sketch (little
play) by two Epworth girls, jolly funny! Duet by Stein and Woods, song by Ep
worth Choir teacher, solo by Van Aardt, Kearsney choir (carols) "Gabriel's
Message"and"Shepherds, shake off your drowsy sleep ",and a carol by Kearsney
and Epworth," God rest you merry ". The end.
Then refreshments, drinks, cakes, sausage rolls, jam tarts, sandwiches and

scones. Then the dancing. Only the big Epworth girls were present. Our
basses and tenors started dancing. Then I tried, and other trebles followed.

After that I really had a good time shuffling around with different girls, twice the
size of me. They were really nice. I danced with 1 1 different girls and by the
time it was over I knew about 3 different dances. I really enjoyed the evening,
even better than seeing the bio at Kearsney," Souls at Sea ".

We arrived back

at 12 o'clock.

Choir members of 194! may well remember the occasion.
" Miss Fraser" Is now Mrs. Reece.

WISDOM FROM THE UNWISE

What was supposed to have happened in 4004 B.C.; Caesar was killed. Christ was

born. The Marathon was first run. There was no such date. The Romans
left Britain. Nothing happened.

A Concerto is: A small concertina; the ablative singular of concertus.
What is the difference between cacao and cocoa: They are spelt differently.
What is the difference between a jackass and a laughing jackass: One laughs and
the other does not.

Buffalo Bill's real name was Buffalo William.

Name four biblical Books beginning with "E": Euclid, Ethel, Eclusians, Ecclesiastics,
Eliza, Exsides, Ebenezer, Generes.

Who "wept like anything to see such quantities of sand": Robinson Crusoe;
Lawrence of Arabia.

Who asked for whose head on what from whom! Somebody asked for John the
Baptist's head from King Nebuchadnezzar. Mrs. Raleigh asked for her
husband's head on a plate from the executioner. The Queen of Egypt
asked for Daniel's head on a teatray. A lady asked for the head of Samuel
to be brought on a plate from King John.
Why is the Dead Sea dead: Because it is not alive.

Don Quixote's horse was named Clopoty Clop.

WITCH KLOOF AND CASTLE ROCKS
I wonder if a mountaineering trip has ever before been described in one of
the school magazines. I feel this particular trip will interest all.
The Witch Kloof is twelve miles long, but as the crow flies it is only four miles.

Our party of three left Cape Town with bulging ruck-sacks and went by car to the
base hut at the foot of Waaihoek Peak from which the Witch Kloof descends with
its long horseshoe curve down towards the Sentinel and the Buffelshoek Twins
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and back again, with its many twists and turns along Bertsberg and the Shurrfte-

berg to Castle Rocks. The ascent to the top hut on Waaihoek, which belongs
to the University of Cape Town, takes three or four hours If the going is good.
This we ascended at night to avoid the heat of the day, as at that particular time

the Cape was experiencing a very hot spell. It was hard to believe that the hu
is really a skiing base, and in winter the surrounding coustry is blanketed with
snow.

We left the comfortable Waaihoek hut the following morning after enjoying

a sound night's sleep. This was no ordinary kloofing expedition, as 14 pools
of between 100 and 500 feet in length have to be negotiated, and to climb round
them Is impossible. A li-lo was used to ferry the packs across, and very often

they were pulled out sopping wet the other side.
There are some magnificent waterfalls of at least 100 ft. which were encoun
tered near the top of the kloof. Scrambling rather than serious rock climbing

was required in each case, but heavy packs and an appreciable drop made caution
necessary.

Just below the waterfall we encountered clumps of the rare Red Disa. the
beautiful orchid which is the emblem of the Mountain Club of South Africa, and
seeing one is a very envied experience.

As darkness approached we found a suitable place for the night, and after

bathing our weary limbs in a pool nearby we enjoyed a pod meal. I think all
of us were only too pleased to crawl into our sleeping bags and doze oft witn
thousands of bright stars shining on us.

At the beginning of the second day we entered the remarkable "tunnel

section" of the kloof. Here the parallel rock walls vvhich confin^e the stream s
approach to within 10 ft. of each other and nearly touch about 200 ft. overhead.
In the thin slit of daylight above, huge boulders are jammed in a wild, ehaotic
fashion. In the gloom at the bottom of this chasm the water flows eerily through
pools of fahtastic depth.

Our clothing consisted of pants and boots as wading was oftp easier than
crashing through the bush on the sides of the river. We saw a lot of trout in
the river that idly swam away as we approached.

The amazing thing about the kloof is that we had no idea where we were

because the kloof is so deep that we could not see any landmarks, and not until

we saw the mighty Castle Rocks looming upwards did we know where we were.
We took three days to descend the kloof and I feel it would be better to
take even longer if one had the time, to appreciate the beautiful surroundings.
We then established our base camp for the Castle Rocks climb about 20
minutes up the Witch's Kloof. This is the most convenient place for an attempt at
the Rocks Here we were joined by two additional members of our party. We

were intending to climb Castle Rocks central turret which Is a

fyine rock face! It was stated in the 1931 Mountain Club Journal by a well-known

climber who tried to open up the Central Turret,"the Central
broadest of the three and will never be ascended by human efforts, ai^ think

everyone pays due credit to those who opened the climb, for a wonderful piece

of route finding.

We all had a good meal that night knowing that the following day we would
go without food and water, except for the small amount of food we were to carry.
After a substantial breakfast we set off at six, equipped with ropes, slings,
and some raisins to eat during the climb. We reached the
k
about 8 o'clock, and after regaining our breath started the real climb. The tirst
pitch has a somewhat sinister appearance since old climbing ropes hang eerily
over the rock face. They were left by a party who were caught in a o'lzMrd
and forced to desist, all their ropes jamming. They are rotten now, as m those
days hemp ropes were used and not nylon as nowadays.
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The climb Itself Is very sustained and Includes the ascent of a vertical, over
hanging crack of 20 ft. After this the"bench ledge"Is gained, so called because
it Is the only ledge of any real size on the whole climb. The other stances can
usually accommodate two people only. On this ledge a record of the climb Is
kept. After having done the crux pitch one can relax on the bench ledge and enjoy
the view. The ledge Is about 8 ft. wide and It was here that the party who were
caught in the blizzard spent the night.
After eating our humble supply of raisins we continued. The view that one
getsfrom the climb Is fantastic. Looking down, as Iffrom an aeroplane, one can see
Mitchells Pass winding Its way to Ceres like a thin pencil line. As you near
the summit In most places you have nothing below your heels for 1,500 ft. or so.
We reached the summit at 3 o'clock, feeling tired and thirsty, and found
no water on top. We then began the descent down a steep gulley to the side
of the Frontal Face. The heat was overpowering and as we were already thirsty,
it did not Improve matters for us.
The descent was killing and, when we finally reached the bottom—and water
—we were all In a pretty poor state. Never before has water tasted so good as It
did then.

We returned to our camp and duly celebrated with a good meal.
The frontal ascent of Castle Rocks central turret has been done about

eight times successfully and It has been attempted as many times without success.
My advice to anyone attempting it is to try it on a cool day.
R. F. WILLIAMS

CRICKET

All teams this year have had to fight hard In each match. The
ability of the player in each team is less than in certain past years,
but the players have gone all-out in each match to produce the best
they are capable of. Each side has one or two batsmen and bowlers
who have had more or less to carry the team, and if they have failed,
the result has been defeat. However, what they have lacked in
ability, they have made up In keenness. The fielding standard
throughout the school has been high, and the enthusiasm unlimited.
In the 1st XI, Meyer has proved a useful find, and is rapidly
developing into a very capable all-rounder. He is likely to become
a good opening bat, and an accurate medium paced bowler, though
he has a pronounced round arm action. If he can develop a more
upright delivery he should become dangerous. Hulett has been the
mainstay of the batting, but has not had good enough support from
the other bastsmen, and his performances have suffered as a result.
He has led the side well, but has been in dlfTiculties because of the

lack of really good spin bowlers. Lowe is learning the art fairly
quickly, but is not yet reliable enough to be bowled for long spells.
Polkinghorne's batting is developing well, but his grip is likely to
lead him into trouble frequently. The medium paced bowling has
been fairly good, and it is to be hoped that Newlands, who started
off so well, will regain his accuracy. Cole, now that he has learned
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the value of attacking the stumps, can develop Into a dangerous
bowler. Hagemann has always been accurate, but with the Improve
ment in his bowling, his batting has suffered. Fielding has been very
good, with few lapses, and when R. Hulett played for the 1st XI
against Kingswood, he showed that the Colts fielding would not
disgrace the 1st.

The team s thanks are due to two of the ladies for providing
delicious lunches for the Murphy's XI and the Kingswood matches!
This welcome innovation made these two days even more enjoyable.
6th February
vs. KOOKABURRA C.C.
at Kearsney
Draw

XI.
The school XI opposed

official
match of
season.
a powerful team brought up by
Mr. McLean
andtheacquitted
thems^elves well. Hulett struck form at once, and was well supported by Cross
who batted confidently but slowly, and by Edwards, a new-comer to the side.
Hulett declared the Kearsney innings closed at 134 for 7 wickets, when he was

rapidly approaching his century.

The Kookaburra innings started strongly, but unfortunately, after 5 overs,
and with an hour and a half left for play, play had to be abandoned because of
heavy ram.

^ 31
wickets
(Hulett 71
KOOKABURRA C. C.:
for I declared
wicket (Soloman
19)*, Edwards 14)

9th February

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Durban

Lost by SI runs

Kearsney threw away all hope of winning this game by very poor batting,
after they had dismissed High School for a fairly low score. The fielding through
out the match was exceptionally good, and for Kearsney, Newlands and Cole
bowled with venom. All chances offered by High School were taken and with the

home team out for 11 1, Kearsney was in a position to force home the advantage
their bowlers had gained.

However, this was not to be, and Kearsney was soon struggling against a
very accurate High School attack. Griffin was particularly hostile?and vvas well
supported by Clouston and Davies. Only Lowe batted with any real confidence,
alter Hulett had pulled a huge off-break on to his wicket when he looked set for

a good score. Thereafter, Kearsney offered little resistance, and a well deserved
victory went to High School, who fought back remarkably well after their earlier
reverses.

D.H.S.: III (Newlands 5 for 21, Cole 3 for II).
KEARSNEY; 60 (Lowe 26).

16th February

vs. HILTON COLLEGE

at Kearsney

Lost by I wicket

The last few years have produced very exciting finishes to the Hilton-Kearsney
matches, and this one was no exception. Kearsney batted first, and failed to

capitalise on the good batting by Robblns and Hagemann. Too many wickets
were given away through poor shots, and Hulett's early dismissal seemed to
knock the bottom out of the Kearsney innings. Hilton bowling was accurate,
and the batting side had to earn their runs, but Kearsney should certainly have
made more than 100 all out. Hilton fared little better, and but for a very sound
innings by Moon might well have been out for a small score. Four Hilton wickets

fell for 29 runs, but determined batting by Moon, Pike and Watson helped to
retrieve the position for them. After the fourth wicket fell, inaccurate bowling,
especially spin bowling, enabled Hilton to advance their tally to 100 for 9 wickets.
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One over later the winning runs were scored, and Hilton's Moon and

then hit anything until Moon was eventually bowled by Cole for a very good 55.
KEARSNEY: 100 (Robbins 45, Hagemann 24).
HILTON: 141 (Cole 5 for 45).

23rd February

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

at Kearsney

Draw

■ Heavy rain washed out all further play after 3 overs had been bowled and
College were 5 runs for no wicket.

2nd March

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

at Michaelhouse

Lost by 13 runs

After good attacking bowling, backed up by excellent fielding had placed

Kearsney in a good position, the old bogey of poor batting cost
eame. Michaelhouse were sent in to bat on a damp wicket, and only Tomlinson

batted well against good attacking bowling. Cole, particularly, bowled with
marked hostility. The fielding was excellent, seven very good catches being

taken and none missed.

The Kearsney innings started badly in the face of good bowling. However,
^
6 wickets were thrown away through careless strokes. Those six wickets earned

Hulett, and later Hagemann put some semblance of order into the
Michaelhouse their victory.

MICHAELHOUSE: 1st Innings: 70 (Lowe 4 for 38, Cole 3 for 7, Hage
mann 2 for 15).

KEARSNEY 1st Innings: 57 (Hulett 14, Hagemann 14).
MICHAELHOUSE 2nd Innings: 104 for 5.

6th March

vs. Mr. MURPHY'S XI

at Kearsney

Lost by 5 wickets.

Once again a very powerful team arrived to play this most enjoyable fixture
but Mr. Murphy was unfortunately absent owing to illness. We have since been
thankful to learn that he has made a complete recovery.
Kearsney batted first and were always In difficulty against the bowling of
Messrs. Smith, Watkins and Deavin. Cross, Lowe
but too many wickets were lost through poor shots, which resulted in the school
being dismissed for a very low score.

Accurate bowling by Cole, supported by good fielding kept the
tight
two launched a bold attack on the Kearsney bowling, and the game was won for
until Dalton arrived to join Buiman, who was playing a very good innings. These
Mr. Murphy's XI with 5 wickets in hand.

KEARSNEY: 95 (Lowe 26, Cross 23, Edwards 17. Deavin 5 for 40)
Mr. MURPHY'S Xi: 115 for 7 wickets (Buiman 39, Dalton 27, Roy 20,
Cole 4 for 31).

In a short ceremony after the match, Mr. Dalton, on behalf of Mr. Murphy,

presented a cricket bat to Cole for his outstanding bowling performance in the
match.

9th March

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Match Cancelled—Rain

t6th March

vs. KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS CLUB

at Kearsney

Won by 4 wickets

Heavy rain resulted in the pitch being waterlogged, and all efforts to render

It playable failed. This match was accordingly played on a matting picket, and
resulted in high scores all round. The Old Boys elected to bat, and started wel.
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?anl^Dr Sr"ft Number 7 hi"'' temporary difficulties, but Davy at Number
with his dismissal, the remaining batsmen offered little real resistance and the

Ihtn his

"^ight well have ended with better figures

hard'';;po^|°gir ArbirT;w"d\iiTestPrn^!ig's^ii?
firthe fi'mt^ AlfThe k'
fowling, with Davy commanding reipect
figures,
inTihe-'Lii^. So™Ll:rrwro'i:
rur
KEARSNEY:
182 for 6 wickets (Polkinghorne 46, Cross 35, Hagemann
25, Kobbins 20 , Hulett 20, Davy 3 for S3).

23 rd March

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL-HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Won by 64 runs

bowkrs^'^did''noV^evn'i«>
^

Technical High School

unfortunate to be dismissed shortly before his SO They

™t m
^°r a good score, but the following batsmen got themselves
?nA
^'^tough
the pace
of the pitch. With the final score of
106, the boys
did notnotdojudging
themselves
justice.
tho

School fared disastrously, and were never able to cope with

double fig"u®re°s. ^®'"''""

3""'-"®'-' batting number 11, ?eache5

^c^SkmIT;
■♦0. Polkinghorne
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL:
42 (Hagemann31).
4 for 10, Meyer 4 for 13).
«• KINGSWOOD

at Kearsney

Won by 98 runs

anH

(ic" cricketing visit to Kearsney was welcomed by all concerned

two
°)'®^^l®
was
" rulethe
" established
two games .®"'
in Grahamstown,
thatplayed.
the sideThe
winning
toss would in
winthe
rhnplS,

was again followed, and as in Grahamstown, the Vtch tende^to f^oul the sidi

ItTa'rifod
" 'nnings,andandKingswood
was not quite
as true
after
before. Kearsney
attacked fh
throughout,
tended
to go
on lunch
to theasdefensive.
,n
well until
the advent
Hulettandwho
an ,u
all outKingswood
offensive bowlers
against attacked
Kinsgwood.
He batted
veryofwell,
hislaunched
driving
and hooking were particularly effective. He raced into the sixties and with f

and^F7

if

was foolishly run out as a result of a careless call' Lowe

abkd
H'Iilltt%o
.^^® Kingswood
"°'"® ®'°"gnearly
^ f^^ir
speed,inwhich
hft- of.
f to dfclaTe
declare !'t
at To
3 p.m., leaving
3 hours
whichento
mfnHrd
bowled well for Kingswood, and was the one bowler who comSTmafd/rffrl"
returned
the excellent
figures of 20-6 overs'
maidens (7 in his last lO-over spell),
19 runs
for 2 wickets.
For the first time this season all the Kearsney bowlers attacked the stumns
d'
'^'".g^wood was given few loose balls. They accordingly reaped

low b^t^had
tle^klh
'^®
'<®®P^"g
14- I P'^®^ j>®®" perfectly true, their attack would still have brought

suTpolt fU,'m°the ofht^batsmelf'"'"'''
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"®"'

This is always a most enjoyable game and with it now being an annual

fixture, we can be assured of a hard fought, friendly match.
KEARSNEY: 191 for 9 wickets declared (Hulett 67, Lowe 42, Edward
26*, Polklnghorne 16, Vendoros 3 for 8, Partridge 2 for I ).
KINGSWOOD; 93 (Purdon 21, Partridge 18, Hiscock 14, Huddy 13.
Cole 4 for 17, Hagemann 3 for 17).

1st XI AVERAGES FOR FIRST TERM. 1957
Batting.

H.S.

Total

Average

I

71*
^

_

40

185
106
llg
60

26-43
21-20
|8-75
15-00

|,

45

87

12-43

ft
°
®
°

Hulett
Polklnghorne
Lowe

Meyer

^

Edwards

,

Robbins
Hagemann

°
5

_

Cross
Dowdle

®
I

-

Don-Wauchope
Cole

a
®

Newlands

25
,5

12-65

88
82

11-00
10-25

22
13

4-33
4-40

t)
5»

-f
,

Overs
z
78-7

.. ..

Hagemann

20
5

3

Maidens

Runs

4

58

71

Newlands
Low©

76

4-00
1 -66

"

Meyer

Cole

26*

I

Wickets
9
^

9

^

a® 6
••

'*

Average
6-44
9.78
,3^3

,^.7,

2|.36

*

The reoort on the Test Match, Kearsney vs. Kearsney Staff XI, played to

Kearsney rules, has unfortunately been mislaid, but will appear in the Decembe
issue.

2nd XI

Captain: D. Thompson.
IrxA Fohriiarv

OLD BOYS

OLD BOYS: 121 (Jewitt 3 for 12, Fisher 3 for 29).
KEARSNEY; 107 (Jardine 44, Jewitt, 15).
OLD BOYS won by 14 runs.

*"

n

5 lor 3-5''."vfe''■,

KEARSNEY: 42 (Jardine l6) and 65 (Henderson 15).
D.H.S. won by 9 wickets.

16th Febr^ua;7^^^

(Jardine 5 for 49, Meyer 4 f®"" 28).

KEARSNEY: 105 for 5 (Meyer 38, Jewitt 26).
Match drawn.

23rd February

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

MARITZBURG COLLEGE: 159 for 8.

Game Abandoned.

2nd March
vs. MICHAELHOUSE
MICHAELHOUSE: 70 (Kelly 4 for 21. Meyer 4 for 22).
KEARSNEY 72 for 4 (Jardine 28, Meyer 19).
KEARSNEY won by 6 wickets.
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16th March

vs. HARWARD

HARWARD: I IS (Kelly 4 for 14, Koopal 4 for 30).
KEARSNEY: 86 (Jardine 43).
HARWARD won by 29 runs.
23rd March

vs. HARWARD

HARWARD: 49 (Kelly 6 for 6).
KEARSNEY: 43 (Don-Wauchope 14).
HARWARD won by 6 runs.
3rd XI

Captain: Stiebel
9th February
vs. D.H.S.
D.H.S.: 146 for 5 declared (Spareo 3 for 25).

KEARSNEY: 36 (Gild 10) and 4s!
D.H.S. won by an Innings and 55 runs.
16th Febryary
vs. HILTON

HILTON: 108(Osborn 4 for 33) and 43 for 7(Van Eeden 4for 21)
KEARSNEY: 92(Henderson 28, Van Eeden 23) and 53.
HILTON won by 3 wickets.

23rd February

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

MARITZBURG COLLEGE 170 for 5 declared (Fisher 3 for 57)

KEARSNEY: 56 for 2(Fisher 29).

'

Game abandoned.

2nd March

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

MICHAELHOU5E: 125 (Van Eeden 5 for 25, Henderson 4 for 29).
KEARSNEY: 84 (Fisher 45).
MICHAELHOUSE won by 41 runs.
16th March

vs. MARITZBURG TECH.

KE^"illNlV:'?o'(Spa"go'27r"

KEARSNEY won by an innings and 33 runs.
23rd March

vs. DURBAN TECH.

DURBAN TECH. 165 (Van Eeden 5 for 23).
KEARSNEY: 137(Kotze 42, Fisher 35).
TECH. won by 28 runs.

COLTS

This XI Is developing into a promising side which more ex
perience should provide several players for the senior teams later
on.

There has been all round improvement in batting, fielding
and bowling. In the last category, however,the bowlers must learn

to attack the stumps, Instead of allowing the batsman to play him
self In.

Of the batsmen the most promising are Crewe, Hulett J.
Williams, Webb and Reece, while Syminton, Hulett and Stokoe have
been the most consistent bowlers.
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■A" TEAM MATCHES
vs. NORTHLANDS

KEARSNEY: 84 (Reece 32).

^

NORTHLANDS; 30 and 49 (Stokoe 6 for 17).
Won by an innings and 5 runs.

-

Home

vs. D.H.S.

KEARSNEY: 48 and SI for 4.

D.H.S.: 158 (Farland 52, Court 39).
Lost by liO runs on the 1st innings,

vs HILTON

Home

HILTON 76 (Price 22. Williams 3 for 11).
KEARSNEY: 104 (Webb 28, Syminton 32).
Won by 28 runs.

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

c

•

,

MiCHAELHOUSE; 99 (Henderson 31, Green 23, Syminton 3 for 7).
KEARSNEY: 33 (Archibald 3 for 3).

Lost by 66 runs.
vs. DURBAN TECH.

KEARSNEY: 199 for 8 declared (Hulett 61, Syminton 40 not out,
Williams 31).

■ oi

T.H.S.: 14 (Syminton 5 for 6, Matheson 5 for 5). and 40 (Borthwick 21,
Hulett 6 for 18, Williams 2 for 22).

Won by an innings and 145 runs.
'B* TEAM MATCHES
vs. HILTON

HILTON: 53 (Bennett 4 for 10, Vos 4for 18).
KEARSNEY: 21.

Lost by 32 runs.

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

KEARSNEY: 47 (v. d. Berg 6 for 11).

^^*7

P.M.B. COLLEGE: 54 for 7.
Lost by 3 wickets.

vs. MARITZBURG T.H.S.

KEARSNEY: i 10 (Faick 32, Dyer 27, Bennett 25).
T.H.S.: 45 (Vos 3 for 7, Crewe 4 for 10).

^^^7

Won by 65 runs.

vs. PINETOWN H.S.

PINETOWN: 55 (Crowe 6 for 25, Dyer 2 for 7).

^"^^7

KEARSNEY 35.

Lost by 20 runs.

vs. PINETOWN H.S.

KEARSNEY: 72 for 6 declared.
PINETOWN: 42 for 4.

'^^^7

Match drawn.

UNDER MA CRICKET

2nd February

KEARSNEY: 48.

vs. NORTHLANDS

NORTHLANDS: 87 (Simpson 5 for 33) and 48 for 7.
Lost on 1st innings.
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Away

9th February

vs. D.H.S.

Away

KEARSNEY; 75 and 48
D.H.S.: 135.

Lost by innings and 12 runs.

16th February

vs. HILTON

Away

HILTON: 127 and 86 for 2.

KEARSNEY: 79 (Chalmers 33).
Lost.

2nd March
vs. MICHAELHOUSE
Away
KEARSNEY: 74 and 103 for 4(Procter 34 and 20 n.o., Chalmers 42 n.o.)
MICHAELHOUSE: 140.

Lost on 1st Innings.

6th March

vs. CLIFTON

Home

CLIFTON: 78 for 7 declared.

KEARSNEY 75 for 4(Chalmers 51 not out).
Drawn.

28th March

vs. HIGHBURY

Away

KEARSNEY: 128 for 4(Procter 46, Chalniers 34).
HIGHBURY: 123 for 5.
Drawn.

30th March
vs. HIGHBURY
KEARSNEY: 99 (Procter 47) and 74.

Away

HIGHBURY: 138 and 60 for 5.
Lost.

27th March

vs. MASTERS

On Oval

MASTERS: 100.

KEARSNEY: 32 and 41 for 6.
Lost.

UNDER I4B

13th February

vs. PINETOWN HIGH

Away

PINETOWN: 72(Williams 5 for 25).
KEARSNEY: 42(Myburgh 21).
Lost.

28th February

vs. HIGHBURY

Home

KEARSNEY: 52.
HIGHBURY: 44.
Won.

2nd APril

vs. HIGHBURY

Away

HIGHBURY: 86 for 9 declared.
KEARSNEY: 37 for 8.
Drawn.

UNDER 13

The team had a brief but enjoyable season. Matches were

cancelled through rain, polio and heat but nets and practices were
seldom Interrupted. We beat Kloof(twice), Merchiston and Pinetown

and were annihilated by Cordwalles. The superlative batting of
the latter team shows the value of years of consistent coaching.
We have hardly started, by comparison. We envy a Senior School
that is "fed" by a Prep. School as proficiently and extensively
coached as Cordwalles.
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Hathrill steadily Improved as a captain, wicket-keeper and bats
man (average 24). He (24) and Cuthbertson (32) put on 55 for the
first wicket in 30 minutes against Merchiston. Our score m that
match (187 for 8) was the highest for some years Runs were some
times made, rather agriculturally, by Cole and von Maltitz but
Walsh disappointed. Von Maltitz was the steadiest bowler, by
far, and against Pinetown hit the middle stump with three consecu
tive balls. Short opened the bowling but is very stiff-armed. Per
haps the best promise came from the Berrington twins. In a team
of good fielders, Walsh, Cuthbertson and Von Maltitz were always
outstanding. One or two were inexcusably weak. Price has been
a competent scorer. We "borrowed" T. Thompson from the
Under 14 side, to meet Merchiston, and profited to the extent of
64 runs!
RUGBY

Though this season cannot in any way be memorable for 'ts
results, there are special features which will always be recalled

with pleasure. Despite fundamental weakness in important positions,
terminedly to the very end of each game. Also they never succumbed
to the temptation to reduce their defeats by playing purely defensive
and spoiling tactics. In every game the side opened up even from
their own twenty-five and provided spectacular and open rugby
they played in the best sporting traditions of the game.
Our biggest mistakes arose from two sources failure to
appreciate the importance of position and that the game is es^ntially a game of chess; and also poor, ineffective tackling. Our
strength lay in our forwards and in our team spirit. Ably led by
Thompson, the captain, and by the vice-captain, Hulett, the side,
initially very weak and later further weakened greatly by injuries,

the side battled valiantly against superior teams and fought de

developed well.

Those players who distinguished themselves were: Thompson,
Hulett, Newlands, Whipp and Homer.
Club Officers.

Captain: D. Thompson.
Vice-Captain: M. Hulett.
Secretary: M. Don-Wauchope.

Committee: R. Newlands, R. Whipp, R. Edwards.

4th May

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL
Lost 3—11

Home

D.H.S. won the toss and Kearsney kicked off. Showers had fallen just
before the match commenced but held off for the game. A thick mist, however,

enveloped the field, making it often impossible for the spectators to follow the
movements as visibility was confined to fifty yards.
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The ball was soon difTncult to handle owing to the wet ground and this
prevented the ball going very far in the opposing line.

In the lineouts the D.H.S. forwards completely overshadowed the Kearsney
mrwards but the latter fought gamely and successfully held the fitter and heavier
D.H.S. pack.
P'^y during which there was no score the D.H.S.forwards
hooked the ball from a loose
scrum on our 2S and,following up quickly, the D.H.S.
scrum-half scored after a good forward movement. The try was converted and
the score stood at 0—S.

When the second half had been going 12 minutes, the D.H.S. scrum hooked
a ball on our 25 in front of our posts and the D.H.S. fly-half put over a neat drop
kick to make the score 0—8.

Hulett was playing well in the fly-half position and a few good movements

were initiated on the blind side but the defence proved too good.

The game now swung from one end of the field to the other, both sides playing
open, spectacular rugby. The end of one of these movements saw the D.H.S.

strongly. A fast heel gave their loose forward an opportunity

which he grasped eagerly and he scored an unconverted try near the corner flag.
This was followed a few minutes later by Hulett breaking around the blind

side. He dummied neatly and found himself running for the D.H.S. line Newlands, the left wing, was well up and after drawing his man, Hulett shot the ball
out to him and he dived over for a well-deserved try next to the corner flae.
The conversion fell short.

New members to the side showed great promise and Nalson played a sound
game at scrum half.

Ilth May

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Away

Lost 0—17

Glenwood won the toss and under a blazing sun Kearsney kicked off with
a very slight breeze behind them. The forwards immediately showed zest,
holding the Glenwood pack In the first scrum.

After a few flurried movements, however, the Glenwood pack got the ball
from a line-out and gave it to their backs who, with the help of an overlap, cut
through and the wing scored in the corner. This try was not converted.
Stung to greater determination, Kearsney swung into the attack and the

game looked as if It might prove to be a close one. The forwards then held the

Glenwood forwards in the tight scrum but the overlap again defeated the Kearsney

line and after 16 minutes play Glenwood scored in the right-hand corner. This
try was unconverted.

The Kearsney line showed some promise but lacked cohesion and a few

good movements were stopped just short of the Glenwood try-line.
In the second half the standard of tackling in the Kearsney side was poor.
Kearsney was shown the importance of catching the ball and then running as hard
as possible. Time and again a Glenwood forward forced his way through the
Kearsney pack owing to the speed at which he was travelling. Spargo defended
well at the full-back position but the inevitable try came after 15 minutes play
in the second half. The try was not converted and the score rose to 0 9.
A minute later the Glenwood line broke round the blind side and after

A thrustful iTiove scored under the posts. Again the kick was unsuccessful owing

to a fast rush by the forwards, one of which "killed "the kick by touching the
ball in its flight.

®

Glenwood were now attacking vigorously and scored their last try under
the post after their full-back, joining In the line, had given the wing an overlap.
This was the only successful conversion.
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18th May

vs. PIETERMARITZBURG COLLEGE

Away

Lost 0—12

With the kick-off the game took on its character of a gigantic tussle between
two determined teams. Rushing downfield College pinned Kearsney in the
25 and attacked vigorously with their forwards. Kearsney were quickly up on
defence and tackled determinedly. The pressure was

stubborn tackling held our opponents at bay. College missed a golden oppov

tunity of scoring when a free kick from the 25 went astray, but a loose melee shortly
afterwards saw their scrum half dive into the corner for an unconverted try.
Rallying from a defensive role Kearsney worked their way upfleld and pressed

strongly. Hulett missed an opportunity of equalizing when he
®
penalty in an easy position. Shortly after this he worked the blind side for what

Tooked like being a certain try. only to find that Storm on the right wing had

slipped and fallen.

Kearsney played well and the pack often obtained the ball
scrums and sent their line away in some promising niovements.

handling and an injury to Lowe's shoulder prevented these becoming dangerous

and halftime came with the score at 0 3.

On resumption of play the game became very exciting.

into the attack. In some loose play Jardine kicked badly and the full back for
College had plenty of time to steady himself for a drop at goal. This was a fine
effort and College increased their lead a short while later vvhen poor tackling
at centre let College break through to score an unconverted try.

Kearsney backline was now further disorganised as Poikinghorne went off
the field after an injury sustained in a resolute tackle. Newlands wm shifted to

the wing position. Lowe, now hors de combat, had to move to full back and Spargo
was brought up to centre.
Good hooking by Homer and sound scrummaging by th^e pack, well led by

Thompson and Newlands and Whipp, kept College at
last fifteen minutes. It was a well-fought game from start to fimsh, exciting and

open and distinguished by good forward play. The backs on both sides, however,
lacked thrust.

A few minutes before the final whistle College were awarded a penalty far
out which they converted.

25th May

vs. PORT NATAL

Away

Lost 3—27

The game opened in beautiful rugby weather—cool and clear with a stiff
south breeze.

Kearsney kicked off with the wind and a determined rush by the Kearsney

pack carried the game to the Port Natal 25 yard line It was here that the first

points were scored from a penalty. Immelman took the kick and successfully
put the ball over.

The game now took a turn against Kearsney. Both sides played open rugby

but our tackling was most disappointing and resulted in the landslide that n°w set
In First came a penalty which equalised the score, then after some hustling
forward work, the Port Natal left wing broke through the Kearsney line and
scored under the posts. The conversion was successful.

The game now adopted a slower tempo, despite some exciting open play.
Natal beautifully kicked by their fiy-half from the touchiine put them further

Port Natal attacked hard and vigorously the whole time and a free kick to Port
In the lead.

After the resumption of play Newlands had to leave the field and during this

period Port Natal surged further into the lead with a try obtained from a de246

termined push by their pack on our line. The conversion was successful. Our
forwards lacked that fire so necessary to put them on the attack and Port Natal
forwards from now on dominated the game.

Kearsney had to defend with their backs to the wall but their opponents

were irresistible. They again pushed the scrum over our line and scored a try
near the corner flag. The kick at goal failed and the score read 3—19.

Port Natal, taking advantage of the breeze and with a few good touch kicks,

had Kearsney once more pinned in their 25. Our backs tackled badly and they
let the Port Natal centre through. He swung outwards, and scored an uncon
verted try in the corner.

For a brief period Kearsney rallied somewhat and swung into the attack.
A good rush by Newlands and immelman looked promising but broke down on

the Port Natal 25. The Port Natal forwards replied with some hustling play
which completely disorganised the Kearsney side and finally resulted in a converted

try. A short while afterwards the final whistle came and ended a very disappointing
game from our point of view.
30th May

vs. THE '• OLD CROCKS"

Home

Lost 16—21

A stiff north breeze swept the field and Kearsney, having lost the toss, played
with the wind in the first half.

Before a big crowd of spectators, Kearsney kicked off. Mr. Doidge roiled
his men into action and met some stiff opposition from the Kearsney pack.
Experience triumphed over enthusiasm after 10 minutes when Roy Dryburgh
at full back came into the line and scored a try. The "Old Crocks" centre,
Roy MacLean, converted neatly and the score stood at 0—5.

Kearsney was not dispirited and swung into the attack.

Rapid passing move

ments into the wind and infield again carried the ball close to the "Old Crocks"

line. In one movement a short kick over the opposing line's heads fell just short
of the try-iine. Three Kearsney boys were there to pick it up but the bail bounced
unfavourably and a scrum was ordered.

Shortly afterwards, Roy Dryburgh again did a sortie into the line. McLean
backed him up and Dryburgh passed in to him for MacLean to score a converted

try under the posts. R. Williams on the wing was injured in trying to divetackle his opponent and was taken off the field.

On being awarded a free kick on the iO-yard line, Dryburgh tried a drop
but the ball veered to the right of the posts.
There was no further score in the first half.

in the second half Jardine took Williams' place on the wing. The"Old
Crocks" flashed into the attack from the kick-off. Dudley Fletcher, the "Old
Crocks'" flank, broke with the bail and after a good rush scored under the
posts. McLean mis-kicked and the score stood at 0—13.

For the next few minutes Kearsney hooked well. Twice the ball sped to the
wings who were stopped by good defence of the "Old Crocks." In the third

movement, however, Jardine went over to score the opening try for Kearsney.
A good kick by Storm narrowly missed and the score rose to 3—13.
The "Old Crocks" kicked off and a scrum was ordered where the ball

landed owing to a knock-on. Kearsney hooked and the bail reached Edwards
at centre. He dummied twice before giving the ball to Ellis who scored under
the posts. Storm successfully converted and the Kearsney score rose to 8.
In a loose scrum a few minutes later the *' Old Crocks" heeled the ball and

with the aid of an overlap made by Dryburgh, McLean scored and converted.
The score was now 8—18.
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A ffood dribbline run by the Kearsney forwards took the ball on
"Old Crocks" line. Thompson fell on the ball and Kearsney receive an
well-earned three points.

and went over in the corner for an unconverted try. The Old Crocks
score rose to 21 and the Kearsney score remained at 1 1.

now began to dominate the game and Nalson executed a cl^er
breakKearsney
on "he'blM
sidl and passed to Whipp who gave the ba I to a^ne who
"h^;^ enabled "pofk nghorne to scor

under^he pos«. This was successfully converted by Immelman and the final

score was 16—21.

,

i a.

The eame was full of spirited movements and attacks. The knowtedg

gained LTthe experienced "Old Crocks" should prove to be useful to the
Kearsney team.

8th June

vs. DURBAN TECH.

Home

Lost 3—15

The dav dawned slightly cloudy but cleared towards the afternoon. A

North-East breeze swept the field from end to end and was made good use of
by both teams.

Kearsney lost the toss and Tech, elected to play with the wind. Kearsney
kicked off and Tech. immediately placed themselves in an

fho

nf lone kicks It was a mere 3 minutes after the start of the

tnat

Tech heeled the bail from a tight scrum, near our line. Th^eir scrum-half gave

Plotz, the Tech. fly-half, the ball and he dummied his way through to place the
ball beneath the posts. The kick was converted.

with determined play that carried the ball to the opposi"g
team'sKearsnev
rS-JLVdretaliated
hne where
Kearsney was awarded a free k ck. Immelman s kick

was unsuccessful and Tech. kicked off from their 25-yard line.
A short while later Kearsney was awarded another free kick, this time further
infield an°d nearer the posts, immelman again failed and Kearsney lost a chance
of taking the lead through the failure of two easy kicks.

Tech carried the game back into the Kearsney half where taking advantage
of a fumble in the Kearsney line, the forwards footed the
j
Kearsney defender fell on it and a loose scrum was formed. Tech. heeled and
Plotz once more broke through to score. It was a very sad display of tackl ng

on KearsneyTpart and they paid dearly for it. The try was successfully converted
and the score stood at 10—0 in Durban Tech. s favour.

Once more Kearsney thrust their way into the Tech. territory and a Irose
scrum was formed in front of the Tech. posts, the Tech. flank P''°v®^

to get his man and Kearsney was awarded a kick in a most favourable position.
Storm took the kick and succeded and Kearsney s score stood at 3 and Tech.
at 10.

In the final 5 minutes of this half, Kearsney showed thrust in bMh the line

and amone the forwards, but were unable to penetrate the Tech. defence. With
the wind behind them Kearsney should have made far more use of their advantage

but they failed to do so and lost a golden opportunity for attack.

Kearsney soon found themselves defending hard but a well timed kick by
Spargo relieved the pressure.

Kearsnev then attacked strongly but Durban Tech. cleared with a good
movement
bj a long kick upfield wh^i; once again the Tec^ fly-half broke round
the blind side, to score once more. The try was converted.
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For the next 15 minutes Tech. found themsleves hard pressed but the

Kearsney line failed to capitalise their opportunities. At this stage Rodseth was
forced to leave the field and Kearsney found themselves with one man short in the
scrum.

For the next IS minutes Tech.found themselves hard pressed but Kearsney

line failed to capitalise their opportunities. At this stage Rodseth was forced

to leave the held and Kearsney found themselves with one man short in the scrum.

Kearsney was still attacking in the latter stages of the game. They started
a three-quarter movement and Lowe, on the left wing, broke, kicked a short

way ahead but narrowly failed to pick the ball up on the Tech. try line. The
final whistle blew with the score at 3—IS. This was a very disappointing game.

15th June

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Away

Lost 0—19

The sides took the field in bright sunshine and light breeze conditions which
favoured open play. The spectators were not disappointed and were treated
to a spectacular game of fast rugby.

Kearsney dominated in the scrum and line-outs but the speedy MIchaelhouse
backs completely over-shadowed their rather stodgy and slow opposition. In

deed, the MIchaelhouse line gave a rare display of three-quarter play. They ran

fast and were thrustful and enterprising, qualities which in a dramatic five-minute
period in the second half gave them 10 of their 19 points.
MIchaelhouse swung into the attack early and should have scored but failure

to pass at the right montent made these movements ineffective. Spargo at full
back saved us magnificently in three desperate and successful tackles. However,
a moment later the ball swung out to the left wing again and Smith raced over for
an unconverted try.

Kearsney forwards now took charge of the game. Homer hooked well and

Hulett made good use of the ball to put his line on the attack. However, the
opposing line even on the rare occasions—fortunately—when it got the ball,
moved well. Our tackling at centre was deplorably weak and two more uncon
verted tries were made by their striking and vital three-quarters Drysdale and
Riddel.

After the resumption of play Hulett executed a useful blind-side manoeuvre
but Storm was pushed out near the corner flag.
A little later Bouman made a thrilling dash of fifty yards but no-one was in

support and Michaelhouse cleared from a dangerous position. Hulett and Whipp
then did yeomen work in withstanding the full onslaught of the Michaelhouse
attack. Bewildered by the rapid turn of events, our backs did not come up on
defence and the forwards tacked ineffectively. Riddel and Beggs in two spectacular
runs from mid-field scored two brilliant tries under the posts, both converted.
Newlands saved another such by a long run and a determined tackle behind the
line which made the ball fall into the dead-line area.

After this dislocating and disappointing turn of events, Thompson rallied
the side. The forwards again took charge of the game and Hulett, by judicious
kicks upfield, put Michaelhouse on the defence in which position the final whistle
went with the score 19-0 in Michaelhouse's favour.

22nd June

vs. NORTHLANDS

Away

l.ost 3—8

In this game Kearsney was unfortunate in that several of their regular players
including Thompson, the captain, were unable to play owing to injuries.
Kearsney won the toss and chose to play with the slight wind that was blowing
diagonally across the field.
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The opening score was achieved, after 14 minutes' play, by Wicks, the
Northlands' second centre, who broke smartly and scored under the posts.

The try was converted and the score read S—0.

Northlands again went hard into the attack. A loose scrum formed directly
in front of the Kearsney posts. Northlands hooked the ball back and their centre
dropped a goal.

Kearsney now threw themselves Into the attack. The ball went out to Jardine from a line-out on the half-way line. He dummied twice and gained about

50 yards before he was brought down. It was a very good movement which put
Kearsney into an attacking position. Immediately after this Kearsney was awarded
a free kick on the Northlands 25, taken by Ellis. The kick was a good one and the
score now read 3—8.

The Kearsney line was now showing some sparkle and after a few minutes'

play In the second half, the ball was hooked from a tight scrum and travelled
down the line to Storm, the right wing: he passed back Infield to Edwards who
was tackled when only a few yards from the try-line.

Play was Inclined to be scrappy amongst the forwards but the line showed a
good attacking spirit. Jardine played a very useful game at fly-half. Time and
again Kearsney carried the ball to the Northlands line but failed to score.
It was seven minutes before the end of the game when a loose scrum was
formed In the Northlands territory. The ball was hooked by Kearsney and
went down the line. The Northlands backs were caught out of position and a

try seemed certain. Unfortunately Edwards broke infield Instead of letting the
ball out and was tackled in possession. Kearsney thus lost a chance of equalising
the score.

Kearsney stayed on the attack right to the end and were unfortunate In
not scoring. This was indeed a game of lost opportunities.
June 29th

vs. KINGSWOOD

at Grahamstown

Lost 0—29

The team for the match was announced after a light training run on the

Saturday morning. We had great respect for the Kingswood team as 11 of their
team from last season were still there this year.

Kearsney faced the wind in the first half, and, having lost the toss, kicked
off.

The wind was strong.

Kingswood quickly settled down and were soon on the Kearsney line. After
a laborious heel from a loose scrum the Kingswood scrum-half, Hayward, slipped

over to open the scoring. The easy conversion was missed. An early set-back
seemed to increase the Kearsney determination and the forwards on both sides
were very evenly matched during the first half.
Before half-time, KIngswood's captain. Von Doros, received an Inside pass
from the left wing and dived over in the corner. Again the conversion was
missed. Half-time score was 6—0 in KInswood's favour. Although there was

no punch in the Kearsney line they did hold their much heavier and faster op
ponents In check, the Kingswood line was poorly served at fly-half but after halftime this was rectified.

The Kingswood front rank. Van Breda, scored near the posts early In the
second half and this time Krog succeeded with the conversion to make the score
II—0

After this any semblance of resistance In the Kearsney side seemed to collapse
and the forwards who had played so well In the first half seemd to have lost
their punch and Van Eck scored.
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This rush was initiated by Hayward and the inability of the Kearsnev for-

wards to bring the man down quickiy resulted in this successful 20-yard froward

then scored far out, thus making the score
^ste only saved from a heavier defeat by bad handling amongst

the Kingswood three-quarters who by now were knifing through the Kearsney
five

another
followed
minutes later by another try from scored
Van Breda,
makingblind-side
the scoretry,
23—0.

Breda exce1LH°rI!,"ir,J

devastating forward rushes in which Van

fhrel
noinJi ?to resulted
in final
Rosenthal
three points
make the
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29 0. and finally Harris added the last
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One aspect of the match which was pleasing was the fact that there were
SDom^nsMo
w^sall.played with true brother-school
sportsmanship anH
and was greatly enjoyed by

an end'i'!:i';y"h\wtu"
2nd XV

The 2nd XV played satisfactorily right throughout the season
and akhough the first two matches were lost badly, the rest were
played in the best spirit.

The match against P.M.B. College was the most spectacular as

it was fought hard to the last second of the game. The team spirit
m this match was of a high order and was sustained throughout the
season.

°

The three-quarters played steadily throughout the season,
especially against Durban Tech. in which game they were well led
in the attack by Jardine.

The forwards were light and were outweighed in all matches
The loose forwards, however, played a forceful, attacking game and
were very successful.

The following played well throughout the term : Jewitt
Stott, Cross, Crewe and Hutchinson.
vs. D.H.S
vs. GLENWOOD
vs. PORT NATAL
vs. COLLEGE

vs. DURBAN TECH.
vs. MICHAELHOUSE
vs. NORTHLANDS
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Lost

0-27

Lost

0-38

Lost

0-6

Lost

0-6

Won

18-12

Drawn

8-8

Lost

0-5

Under 15

Congratulations to Crookes, L. and Home, C. on being selected
for the Durban Under 15 Team.

Results of matches played:
0-23

vs. D.H.S

Lost

vs. GLENWOOD ...

Lost

0-40

vs. PMB. COLLEGE

Lost

0-39.
0-26

vs. PORT NATAL

Lost

vs. DURBAN T.H.S.

Won

24-0

vs. WESTVILLE

Won

24-0

...

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Lost

0-30

vs. NORTHLANDS

Drew

0-0

UNDER 14
"A"
vs. D.H.S

Lost

vs. HIGHBURY 1st XV

Lost

vs. GLENWOOD

Won

3-23
3-29
l l-O

vs. P.M.B. COLLEGE .

Lost

0-28

vs. PORT NATAL
vs. HIGHBURY 1st XV

Lost

0-22

Lost

5-1!
24-0

vs. DURBAN TECH. .

Won

vs. MICHAELHOUSE .

Lost

0-1 1

vs. NORTHLANDS

Drew

3-3

Lost

3-6

'B"
vs. D.H.S
vs. PORT NATAL

Lost

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV

Won

0-14
14-0

UNDER 13

The team has settled down quite well and there has been steady
Improvement. A good deal Is still to be learnt however.
On the whole the forwards have been slow to take their oppor

tunities, and to exploit their opponent's mistakes. Their reluctance
to get into the loose scrums has deprived the backs of the ball
when it has been most needed, i.e., when the defence has been out

of position.
The backs must learn to run hard and straight and to fall back
Into position as soon as a movement breaks down.
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The last matches against Highbury showed the capabilities of
both "A" and "B" teams when they try hard enough.
Congratulations to O. Griffiths and D. Hathrlll on being selected
to play for Durban Under 13 versus Marltzburg.
"A" TEAM MATCHES

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV
vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV

Lost 0—15
Lost 0—IS

vs. CLIFTON 1st XV (Nottingham Road)
vs. CLIFTON 1st XV (Durban)
vs. KINGS 1st XV (Nottingham Road)

Lost 0—25
Lost 8—14
Won 20—0

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV

Lost 11—14

"B" TEAM MATCHES
vs. HIGHBURY 3rd XV

Lost

3—16

vs. HIGHBURY 3rd XV

Lost

3—6
J.H.H.

SWIMMING

Committee for I9S7:

Captain: D. Spargo
Members: N. de Jongh, J. Shave, R. Edwards.

Because of polio swimming times were reduced to half an hour
per boy per day after 3 p.m. All Schools'galas were also cancelled
In Natal and competitive swimming for scholars was limited to those
who were members of clubs.

Examinations were held for Swimming Certificates with fair
results:

First Class: 19 passed.
Second Class: 26 passed.
Third Class: 15 passed.
The following Life Saving rewards were also received from
overseas:

Instructors: Spargo, de Jongh.
Bronze Medallion: Spargo, de Jongh, Edwards, Chambers, D.
Symlnton, Bennett, Shire, 'Wood, Webber, v. d. Post.
Intermediate: Chalmers, A.
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After many years of valuable service a vote of thanks goes to
Mr Ian Tirrell who terminated his contract at Kearsney at the end

of last year because of a decision that all professi^onal coaching should

stop. We also wish him the best of luck in his Channel bid this year.
Without Mr. Tirreil's help we undertook the coaching ourselves.

A large contingent turned out every Monday as usual.
Proposed date for Gala in 4th Term; Saturday, 2nd November.
Old Boys, please note!
Bath.

For the first time ever the Bath was properly painted this winter.

After draining it at the end of May we scraped and scrubbed for
weeks. The walls were then washed with a strong detergent and

hosed down. All the cracks were filled in with cold tar before the

actual painting was started.

A special rubber based Swimming Bath Paint was used through

out. The first layer was a white undercoating followed by two layers
of blue. It looks bright at the moment but we are told that the
water will tone it down.

1 would like to thank all the boys who helped us with the cleaning

and painting. It was nothing unusual to see thirty boys out there
In the afternoon, and they never complained, not even when their
finpers bled after working with the detergent or when the paint

on hands,face and feet just would not come off. Thank you very much.
To Mr. T. Metcalf, N. de Jongh and D. Spargo a special word of thanks
and to Mr. J. Shave our sincere gratitude for a promise of financial
assistance.
j^

TENNIS

During the first half of this year we have somewhat stepped up
activity on those other courts has not been conspicuously successful,

the activity both on our own and on other courts. Even if the
we have, at any rate, gained useful experience.

The First Team participated once again in the matches for the
Brian Denness Trophy, played at Kershaw Park Courts in Pietermaritzburg. We were placed third, the final points score being as
follows : Maritzburg College, 34. St. Charles, 28. Kearsney, 22^.
Maritzburg Tech.. 21. Hilton, 14^. Harward, 0.
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The boys playing In these matches were: Lowe (Caot)

M. Hulett, Robblns, F. van Eeden and K. van Eeden.

functioning. This team made its

ith
Of the 78
7fl games played we won
Northlands
on June
24th. Of
18 (ouchHigh
! !).School
The names
of
B^orkmJr'A^®*^®'
Allen. Immelman and

ri?m and with more practice some
promising
players
in the
team,
we should
do better
next
year.second
The Junior Team consists of boys in the Third and Second Forms

The Juniors have played two matches this term. That against
Cordwalhs on May 29th we drew 61 games to 61. When we played
Highbury on June 20th we lost by 55 games to 70. Among ihe
younger players we have future stars such as Coventry, Wooller

twl
two or three others show promise."-issauer, Edwards, Bouman and
And so the tennis prospects here are cheerful. We intend
surfaces on the courts in the very near future,
and this should go far towards assisting us to take our rightful
place among the tennis teams of Natal schools.

CADET NOTES

The Detachment strength this year is 240.
Appointments.

Student-Officers: Hagemann, R. N.; Hulett, M. N. W.; Thompson,
D. H.; Shave, J.; Immelman, P. H.; Homer, D. B.; Cross, D W •

Edwards, R. J. L.

Sergeant-Majors: De Jongh, N. M.; Lowe, J. A. H.

Sergeont^ Downie.C. M.; Bjorkman. I. A.; Newlands, G. R.; Lefson

A.; Thresher, D. H.; Williams, R. F.; Stott N. C.; Van Eden, K ;
Crewe, J. V.; Jewitt, C. P ; Rens, J. P.; Williams, B. G.; Giesler,
E. B., Don Wauchope, M. J.; Grafton, R. N.; Nalson, S. M.;
Coggin, C.; Wepener, M. J.; De Wet, S. P.; Brown, P. L.;

Band.

Drum-Major: Student-Officer Edwards, R. J. L.
Staff-Sergeants: Polkinghorne, N. G.; Cohen, M. D.
Sergeants: Pike, N.; Panton, J. R.

Corporals: Jardine, P. R. H.; White, F. K.; Gray, C. D.; Pike, D L •
Witherspoon, C. B.

Lance-Corporals: Lewin, L. M.,; Storm, M. J.; Syminton, T. D.
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Courses.

The following are attending Courses at Natal Command Head
quarters in July;

Band: Sergeant Panton, Corporal Gray, Cadet van der Post.
Senior N.C.O.'s: Sgt.-Major de Jongh, Sgt. Kapp, Sgt. Forbes,
Cadet Allen, L. A.

Since the coming of Colonel P. J. Jacobs to take over the post
of Officer Commanding Natal Command at the end of l^st
stricter control is being exercised over various aspects of Cadet

work, and what is laid down in the military manuals has to be con
formed to. The effects of this are visible chiefly in matters of dress
and Band formation. All ranks must wear the cadet badge and only
the Band is allowed to wear the beret. At the end of the year
Student-OfTicers will have to give up their tunics and probably

their barathea caps as well. Instead of marching in ranks of four, the
Band must now march in ranks of five and its strength, excluding
reserves, must not exceed fifteen buglers and five side-drummers,

plus, of course, bass and tenor drummers. All Bands are to be issued
with epaulettes and shoulder tabs in school colours so as to add to
their appearance on public occasions.

A more alert interest in cadet training has accompanied these

changes, and it is evident that the O.C. Natal Command Is giving

his whole-hearted encouragement and backing to all aspects of
cadet work. Every Detachment that wishes it can now have the
services of three Permanent Force Instructors for one whole day
each term, and we have found this arrangement very beneficial

and satisfactory. With the co-operation of the Head and the rest
of the Staff each Form exchanges two periods of school work in
the class-rooms for two periods of cadet work at the field, and

certainly no boys have been heard to grumble at the "swop"' In

deed, the Instructors describe the boys' attitude as "highly re

sponsive", and the P.P. gentlemen appear to enjoy their day's visit
to us Immensely.

Shooting.

The Shooting Captain is I. A. Bjorkman and his enthusiasm and
efficiency are very stimulating and helpful. He has been chosen to
attend a shooting competition in Durban at the beginning of the
holidays as a candidate for selection for the Natal Command Team
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of six who will attend the Inter-Command Cadet Bisley at Voortrekkerhoogte on July 3rd and 4th. We are all hopeful that he will

get into the Team for he has been doing some outstanding shooting
during the term.

The following took part in the Natal Command Bisley held at
the Athlone Range on May 24th: Seniors: Bjorkman, Immelman,
Hulett, M., Lewin, Jewitt, Dawson, with Clark, H. and Lawrence

as reserves, juniors- Bouman, R. A., Crookes, L. E, G., Clark, I.,

Webber, Kirkwood, Stokoe. The juniors, as usual (!) did better
than the seniors.

The following took part in the Petiet Cup and R.D.L.I. Sergeant's
Memorial Competition on May 25th: Bjorkman, Brown,P. L., Osborn,
Wiseman, I., Lewin, Walsh, A. L., Wilkins, Munger, with LaconAllin as reserve.

Northlands High School visited us for a shooting match on May
17th. The Senior Teams fought each other to a draw with a score

of 541 each and Kearsney Junior Team beat their opponents by only
five points. The event was very much enjoyed by all.
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KEARSNEY OLD BOYS' CLUB
Officials, 1956-57

President: L. T. Polkinghorne.
Vice-President: J. H. Charter.

Secretory: P. Metcalf, Kearsney College.
Treasurer: M. J. Rodda, 26 County Buildings, Durban.

Members of Executive: J. A. Chick, H. A. Groom, H. J. Hopkins,
G. Hulett, J. F. Reece, B. Theunissen.
Durban Branch

Chairman: J. W. H. Howarth, 6 Cliff Road, Westville.

Secretary: J. R. D. Goodricke, Box 1 18, Westville.
The Durban Branch holds its Friday " Get-together" on the

second Friday of every month in a new venue—the Roof Garden of
the Central Hotel, West Street.

Johannesburg Branch

Chairman: G. D. Gardner, 224 Louis Botha Ave., Orange Grove.

Secretary: H. Lund, 51 Mount Ethne, Bunker St., Hillbrow.
The year started off vrith a great kick as far as the Branch is concerned with

the dinner and fiim show which we arranged for Newton VVaiker. About 26

Old Boys sat down to dinner at the Victoria Hotel on Saturday, January 19th,
and then spent a most enjoyable evening hearing of the experiences of the Spring
bok Rugger side in Australia and New Zealand. This was undoubtedly one of

the most successful meetings that have been held in the Branch and we look
forward to the possibility of arranging similar meetings in the not too distant
future.

Apart from this initial send off to Club activities for the year not very much
gethers continues to grow and we are getting an increasing number of Old Boys
has been happening. However, the renewed interest in the

to attend each month-the attendance at the June meeting was I9^hich was the

best attendance at an ordinary Get-Together that we have had. We find that it

is mainly the younger crowd that is supporting the Branch these days and we

would like to see more of the older hands coming along. However, we do realize
commitments as business executives, fathers and what-have-you make it increas

ingly difficult for some of the chaps to attend.
The Annual General Meeting of the Branch was held on Monday, 5th August,
in the Victoria Hotel. Our Annual Dance is being arranged in conjunction with
the Epworth Past Girls Union and will probably be held on Saturday, 24th August,
at the Old Johannians Club. If any of the Old Boys are visiting Johannesburg
around this time who would like to attend the committee would be very glad
to hear from them.

Pietermaritzburg Branch

Chairman: G. G. Ballard, Box 844, Pietermaritzburg.
Secretary: P. Rodda, Natal University.
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OLD BOYS' CLUB HOUSE

at thehadlast
annual
general
off the Old Boys^ decision
Club thattaken
the time
come
for the
Clubmeeting
to find
a permanent home" and to cease accepting the generous hos-

pitahty of one of the local old boys whenever social functions are
heid at Botha s Hill, the executive committee of the Club has recently
purchased an attractive plot of land close to the College. This level,
one-acre plot lies just beyond Junior House, opposite the Methodist
Youth Camp. It is hedged on three sides and has a very fine view
towards the West.

It has been suggested that a Club House, combined with a
L squash court wouldonbethe
property
as soon
possible
While the
available
to old
boysaswhenever
required, it would be used mainly by the boys of the College, thus
tilling a long-felt need for indoor sporting facilities, especially during
the wet months of the year. Future buildings might include a
second squash court as well as rondavels which could be used by old

to^Durban"^ ^he College or requiring cheap holiday lodging close
The executive committee hopes for a good attendance of old
boys at the 1957 Annual General Meeting (to be held on Founder's
Day, 31st August) when the plan will be discussed and more detailed
suggestions considered.

OLD BOYS' NEWS

Death

Michael Scott

It was a shock to those of us who remember him well to hear

(50 K)

®

Mithael Scott

He had been a lonely boy, for within a short time of his coming

to school he lost both his parents. Life dealt hardly with him, and
tor some years he felt rebellious about it.

He worked for a year in a bank, and there he was happy. We
hoped that he would find happiness in his work, and come to lead
a full life.

"All instincts immature.
All purposes unsure.

That weighed not as his work, yet swelled the man's amount;

This he was worth to God, whose wheel the pitcher shaped."
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Engagements

Dr. E. Caney, D. Hewitt, L. Lewis, M. Leask, S. Leask, I. R..
Mcllwraith, M. Poole, C. Rindel, P. R. Roberts, G. Sherreli, Dr.
G. M. Shires, C. R. Witherspoon.
Marriages

R. N. Cordes, F. R. Chick, L. Dixon, E. C. K. Dowse, R. Hirst,

O. W. K. Jackson, L. Mathews, R. McLeod, J. A. K. Munro, C. L.
Oliver, D. Stranack, P. Silburn, L. Trehearne, B. G. Hagemann.
Births

J. Clayton (daughter), L. F. Forsyth (daughter), M. Mundeli
(daughter), N. McLuckie (son), K. Shimwell (daughter), A. J. Tedder
(daughter), K. Theunissen (daughter), N. Theunissen (son), G. C.
Richardson (son), G. Metcalfe (son).

If Old Boys will keep the Editor informed of these happy events, he will
be glad to publish them.—Ed

M. A. Blackburn (45-48) is with the Southern Life, Pietermaritzburg.
J. Bentley (53-56) took a six-weeks course in truck driving and maintenance
Potchefstroom before going to University.

C.J.Barber(46-50)worked three yearswith the S.A. Mutual before entering
commerce, where he became Assistant Secretary and, later. Accountant. He
has now made application to the London Bible Institute and Theological Seminary
for entrance as a student.

T. W. Barnett (41-42) who came to us during the War years as an evacuee

from Egypt, was Second Officer on the Nevasa, which visited Durban in February.
H. Beckett (50-56) is studying at Cedara.

D. Barker (40-46) finds labour the big trouble in farming to-day. His
interests are mainly sugar and bark. He continues to play cricket enthusiastically
for Umzinto.

F. E. S. Borgwardt (50-54) writes at great length of his activities since
leaving Kearsney. Summarised, these read: (a) Went to Damelin cram

College and took a 2nd Class Matric in one year;(b)took up Law at Wits, and at
end of first year gained second class passes in Afrikaans, Latin and Classical Life,

(c) Went on a lone hitch-hiking tour which took him up to Elizabethville in the
Belgian Congo, saw the Victoria Falls, stayed in Beira, Portuguese East Africa.
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and slept In a gaol at Broken Hill;(d) Acted In Brian Brooke's"Teahouse of the

August Moon"and had the pleasure of meeting Dame Sybil Thorndyke and her
husband.

M. Beckett (48-51) passed written and practical exams satisfactorily and is
with South Coast Tractors, Port Shepstone, under the Directorship of R. J.
Loader (41-42).

Dr. E. Caney (40-47) Is doing a year's housemanship at Addington Hospital
We congratulate him on passing his Medical Finals.

R. N. Cordes (46-51), who was married at Christmas, has gone to Triangle
Sugar Mill, Fort Victoria, S. Rhodesia, for practical engineering experience.
S. Cohen (53-56) writes appreciatively of what Kearsney meant for him
and for the benefit derived from the Kearsney Parliament. He Is now taking
his degree at Wits, starting with Psychology, Sociology, Moral Philosophy and
Afrikaans.

V. Collingwood (46-48) has presented to the school the A. H. Smith Sports
Trophy for Inter-House Competition, as a tribute to what Mr. Smith did for him
personally and to the College. We are very grateful. He Is now Assistant Branch
Manager to Lloyds Ltd., Port Elizabeth.

D. R. Cruickshank (49-50)found Banking unattractive, and Is now overseer
for the Natal Estates Ltd., North Coast, Natal.

A. K. Carter (48-51) is doing ballet In Johannesburg. At the end of the year
he hopes to tour Israel and then proceed to America.
D. Clark (21-27) taking a bigger and bigger part In the affairs of the Church,

is now on the plan as a Local Preacher, and enjoying the opportunity to spread
the Gospel message.

E. G. Cole (40-44) Is representative for Keatlngs Medical Products in the
Cape, contacting all doctors In the Cape Town area. There should be no flies
on a man who travels in Keatlngs.
D. H. Cromme (49-50) has taken his Medical Finals, with a First Class in
Surgery. Congratulations!

P. R. Charter (39-41), Manager of Boswell's Circus, still Invites Old Boys to
come and see him when his circus comes to their area.

R. Drummond (32-37) Is managing Shortlands Hotel, Verulam, which his

family have owned for many years. His son Is due at Kearsney shortly.
R. Dolton (47-52) took a leading part In Novello's "Dancing Years" recently
In Durban.

V. Davy (38-46), whose batting In the Old Boys' match was a treat to watch,
helped put PInetown easily top of their league. He scored over 1,000 runs and
took over 60 wickets.

D. Dykes(46-50) is an Accountant with Rhodesia Selection Trust In Salisbury.
He takes his cricket seriously and came top of the Mashonaland League batting
averages last season, with some high scores.

B. Dykes (48-52) Is tobacco farming about 80 miles from Salisbury. He has
also had a successful season at cricket, mainly as a fast bowler, but he also scored
one undefeated century.
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K. M. Eddy (49-53) gave up his B.Sc. course at Natal University in order to
enter the Methodist Ministry. He has now had two terms at the Theological

College at Rhodes, studying Greek, exegesis, exposition and the usual courses
demanded. He finds the experience most satisfying.

B. S. Ellis (30-34) is trade representative for Mobbs Shoes in Durban.
We understand that his gay and cavalier method of attack has made him an out
standing salesman.

R. G. Foss (39-47) brought us unexpected laurels by winning the Zululand
Golf Championship!

R. Ford (51-55) is with Hill and Murray, Johannesburg, pharmaceutical
wholesalers.

C, C. Groenewald (52-55) took a year at Natal University and is now in

the costing department of Reckitt and Coieman, Durban. He will continue his
degree course privately.

J. Goodrlcke (50-54) has energetically taken over the Secretary's post
of the Club in Durban, vacated by L. Slater (50-53) who has been transferred to
Johannesburg.

A. C. Gage (51-56) gives a detailed account of the programme at Air Force

Gymnasium, P.O. Tek. We are not sure that it would suit us. Mostly drill and
polish. Rise at 4.45, polish, shine, make beds; 6 a.m. drill, 6.45 breakfast, 7.30
parade ground again, for inspection: 9 to 10.30 rifle drill; 1 1 to noon, P.T.; noon
to 1.45 lectures; 3 p.m. extra P.T. or lectures;4 p.m. clean and polish; 5.30 supper.
On Wednesday afternoon there is sport; church on Sunday. Otherwise they are
free from noon, Saturday, till Sunday night and visitors may come to see them.
It sounds like hard work.

G. V. Green (50-55) is taking dentistry at Wits.

A. Hoad (53-56) failed to get into the Air Force Gym, and so has gone to
Wits.

D. O. Hall (47-52) has gained a two-year scholarship of £1,000 a year to

Los Angeles University, awarded by the S.A. Citrus Board. There he will study
fruit culture, taking his M.Sc. and possibly Ph.D. Hall had already obtained
his B.Sc. at Natal University with honours in Horticulture. Our congratulations

C. Hopkins.(22-26) has been elected Vice-Chairman of the Durban Chamber
of Commerce.

His son, C. C. Hopkins (54-55) has, we find, the distinction of being the
eldest child of the eldest child of the eldest child of the eldest child of Sir Liege
Huiett.

M. D. Isralls (41-44) is Manager of the Record Department, Bothners
Ltd., Johannesburg, and finds the record game most interesting, expecially with
the advent of long-playing records.

Rev. P. M.Jones (47-49) completed his four years at the Baptist Theological

College last year and is now doing pastoral work, with his wife, in Uitenhage.
He hopes to be ordained in Durban in October.
O. W. K. Jackson (49-52) has returned from a year in England, bringing

with him his charming English wife. To supplement his income overseas he took
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a iob for a while as Commissionaire at the Trocadero Restaurant, London. In

this capacity he came into frequent contact with big names in the poiitlcal and
theatrical worlds.

N. Kitchin (44-49) is a Chartered Accountant in Salisbury. Wisely, he has
married a Chartered Accountant and can therefore take a holiday when he likes.
His brother. Dr. R. J. Kitchin (44-47), Dental Surgeon, has followed suit
and also married a Dental Surgeon. This is an idea worth copying!
M.J. M. Leask (47-50) has won a scholarship of £750 a year, tenable for two
years, awarded by the Shell Co. of S.Africa, to enable him to continue his studies

in applied sciences in the U.K. He took his B.Sc. (Chem. Tech.) in 1954, B.Sc.
(Hons.) in 1955 and is now taking his M.Sc. He wiil leave for U.K. in September
to take his Ph.D. either at Oxford or London. Hearty congratulations on so
fine a record.

S. B. A. Longhurst (51-55) is at Rhodes University.
H. Lund (45-49), secretary of the Club in the Transvaal, would like all
newcomers to the district to contact him at: 51 Mount Ethne, cr. v. d. Merwe

and Banket Streets, Hilibrow, Johannesburg.
M. E. Mealin (49-54) is doing his final year B.Comm. at Wits.
C. Moses (52-56) is auditing with Champions Ltd. in Bloemfontein and doing
part-time degree work at the University of the O.F.S.

L. Mathews (40-42) is now with Ford Motor Co., Bulawayo.
R. Mark (32-40) is outside manager for the Tongaat Sugar Co. at Isipingo.
M. Mannion (47-52) writes from Cape Town, where he is with Carson and

Co., agents for Chrysler Corporation. In the near future he hopes to go to
Detroit, to the Chrysler Training Centre. He has done A.C.F. training with the
S.A. Navy and is now a Leading Stoker!

A. W. S. Mortifee (25), ex M.P. for Zululand, where he had a sugar farm,
has settled down with wife and family at 5375 Marguerite Street, Vancouver, 13.
P. E. Metcalf(44-47) had a long enforced absence from teaching at Kearsney
in mid-year, owing to severe sinus trouble, which necessitated an unpleasant
operation with protracted and painful consequences. The Staff rose to the
occassion by taking his classes and setting and marking his exam, papers, while
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins gave him and his family their beach cottage at Compensation
for convalescence.

Lieut. K. Olivier (44-46) is with the R.A.F. in Hong Kong.
C. L. Olivier (44-49) has settled down, with his new bride, as outside
manager of one of the Crookes farms near Renishaw.
R. Putterill (37-39) is manager of a large trading store at Mohales Hoek.
Basutoland, selling everything from motor parts to Basuto blankets and patent
medicines.

L. T. Polkinghorne (21-25), president of the Old Boys Club, gave away
his daughter, Rae, in marriage to J. A. K. Munro (54-55) at Verulam on April
20th. A large gathering of relations and friends was present at the reception
at the parents' home, including a big representation of present and past Kearsney
boys. The toast of the afternoon was that of D. Clark (21-27) who, in a forceful
and witty speech, called for the health of the six bridesmaids. At the service
the organ was played by E. C. K. Dowse (45-50)
A. W. Paul (38-41) is now c/o Chazi Letter Station, Pte Bag Morogoro,
Tanganyika.
N. W. Palmer (49-51) is with the Eastern Insurance and Reinsurance Co.
New Broad Street, London, E.C.2. As his greater interests are wireless and
electronics, he hopes later to get a job along these lines.
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C. Rindel (49-52), we hear from responsible sources, has been in the running
for Provincial Honours as a bowler, but his refusal to play cricket on Sundays

has kept him from the highest circles. We commend him for his principles.
R. Rindel (51-54) was the only student in Natal to pass all four subjects
in the Second Year Attorney's Entrance Exam.
D. J. RIshworth (46-50) is with S. A. Mutual, Durban.

P. G. Rodda (49-54), who is at N.U., Pietermaritzburg, is a keen member of
the International Club and takes an active part in the promotion of better race
relations.

D. Roberts (51-54) gained honours in English in his second year B.A. at
Natal University.

J. Redgment (39-45) writes from Fort Victoria, S. Rhodesia, where he is
with the Civil Service and taking Law examinations.

P. Randall (47-52) is at Vryheid High School.

P. J. Ryan (53-56), running for Wits University, won the Northern Uni
versities 100 yds and came 2nd in the 220 yds. He was only four feet behind the
winner of the S. African Universities 100 yards, and has been credited with 9.7
sees.

M. Rodda (46-50), who has bought a plot at Westville, and has planted fruit
trees, took his Final Qualifying Accountancy exam, in June.
Dr. G. M. H.Shires (46-50) qualified as a Veterinary Surgeon in December,
1956, and is now in private practice in Durban. He graduated with honours
and was awarded the Theiler Medal for being the best student for the two final
years at Onderstepoort. Congratulations! He was also Chairman of the Students'
Committee and was able to put his Kearsney Debating practice into good use.
J. B. Sheasby (55-56) has taken up Banking in Kitwe, N. Rhodesia.
F. S. Simpson (51-56) wrote cheerfully from Saldanha Bay In February,
where he was doing his A.C.F. Training with S.A.S. Saldanha. The work at the
time comprised mostly polishing and cleaning. A little later we learned with
concern that a lorry on which he and others were travelling had capsized and that
Simpson sustained a fractured thigh, which has taken some months to heal.
D. Scott (48-51) returned a year ago from some years at Bedford School,
England, where he studied post-matric Science, and found the experience of an
English Public School beneficial and exhilarating. He is now completing his
B.Sc. at Natal University. He has kept up his athletics and we believe that he
has captained the University this year.
C. H. Smith (41-43) Is now owner and manager of the Auto-Service Garage
in Burg Street, Pietermaritzburg. There has been much hard work, some luck
and good service and now he is well on his feet. Will Pietermaritzburg Old
Boys please note and patronize!
R. A. J. Taylor (41-47) continues to hold his place as Natal scrum-half and
was given an award as the best Natal player in the game against Border.
C. Tudor-Davies (49-50) has been outstandingly successful in the field of
Electronics at Oklahoma City, U.S.A. He was presented with the Commendation
medal and ribbon for outstanding performance in the field of Electronic computer
programming. The citation accompanying the award referred to his part in a
special project conducted at Tinker's Electronic Data Processing Centre and
said "Airman Davies extraordinary efforts have proven of great value to the
U.S. Air Force." He voluntarily worked 12-18 hours a day, 7 days a week, for
over a year, to get the programme completed, as there are few men capable of
this kind of work.
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H. K. Timm (5I-S6) is taking his B.A. at Natal Univesrsity, with a view to
becoming a teacher. We think he will make a good one.

R. G. Timm (53-56) has joined the Durban Male Voice Party and his own
church choir and speaks appreciatively of the training received in the Kearsney
choir. He is now doing Photo-lithography in Durban.
A. V. Trentham (39-45) is sales manager for the Union for M. and J. Pharma
ceutical supplies.

VM
H®"53) is banking in Johannesburg, and living at the
.TJj
•
O''' ®°ys- By his tennis he has helped the
T to come
second in their League.
P. D. Warmback (48-49) is travelling for Stuart Jones and David Anderson
throughout Northern Natal.

Wauchope (46-50) has been sent by Messrs. Hubert Davies, Ltd

to study electrical work in England. At present he is at Wolverhampton, but
expects to move around a good deal during the next three years. His permanent
address is: c/o 7 Torfieid Road, Eastbourne.

T. Y. Worthington (45-57), golf handicap now 4, is with Harry White Ltd.,
dairy equipment manufacturers, Pietermaritzburg.
J. F. Woods (49-52) is with a wattle company at Melmoth.

D. A.Wade(54-56) is working at the Aluminium Co.of S.A. as an apprentice

fitter and turner at Maritzburg. He hopes ultimately to take his Associated En
gineering Degree.

R. M. Williamson (46-50) has had some months' holiday in U.K.
Natal University:

H. K. Timm writes: P. Russell (51-56) is doing Medicine: J. R. Tedder

(53-56) and D. P. Black (52-56) are taking Science: P. Rodda (49-54) is doing
his final year B.A., majoring in English and Politics: P. Hewitt (51-54) is taking
Agricuiture. R. Moffitt (50-54) is working in the S.A.B.C. in Pietermaritzburg
and playing Rugby for Collegians First Team. I am taking my B.A. course, at
present studying English, History, Geography and Zoology.

(If Old Boys will keep the Editor posted with their activities, he will be pleased to
record them in the Magaeine.—Ed.)

ENGLAND ADDRESSES

benefit of Old Boys travelling to England, we give here the addresses
of Old Boys resident there. This does not include those who are maklne a
holiday visit.

°

R. W. H. Bevin (40-45):"Dentstone ", Shireburn Road, Freshfield, Lanes.
M. J. L. Woodhead (late Hindson) (49-52): MIcklefield Hall, RIckmansworth
Surrey.

(50-53): B.I.S.N. Co. Ltd., c/o Gray Dawes and Co. Ltd.,
122 Leadenhall Street, E.C.3.

S. Harwood (53-54): Port Jackson Div., Nautical College, Pangbourne, Berks.
N. W. Palmer (49-51): Friars House, New Broad Street, E.C.2.

H. H. Rowe (46-51), F. C. R. Rowe (48-54), A. D. Rowe (50-54):"Pempwell
Stokeclimsland, Cailington, Cornwall.
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E. J. Sandeman (42-45), I. M. Sandeman (44-45); 15 Saughtenhall Avenue,
Edinburgh 12.

G. D. Senior (48-50): Rembrandt Hotel, London, S.W.7.
J. H. Sanders (52-53): Elm Tree Farm, Petrington, Nr. Hull.

J. W. Taylor (51-54): KIngsley Hotel, Bloomsbury Way, W.C.I.
N. D. Vaughton (51-53): 79 Broad Oaks Road, Solihull, Birmingham.
R. L. Wicks (45-49): V.C.M. Co. 3 Fenchurch Street, E.C.3.
D. S. Wauchope (46-50): 7 Torfield Road, Eastbourne.

LETTER FROM BASUTOLAND

The following is part of an interesting letter sent by Dr. O. J. Wilkinson
(35-38).
As for my news—well, it is so long since you had any, that you had better
take the interim as read and I will tell of Lerlbe and this part of Basutoland.
I am the only Doctor in this district and have about 80,000 patients—all
my own! At the moment I have a 55-bed hospital, but there are extensive
alterations being made and by the end of the year I should have 83 beds.
I theoretically perform any operation in the book. In practice I do about
25 minor operations and 10 major operations a week—the latter including many
usually referred to Specialist Surgeons! In the Out-patients Department, my
record so far is 207 patients in one day.
In fact, when all the wards are built, I shall have the second biggest hospital
in Basutoland, second only to Maseru, the capital, with a normal staff of four
doctors.

So you see, I am getting as much experience as I can cope with. Medicine
here is about 15 years behind the times, and we stiil speak of most of the "mycin"
drugs with awe—speak of them, but seldom see them; and the various"-ones"
(e.g. cortisone) are still names on an advertisement. However, I will pit myself
against any of my South African contemporaries as far as ordinary common or
garden treatment is concerned. Necessity forces us to treat the old drugs such
as aspirin, with great regard. In any case, I wouldn't change this job, for it's
great fun and I love it! .. .
It would give us the greatest joy to have any of the Kearsney staff spend a
holiday—we have ample accommodation.

LETTER FROM AMERICA

The following extract is taken from a letter from L. Gjestland (48-50) who
is with the Medical Detachment of the U.S. Army at Fort Ord, California.
In September, 1955 I drove from Minnesota to California, passing through
much of the cowboy country. Buffalo Bill has his name on motels, banks, and a
lake, in the area of Cody, Wyoming. Despite my hurry in covering the 2,200
miles in 65 hours, I did manage to see Yellowstone Park with the Old Faithful
geyser. It was an even greater thrill to get to San Francisco, and see some of
the places one so often reads about—the Golden Gate, San Quentin and Alcatraz
Prisons, and so on.
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Enrolling at the Berkeley campus of the world's largest University of Callfornia, I graduated in September, 1956, with a B.Sc. In Business Administration.
Among other things the University boasts 7 Nobel Prize winners, the construc
tion of the first cyclotron, the nation's third largest library, and a stadium seatine
over 80,000.

®

Rugby is an essential sport here. I did not have much difficulty in finding
a place in the team, but the coach decided that I should play scrum-half. The
system is, however, puite Americanised. The coach decides where you play,
appoints the captain and selects the players. Other innovations are substitution

of players at any stage of the game, thereby killing the essential of stamina;
time-outs"for the coach to discuss strategy in the middle of a game. When
we travel, we take 22 substitutes! Three years ago we beat a touring Oxford team.
Last year we were undisputed U.S. champs.

Upon graduating I bought another car and drove to Chicago. I was awaiting
immigration papers to Canada, since I had had a few job offers in Toronto. In
stead of that I was drafted into the Army, and have been stationed in Missouri,
Colorado, Texas, and am now permanently assigned to California.
My occupations have been varied. Have been dishwasher, gardener, account

ant for radio station, entertainer at an exclusive Ski resort, and am at present
a salesman. This is America.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

The Editor wishes to thank schools in South Africa and Great Britain for the
receipt of their School Magazines.

The Kearsney Chronicle is printed in July and January and at present costs
3s. 3d. per copy.
Old Boys' Life Subscription: £5 5s. Od.
Annual Subscription:

lOs. 6d.

Will Old Boys please keep the Editor advised about change of addresses.
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EDITORIAL

Alas, times are not what they used to be. Everyone wants to
write a book, and children are no longer obedient to their parents

It s an old, old story. We hear it wherever we go, in the life
of the world. In the life of the school. Perhaps there is some truth

In it, because presumably the ultimate of bliss was obtainable only
in the Garden of Eden, and Man has descended ever since. But

perhaps a great deal of it lies more in the imagination than in the

hard core of reality. Men have always thought that the good old
days were the best.

In case you should wonder where the above quotation comes

from, it is from the Presse Papyrus in the Instanbul Municipal
Museum, six thousand years old, and is the oldest piece of known
writing in existence.
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PRIZE-GIVING

The Prize-Giving ceremony on Dec. 10 was held on the hottest

and most humid day of the summer, and the lightly-clad ladies
with their fans were a source of envy to the more severely-dressed
men, especially the staff, clad in academic robes. Long before the
end, many of the latter might well have had a plunge into the
swimming bath, clothes and all.

Nevertheless, it was a very pleasant occasion. The hall was

packed with parents so that most of the school (possibly to their
relief) had to remain in the grounds, where they heard nothing
of the speeches.

The Chairman of the Board, Mr. P. Hind, was in good form
as he welcomed Mr. Justice Broome and Mrs. Broome. At the close

of the Headmaster's Report, he made a strong plea to industry and
commerce to subsidise schools like Kearsney. It is from these schools,
he said, that industry and commerce must draw their men in the

future, and it is essential that they should have the finest possible
education, with the finest possible equipment. Kearsney still had
many essential building projects for which a great deal of^capital
was still required.

After the presentation of prizes by Mrs. Broome, the Head
Prefect, D. V. Thompson, presented her with a bouquet of flowers
culled from the school grounds. He then went on to address the
school in sincere words, saying how much his years at Kearnsey

had meant to him, and urging those returning to strive always to
maintain the reputation and prestige of a fine school.

The Judge President, Mr. Broome, opened his address by stating
that a school relied on the trinity of a sound headmaster, a competent
and loyal staff, and a body of interested parents. He said that one
of the chief functions of a private school was to conduct experiments
in education not always possible in a Government school.

He suggested that the staff at Kearsney College try an experi
ment to reach the "problem boy" who would not respond to
ordinary teaching, by teaching these boys with their hands.

"This type of boy could learn the practice of a subject first and
then later on the theory.

"1 believe the dull boy is not Inferior to those who sail through
school work. I believe we have not devised the correct method of

teaching them," he said.

He told the boys "not to play for safety in life for it is an
adventure and It must be lived that way".
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In wishing the boys a happy holiday, he said; "You will find
your parents a little older, a little stupider, a little more narrow-

minded. Be kind to them. Remember that some day you will be
parents—stupid and narrow-minded too."

Mr. Clem Woods, Vice-Chairman of the Board, thanked Mr.
Broome, in choice manner, for his address.

The following is the Headmaster's Report, which for the first
time was printed and circulated among all present, to be read at

their leisure, the Headmaster dwelling only on the salient points.
Mr. Chairman,

For over a decade I have presented these reports and the difficulties are
greater than is generally supposed. So much goes on in the river of iife of a school.
There are the paragraphs of the numbers, the health, the staff, examinations,
academic iife, culturai and hobby interests and sport, etc., to which one shouid
try to give the particuiar tone for each year, as weli as pay tribute to the multi
farious burdens which the staff so generously shoulder in order to enrich the

lives of the boys. To do adequate justice would take longer than the time at my
disposal permits. Nevertheless, I want to thank all those who have taken charge
of these important aspects of the life of the school or who have generously assisted
by giving of their time to provide the boys with these opportunities for growth.
We have been fortunate to have had a full teaching staff this year,though illness
at times created difficult, though fortunately only temporary, situations.
At the beginning of this year our new chaplain. Rev. V. Bredenkamp, B.A.,
took up his duties and he has found a warm place in the life of the boys and the
school. I hope that in the near future we shall be able to have the full-time

services of a chaplain, for there is important work and great opportunity for a
permanent chaplain in a school of this size.

Mrs. Goldman, after some 1 1 years In the difficult job of "satisfying the inner
man", left us last July, and 1 wish here to record our deep appreciation of the
valuable services she rendered as housekeeper. In her place we welcome Mrs.
Ireland.

Mrs. Brechin, who for eight years was matron of Gillingham, retired in Sep
tember. Her services to the boys and the College, too, require a special word of
appreciation. Mrs. Hornby has taken her place and we give her a warm welcome.
This year we have had 25 day boys and 292 boarders. We have had to refuse
well over a hundred applications for next year, and this has given point to the
fact that, because of our limited classroom accommodation, we shall in future

have to restrict the entry of day boys. We already have 31 entered for next year,
which is too many by far.
The academic iife of the College has been sound, but without a post-matric
form—a goal which we sincerely hope is not far from achievement—^we do not
yet have the opportunity to develop our boys into real students. It is our earnest

hope that funds may come forth to provide the necessary facilities. With ap
parently a 40 per cent failure of all first-year students at university, it is of tre
mendous importance that we try to bridge the gap between school and university
so that when pupils go up to the university they will be able to profit as they
should from its academic life.
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In the Matriculation examination we had

7 first-class passes.
21 second-class passes.

10 third-class passes.
6 failures out of 44 candidates.
Five distinctions were awarded to the candidates who took this
examination.

in the Junior Certificate (University of South Africa) we had
16 first-class passes.
14 second-class passes.
21 third-class passes.
These boys were awarded nine distinctions. Seven of the first-class passes
won the Natal Education Department bursaries, which is very creditable, viz.,
J. V. Crewe, W. M. Giles, C. P. Jewitt, D. L. Pike, P. J. Reece, R. W. Simpson,
and B. G. Williams. Two of these, D. Pike and R. W. Simpson, came in the first
20 candidates in the Union, and so were awarded bursaries by the University
of South Africa. This is a College record.

This year the following boys obtained their Taalbond and bilingual exami
nations:

Bilingual examination

..

..

Hoer graad..
Laer graad ..

..
..

..
..

Laer taalbond
Hoer taalbond ..

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

3 passed

..
..

..
..

..
..

.. 3
.. 14

..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..

Voorbereidende:

21
7
48

I should also like to refer to the signal successes of some of our old boys:
The Rev. Edgar Wilkinson, who is President Elect of the Methodist Conference;
Michael Leask, who won the Shell scholarship: George Shires, the Theiier Medal
at Onderstepoort: David Hall, the Citrus Board bursary to study In California;
Michael Hall, a California University bursary; and Dr. Hans Cromme his medical
degree with honours.

i should like aiso to record that Homer was runner-up in the Jan Hofmeyr
Speech Trophy; that Giles won a highly commended in the Navy League essay,
and that Winder won the Pinetown Rotary Club essay competition.
CHAPEL

Our chapel debt has now been reduced to £600 only. We have unfortunately
at the moment to use the chapel for some secular purposes. This is not right
and we look forward to the time when we shall have a College hall, so that we

may reserve the chapel for devotional purposes only.
The gift by Mrs. D. Lewis of a handsome cabinet in which to keep the
communion sets has filled a long-felt want, and we are very grateful for it. The
cabinet was given in memory of her son, Antony Robert Rose, an old boy of the
school who lost his life in the last war.

Since the organ was installed five years ago, a number of additions have
been made, thanks to money provided by Mr. A. H. Smith In his lifetime. The
original specification was completed last July, and the additions then made have
added much to the merits of the instrument. Some of the compromises that
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seemed inevitable when the organ was designed, are still there, however, and
we should aim to remove them at some time in the future.

The annual Remembrance Da/ service was dignified and deepi/ impressive,
ART DEPARTMENT

The art department under the enthusiasm of Mrs. Lutle/ and Mrs. Hagemann
has had, I think, an encouraging and very successful year, and the boys have shown
great interest in aii sections of the work.

The art organiser of the Natal Education Department was very satisfied
with the work produced and the methods of teaching when she visited the school
during September of this year. She was able to view our annual September
exhibition in the art section and chose 23 pictures as possibles for the October
Natal schools art competition. These were sent in and four hung in the Natal
Schools exhibition held at Payne Bros, salon in Durban—a prize being awarded
to Barry Roberts, and highly commended awards to Massam, Gebbie and Scott.

This may be considered satisfactory in view of the fact that 3,030 pictures were
entered from 120 different Natal schools and only 300 taken for the exhibition
mentioned.

The pottery section entered for the Natal Schools' handicraft competition
and received five prizes, the successful boys being Harvey (modelling). Barker
(two prizes). Dale and Johnson, ail for pottery. We came second in the Natal
inter-school pottery and ceramics competition. This is a fine achievement seeing
that our art is voluntary and taken out of school hours.
LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY

Although the sixth form, it is to be regretted, gave the Kearsney Parliament
little support, yet this has been one of the Parliament's best years. Fifth formers
have developed great fluency in public speaking, particularly on political issues,
and they are immensely keen. The debates, conducted on parliamentary lines,
and preceded by question time, have revealed that a good many boys—especially
cabinet ministers—-have developed a very keen political sense, and follow closely
the progress of public affairs in this country. In promoting confidence and fluency,
this society is proving of great value.

The Afrikaans debating society also provided useful training and the Afrikaans
camp at Michaelmas was very successful.

The dramatic society unfortunately, could not manage to put on its usual
Shakespearean play. They, however, put in much useful training in their
rehearsals. We hope that next year we shall be able to stage another
Shakespearean play.
MUSIC

There are at present some very promising pianists in the school. For the
second year in succession a Kearsney boy has reached the finals of a nation-wide

piano competition sponsored by commercial radio—this year it was John Hind.
The choir on the other hand, can seldom have had such poor new material
from the junior school. In view of the additional numbers now coming into the
school, it is staggering to find so few with singing voices, or who have had any
previous training, and one feeis concerned about what is happening to this almost
natural means of expression in many preparatory schools. Choir practices have
gone on in routine fashion throughout the year, and by the time of the caroi
service, considerable polish had been attained, in general, chapel singing has
been less vigorous this year.
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The music society has had weekly meetings throughout the year, hearing
a wide range of recorded music and so^netimes performing to one another, as
well as making occasional visits to outside concerts and to the house of our neigh
bour, Mr. Penney, in order to hear recorded musie at its best.
We hope to build a music block in the near future, when we shall be able to
make even better contribution in this field. It is hoped interested friends may
find the £4,500 which is required.
HOBBIES

Work in the hobbies section covered carpentry under Mr. Tom Metcalf,
and also model and boat building. Useful scope was thus provided for boys who
had manual interests. In this connection I would like to mention that two boys—
John Shave and Robert Hagemann—built Finn yachts to international speci
fications.

So many boys have a natural ball sense that, for others, outlets such as yacht
ing, mountaineering, etc., are most useful. Youth needs adventurous living and
hard conditions challenge forth some fine qualities of character, i commend this
interest to those parents whose sons do not have any hobbies. The elemental
sea is a great training ground.
I want to say here that unless boys achieve something in a constructive way

either by following some cultural interest and strengthening it, or by taking up a
hobby in which they are progressively achieving something, or alternatively by
finding an outlet in playing games successfully and training hard in order to do so,
those boys are not likely to become properly adjusted to life. "Man was meant
to struggle." Give him nothing in life but luxury, indulge his sensations, give him
an easy chair, and you virtually say "Do NOT be a man."
CADETS

The strength of the detachment has risen to 240. In accordance with a rule
established by the Department of Defence two years ago, no boys below Form
3 (Standard VII) are required to do cadet training.
Colonel P. J. Jacobs, Officer Commanding Natal Command, made the annual

inspection of the detachment in September, and was pleased with its efficiency.
Student-Officer Michael Hulett was in charge of the parade, and carried out his
duties in a first-rate manner.

The system, newly introduced this year, of Permanent Force instructors
paying a whole day's visit to the detachment once a quarter has proved most
helpful. It has been popular with the cadets also, since they exchanged two
classroom periods for work on the parade grounds!

Cadet training is not so much military training as training in self-control,

deportment and courtesy. Its justification, and its value to our corporate life,
is the contribution it makes to those particular qualities.

The Imperial Challenge Shield competition is now being shot off, and in
spite of fears to the contrary because of the larger number of boys engaged in it,
our traditionally high average seems likely to be approached.
Our most distinguished shot is I. A. Bjorkman. He has scored full marks,
100 out of 100 in this competition, and in July he was chosen as one of the Natal
team which took part in the Union-wide cadet bisley in Pretoria.

Shooting encourages the valuabie qualities of determination and mental
and emotional steadiness, and it is pleasing to report that there is an increasing

core of boys who follow this activity with considerable keenness.
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SPORT
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pale artificial cinema substitutes, which are poor stuff in exchange for the real
flesh and blood adventures. To make matters worse, we are today hitting the

peak of social restlessness—the sorry aftermath of the Insecurity of home life
engendered by the last war. The alarmingly high divorce rate has accentuated
this and the schools have received greater numbers than before of children who
have not enjoyed a proper home life.

This is the grave challenge of our day to the churches, homes and schools.
As my colleague, the headmaster of KIngswood, said last month In his annual
report: "With courage and sagacity to set about the problem as a trained scientist
would—cost what It may in pride or cherished conceptions—we can, I am sure,

lead our young folk back emotionally and intellectually to a world of genuine
values that will command their respect and loyalty."

The second point I wish to raise Is the matter of the small financial grant
which the province gives us. We indirectly relieve the province of the cost of
providing education and buildings for some 315 pupils, for which we receive a
grant-ln-aid from the province of a mere £17 to £26 per head (depending on
whether we count all the scholars at the school or those who live in Natal only),
whereas it costs the province some £66 to £58 (depending on what Is Included,
and excluding all building and capital costs) per head for educating a day child.

No tax relief is given to parents who wish to give their children the best in edu
cation. Surely In equity parents who send children to private schools are entitled
to the minimum which It costs for their children to be educated by the State
or to some relief by way of taxation?

This case for greater public support is even stronger when one realises that
in countries such as Holland—a country deeply rooted in our traditions—the
State, because it values the contribution of the churches and respects the divergent
faith and views of Its many-sectioned population, actually contributes some 90%
of the cost of buildings and tuition at private schools. Surely In South Africa
that respect for the opinions of others should—especially because of our double
ancestry—be given equal prominence! In Holland this freedom In education goes
even further, for the State does not have any say in the appointment of staff in
private schools and gives the greatest freedom to the Boards of Management to
run these schools on their own lines. Even in cases where there is a dispute

between say, inspector and school, the matter is not settled by a Government
department, but by an educational council, a body fully independent of the
Government.

Admittedly, this is a more expensive form of education, but it does the job
—I submit—far better than our own system in South Africa does where political
considerations so often gravely jeopardise true education. If we in the private
schools can be assisted as we should be, we can do an even better job than we

are at present doing, and the nation, as such, must benefit.
Further, the powers that be might look into this as one of the ways to make
conditions more satisfactory for the profession, for It may help to stimulate
thus the recruitment, which Is such a grave matter of national moment. Edu
cational councils independent of politics and bureaucratic control In the provinces
and in the State will do much to raise the status of the teaching profession and

assist In the smooth running of the educational machine.

Of more homely matters, there are a few to which I wish to draw the
attention of parents.

The Matriculation Board insists—and rightly, because success in this examina

tion is still the best objective test of a candidate's potentiality for a successful

university career that has so far been devised (though a new series of tests
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is now being atternpted by that body)-on a 40% pass In Mathematics or a third

language. This makes matriculation a virtual Impossibility for boys who do not
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not whenthesnhe'
leaves school,
and if we can obtain this"help
we would
to finance
projects in the new year. I hope friends will come forward^as Indeed ?wo have

Tducation: "

deepest things in
A builder builded a temple,

He wrought It with grace and skill;
Pillars and groins and arches

All fashioned to work his will.

Men said as they saw Its beauty,
"It shall never know decay,
Great Is they skill, O builder.

Thy fame shall endure for aye."
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A teacher builded a temple
With loving and infinite care,
Planning each arch with patience,

Laying each stone with prayer.
None praised her unceasing efforts.
None knew of her wondrous plan.

For the temple the teacher builded
Was unseen by the eyes of man.
Gone is the builder's temple.
Crumbled into the dust;

Low lies each stately pillar.
Food for consuming rust.

But the temple the teacher builded
Will last while the ages roll.
For that beautiful unseen temple
Is a child's immortal soul.

(The NEA Journal, October, 1926)
PRIZE LIST

Form I:

1st on Year: Watson, D. McC
2nd on Year: Von Maltitz, E.

Form 11:

Form ill:

1st on Year: Meyer, A. P.

Neatness: Green, R. J.
Afrikaans: Von Maltitz, E.

Afrikaans: Zurcher, A. F.

2nd on Year: Zurcher, A. F.
3rd on Year: Short, P. J. H.

Neatness: Knightsbridge, C.

1st on Year: Cantrell, A. C.
2nd on Year: Williams, G. P.
3rd on Year: Bouman, R. A.

Afrikaans: Cantrell, A. C.

Form lllb: 1st on Year: Kamstra, R. S.
Form IV: 1st on Year: Chalmers, A. N.
2nd on Year: Walsh, A. L.

Industry 3C : Barnett, P. R.
Afrikaans: Green, T. R.

Industry and Progress: Von Keyserlingk, C. E. A.
3rd on Year: Stokoe, T. C.
Form IVb: 1st on Year: Home, C. A.

Form V:

Form VI;

1st on Year: Simpson, R. W.
2nd on Year: Pike, D. L.
3rd on Year: Williams, B. G.

Afrikaans: Pike, D. L.

1st on Year: Chalmers, I. M.
2nd on Year: Horner, D. B.
3rd on Year: Bobbins, R. J.

Afrikaans: Horner, D. B.

Industry: Syminton, J. G.

Form VIb: 1st on Year: Lefson, A. W.

Subject Prizes:
Hindson Memorial Prize for Literature: Senior:

Horner, D. B.; Junior;

Von Keyserlingk, C. E. n.
Mathematics:

Chalmers, I. M.

Physical Science: Chalmers, I. M.
Ben Milner Memorial Prize for Biology: Chalmers, I. M.
Art: Soberts, B. S.

Modelling: Senior: Harvey, M. G.; Junior: Bishop, A. M. R.
Pottery: Barker, G. S.
Music: Senior: Roberts, B. S.; Junior: Hagemann, F. R.
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Special Prize:

Durban City Parliament Cup: Crewe. J. V., Syminton.
Outstanding services to sport: Hulett, M. N. W.
Inter-House Trophies:
Scholastic: Glllingham.
Sport: Glllingham.

SPORTS TROPHY

F

Rugger

G

6 18
3 II
10 20
16
0
3
6
10
3

Cricket
Athletics

Swimming
Tennis...

Shooting

48

58

P
12
16
0
8
0
2
38

Trophy won by Giillngham.
ACADEMICS TROPHY

Trophy won by Glllingham.

SCHOOL NOTES

During the past half year, the emphasis has swung away from
buildings development to grounds development. Our grounds,
whose beauty used to be such a source of pride to us, were in danger
of becoming something of an eyesore, so that we are grateful to the
school authorities that they realised the position and gave permission
to spend and be spent. The ploughing up of the cross paths, with
their Union Jack effect, was followed by top dressing and grass
planting. Already these paths have quite disappeared. The central
hump, leading nowhere, was levelled, and a path made direct from
the bell tower to the new wing, with a flower garden at the end.
All paths are now flanked with cannas, dahlias, and azaleas. The

least spectacular, but by far the most arduous part of the work,

has been the re-digging of the lawns, which consisted practically

only of weeds and rank grass. However, that has all been tackled,
and by 1958 we hope that the school will have Its New Look. Mean278

while, the next project Is the area below the classrooms, which
Is being cleared and turfed, so that It may be used by the school for
recreational purposes.

Another great Improvement has been the tarring of the road
above the Chapel, leading across to the playing fields. This has
become an extremely dusty stretch during the winter.
Mrs. A. M. Brechln left us at the end of the Michaelmas Term,

after nine years' service as Matron of Gillingham. There was a very

pleasing end-of-term function held, attended by staff and wives, at
which very generous and sincere tribute was made her on behalf
of staff and boys. Mrs. Brechln feelingly replied. One and all wished
her a very happy retirement In Durban (352 Berea Road), one she
has well deserved.

We welcome Mrs. Hornby, who has come as Matron to Gilling
ham, and Mrs. Ireland, who has succeeded Mrs. Goldman as House

keeper. Both, we hope, will have a long and profitable stay in our
midst.

We congratulate Mr. Tom Metcalf on his engagement to the
daughter of Rev. K. W. Seeby, of Nongoma, Zululand. She will be
teaching at the Hill Crest Government School during the coming
year, so that we hope to see her often!
We offer sympathy to those most nearly related to the late
Mrs. R. Polklnghorne, who passed away recently In her sleep. She
was a dear lady, a great friend to the school, and her name is per

petuated here on the Foundation Stone of the school Chapel, to
which she gave generously.
Older Kearsney boys will be sorry to hear of the death of Miss
Dora Balcomb, who was postmistress at Kearsney throughout Its
life on the north coast. We shall remember her, frail in body, but
active In mind, and a most charming personality.

Asian 'flu came and saw and conquered. Over 200 boys

altogether succumbed, the maximum number at one time being
120. As can be imagined, the routine was more than upset for a
while. After Michaelmas the chicken pox got amongst us also, and

quite a large number of boys handed it on from one to another.
Fortunately the epidemic had cleared Itself by the beginning of the
public examinations.
We congratulate:

Marguerite Osier, daughter of the Headmaster, on gaining her
B.A. degree (Cape).
J. Hind, son of the Chairman of the Board, himself an Old Boy,

on being in the last twelve In a nation-wide radio piano-playing
competition.
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Mr. Quarmby and Mr. Reece were called upon to act as adiudicators at a Women s Institute Musical Festival In Durban on Sep
15 n spite of the obvious dangers of having to judge and criticise
220 lady singers and instrumentalists, both adjudicators braved the
ordeal and greatly enjoyed the day, being most Impressed by the
high quality of performance.

The Fifth Form Quiz team (Simpson, Reece, Pike, Giles) made Its

annual visit to Epworth on October I I, and won the Quiz by 30
points to 20j. Once again we wish to thank the Headmistress and
all concerned, for the very enjoyable evening spent there.

The Wild Life Society, which has met only once this term, has
published Its first Issue of The Journal of the Wild Life Society Its
contents include: Snakes are not your Enemies,(P. J. Reece); Some

Frogs and Toads of Botha's Hill,(A. Y. Lawrence): and Bird Ringing,

All arefrom
Interesting
and technical articles, copies
oft which may be obtained
the school.

Mr. V. L. Clegg and eight boys were members of a party of
schoolboys to make a Christmas visit to England and the Continent,
f he programme of events Is quite breathtaking, but we prefer to
await their return and receive from them an article for our next
issue of this Magazine.

Mr R. Quarmby also flew to England for the Chlrstmas holidays

to continue a course In advanced philosophy In which he Is keenly
interested.

*

We congratulate Rev. and Mrs. V. Bredenkamp on the arrival
of a son just before Christmas.
CHAPEL NOTES

(
largeConfirmation
number of boys
tor nethodist and Anglican
duringpresented
the thirdthemselves
term On
Sunday morning, September 8th, at an Impressive Service for the
Recognition of New Members, more than 40 knelt at the Communion
Rail and received the laying-on of hands from the President of

Conference, the Rev. Williams lllsley, the Superintendent of the
County Circuit, the Rev. Frank Orchard and our Chaplain, the Rev.
Victor Bredenkamp. During this Act of Consecration, the Congreption, m the attitude of prayer, sang quietly and reverently the
hymn: Breathe on me. Breath of God", and the Holy Spirit Indeed
came close to each one of us.

The large number of parents and friends who attended filled
the spare pews, and their presence added greatly to the solemnity
and the joy of the occasion.
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The instruction of the Candidates for Recognition came to a
climax the previous day when they attended an all-day Preparation
Course at the Youth Camp under the guidance of the Chaplain.
On Sunday afternoon, August 25th, over 30 boys were confirmed
by the Bishop of Natal at St. Agnes' Church, Kloof. This too, was
a most impressive service and a great joy to all who attended. We
are very grateful to Archdeacon Brooke for his weekly visits over
a long period for the preparation of the candidates, visits that were
often made under great difficulties because of his numerous duties
elsewhere.

The Chaplain has recently raised the question of the right use
of the Chapel, and it is fitting to make a comment or two on it here.
Its right use is determined by its dedication, its being set apart for
the worship and praise of Almighty God, and for personal prayer
and meditation. It is specially and uniquely the House of God;
it is a Holy Place, and as such it should not be entered without a
sense of awe and reverence, and an intention of finding there com
munion with the Holy Spirit. Were the Chapel used in this way
and in this way alone, it would surely strengthen our corporate
individual life immensely.
Unfortunately, as we ail know, we have come to take it for
granted that the Chapel has to be used for secular purposes as well
as for sacred ones. Because of the shortage of buildings elsewhere,
several pianos are kept in the Chapel and its vestries, and the coming
and going of pupils for their piano practice makes it impossible
for the sense and feeling of hallowedness to be always present as
it should be. The result is that boys who would like to use the
Chapel for private devotions do not feel encouraged to do so. The
only solution to the problem is to build a separate Music School,

and representations to this effect have been made to the Governors.
It is to be hoped that they will realise the urgent need for freeing
the Chapel for its dedicated purpose, and that alone. Of course,
finance is the stumbling block. A sum of about £5,000 is needed.
One wonders whether a properly presented appeal, one stressing
the spiritual values involved, would not evoke a response that would

enable the situation to be put right during the coming year.
The weekly Fellowship Class that met during First Prep, has
recently been changed into a Bible Study Group meeting at 4.15
p.m. This has resulted in a reduced number attending, but the Chap
lain feels the smaller group gains in sincerity and real purpose and

he is weil pleased with the response that has followed this change.
This leaven will grow, and its influence upon the School as a whole
will increase as time goes on.

At the Sunday morning Service on August 18th, the Tony Rose

Memorial was dedicated. It Is a handsome chest in which to keep
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the sets used at the Communion, and was given by his mother,
Mrs. D. Lewis, to whom we offer our grateful thanks. Anthony
Robert Rose was a member of the School in 1933, and was killed

during the Second World War when the merchant ship in which
he was serving as Third Officer was shelled in the Indian Ocean by
an enemy submarine. So we paid tribute to a courageous youth
who laid down his life in the course of duty.

A large crowd of visitors filled the Chapel to capacity for the
Remembrance Day Service of November lOth. Mr. R. H. Matterson
read the Roll of Honour, and wreaths were laid at the Pavilion

Memorial Plaque by Mr. Denzil Clark on behalf of the Old Boys,
and by Student-Officer M. N. W. Hulett on behalf of the School.

Both the Service and the military ceremonial formed a worthy tribute
to those whose memory we honoured.

The Choir rose to the occasion of the Carol Service in a really
splendid way and delighted the crowded Chapel with their singing
of the Christmas Story. They produced an excellence of tone that

they had unfortunately kept hidden for the greater part of the year.
The Congregational singing too has been very indifferent, and there
is really only one cause of that, namely, laziness: laziness of body,
laziness of mind, and perhaps laziness of soul, too. It is a great pity
that the further a boy sits towards the back of the Chapel, that is,
the more senior position he holds in the School, the less willing
does he appear to be to make his contribution to corporate worship.
We cannot get joy out of such worship unless we put our best gifts
into it. In general, the Congregation gets only the worship it
deserves, and if it makes no effort, it will get no reward.
The passing of the Rev. W. H. Irving in the middle of the year
removes one of the links with the School in its early years and also
one who continued to be its loyal and faithful friend and servant
throughout his later years. Mr. Irving had much to do with the
original foundation of the School on the North Coast in 1921, and

was its first Chaplain when he was Minister of the Stanger Church.
He again became our Chaplain when we moved to Botha's Hill in

1939. For a long period he was one of our Governors and gave
unstintingly of his time and thought to our affairs. The interests
of Kearsney were always very close to his heart.

It has been a pleasure to have the Rev. J. L. B. Taylor and his
wife living in the neighbourhood recently. Mr. Taylor is an Old
Boy (1942-3) and this is the first time he has re-visited us since he

left, so there were many developments for him to note. He readily
accepted an invitation to take the last two Sunday evening Services
of the year when both what he said and the charming way in which
he said it captured the interested attention of his congregation.
Mr. Taylor takes up an appointment to the Montclair Methodist
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Church in January, and we wish him and his wife great happiness
and success there.

To close these Notes we offer thanks to the ladies who Sunday

by Sunday throughout the year have arranged the Chapel flowers,
and our congratulations to our Chaplain and Mrs. Bredenkamp
on the birth of a son a few days after the School broke up.
Organ Recitals

AugustlSth:

Fugue in G minor (Bach): Trumpet Tune(Clarke);
Suite Gothique (Boellman).

September 22nd: Mr. Brian Goodwin, A.R.C.O. Prelude in B
minor (Bach); Sonata No. 2 in A flat, 1st Move
ment (Rheinberger); Allegretto Capriccioso (J.
Withers Carter); Toccatina for Flutes (Yon);
Trumpet Tune (Stanley). Miss Marjory McConvill
sang songs by Handel and Dvorak, and C^sar
Franck.

October 27th;

Prelude and Fugue in G (Bach); Gavotte (Martini);
Choral Postlude on "Hanover" (Thiman).
November 24th; Fugue in D (the "Giant") (Bach); Allegretto
Grazioso (Hoilins); Fanfare (Waters); Funeral
March and Hymn of Seraphs (Guilmant).

The two new stops put in in July have added much to the
effectiveness of the Organ. The Tuba Minor in particular is a great
success and a credit to the craftsmen of the English factory who
made and voiced the pipes. It is probable that no other Church

organ in Natal has a stop of such beautiful and distinctive quality.
These additions revive grateful memories of our late friend Mr. A. H.
Smith, for it is his generosity that made them possible.

REV. W. H. IRVING

Early in August Rev. W. H. Irving passed to his rest. He was the
school's oldest friend, and even to the last was concerned about the

History of Kearsney, to which he was devoting much thought, but
never managed to see to paper. Mr. Irving was the school's first
chaplain, and helped to steer it through the initial teething troubles.

By chance he was also our first chaplain when we re-opened at
Botha's Hill. For many years he was a member of the school Board
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of Governors, and no man has ever taken a keener interest In the
life of the school.
He was a man with a whimsical sense of humour. In the Church

and in the Sons of England Society, in both of which he reached
the heights, he was a stickler for law and order, and his ability to
produce the well-turned phrase put him alwayson call forthe wording
of ritual and prayer.
His son. Bill, who was at Kearsney in its early days, was killed
in the Western Desert. In his memory, Rev. and Mrs. Irving presented
to the school the very fine Communion Table in use in the chapel.
Through it, we shall remember not only son, but parents.

The question of a memorial to Mr. Irving himself is now under
discussion.

FiNNINGLEY PHANTASY

Finningley House suffered more vicissitudes this year than for
many years. We have had our ups and down, and as with Life, the
downs have loomed rather too largely. A School is a microcosm of
Life, and a School House is, perhaps, a mirror of the School.
Finningley came a close second in the Annual Athletic Sports.
Once again Gillingham beat us by their more efficient team work.
In the Inter-House Rugby, Cricket and Tennis we were unsuccessful,

but not disgraced. The dimming Honours came to us; we won by
a big margin. Our Shooting Teams, particuiarly the Junior Team,
did well to win the Derek Robbins Trophy. Let us draw a discreet
veil over our achievements in the academic field.

Although we have apparently emphasised our achievements,
and our faiiures in the sporting life of the School, there are two
matters of greater importance we wish to discuss.

First, we hope deariy that the falilng-off in the high standards
of our communai and corporate life is mereiy a passing phase. We
believe it is, and that 1958 wiil see a return to those high standards
of integrity and good-mannerliness upon which we have prided
ourselves in the past. There is no good purpose served in our
indulging in recriminations. Let us go forward, confessing our faults,
determined to restore a just pride in Finningiey.
Secondly, too few realise that the primary purpose of our
schooling is not achieved unless we strive to do our best in our aca
demic work, and do all we can to maintain the highest standards
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of Honesty and Truth. Prowess and success in sport are of importance
only if accompanied, at all times, by true sportsmanship. Sport in
School, as in Life, is of secondary importance only.
One important achievement in the School this year should not
go unsung. This is the first publication of the Kearsney Wild Life
Society. All three contributors to it are Finningley boys—Hermanson, Lawrence and Reece. They owe much to the encouragement
given them by Messrs. P. Metcalf, Clegg and Rutherford-Smith. The
high standard of this issue is most gratifying. Articles of interest are
written in clear, scientific English which is a credit to the authors.
When we read such English we are hopeful that a good standard of
the written word is still the concern of the discerning. Our con

gratulations to the Wild Life Society, may it flourish!
This year we suffered two epidemics, firstly the so-called Asian
'flu, which few escaped, and secondly a virulent form of chicken

pox. Only two boys were left at the end of the year who have never
had the chicken pox. The hard work put in by Sister Sambrook,
and her never-failing kindness to us all, we appreciate deeply.
Mr. Quarmby has once more flown to England this year end.
These trips of his are becoming suspiciously frequent. He and Mr.
Glass give invaluable support to the Housemaster each year.

Finningley is indeed fortunate to have the services of men of such
calibre.

The following leave Finningley this year. We wish them "God

Speed". We trust that their time with us will leave a lasting
influence for good upon them. Some have been with us long, others
leave us from the "middle school". To all we wish true success in

life. 1957 Prefects: Hagemann, R. N.; Downie, C. M.; Shave, J.;

Spargo, D. G.; Immelman, P. H. (Junior House).
Other Vlth

Formers:

Coggin, Cohen, Fisher, Hermanson,

Hooper, Mayne, Robbins.
Middle School: Bennett, Blackburn, Bouman, Burne, Burness,

Clark, Coventry, Lawrence, le Lievre, Newlands, Walker.
To all who have written Matriculation or Junior Certificate,
we wish success.
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GILLINGHAM

HOUSE NOTES

The system by which boys in a school are divided into Houses
was designed partly to encourage a cheerful competitive spirit, and
at Kearsney it does this very successfully. With real pride we can
record that this has been one of Gillingham's best years. We are
very proud of the fact that we came out on top both in work and
play. The Parkes Trophy for Academics and the A. H. Smith Trophy
for Sport both came to Gillingham.
Our Head Prefect, D. V. Thompson, was also Head Prefect of
the School. His term of office has been distinguished by a devotion
to duty and a sense of responsibility to the House and the School,
for which he deserves high praise.
The extent to which senior boys must undertake the responsi
bility of preserving the high standard of the School was emphasised
at a special meeting of Fifth and Sixth Formers which we held towards
the end of term. A very fruitful discussion of senior privileges and
responsibilities led to a determination on the part of the seniors
that they would give a clear lead to the juniors who are coming on.
It was with great regret that we said goodbye this year to Mrs.
Goldman and Mrs. Brechin.

For more than ten years Mrs. Goldman has run the Kitchen and
Dining Room with a hand of iron and a heart of gold, and we miss
her strong Scotch voice as we miss her kindly concern for our internal
welfare. We wish her many happy years of retirement.
Mrs. Brechin too, has more than earned a rest after being
Matron of Gillingham House for over eight years. Hundreds of
boys, past and present, will always remember with deep affection
her motherly concern for their health and comfort. Her soft voice
and gentle touch were always ready for her boys.
The following Gillinghamites were this year received into full
membership of the Methodist Church: Drysdale, Douglas, Giles,
Mulraney, Martens, Rhodes, Lees, Simpson, Bishop, Mackson, Stockil,
Morrison, Gibson, Lund O., Lund R., Ewing, Stott, Kirkwood.
The following members of the Church of Engiand were confirmed
by the Bishop of Natal: Bryan, Crewe, Francis, Hulett, Moffett,
Silson, Smart, Stranack, Short, Wiseman. We congratulate them
and wish them well.

Our Housemaster, Mr. V. L. Clegg, with Mr. C. Dacam of
Kingswood College, Grahamstown, is accompanying a party of
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boys from both schools on an overseas trip during the Christmas
holidays. Their itinerary promises a full and exciting time, and our
thoughts and good wishes go with them.
This year we say goodbye and Godspeed to Pike N., Edwards,
Lowe, Wepener, Polkinghorne, Williams R. F., Grafton, Drysdale,
Thresher, Thompson D. V., Stiebel, Hulett, and Lefson. We are

proud that they have been members of Gillingham House and we
wish them all success and happiness wherever they may go. We
look forward to welcoming the new boys who will take their places.
KEARNSEY PARLIAMENT

Programme

August 9:

"That non-Europeans should be allowed to worship in the same

August 23;

Church as Europeans," proposed by the Hon. Member for
Donnybrook (Dowdle), and opposed by the Minister for Native
Affairs (Castieden). Motion won. Government defeat.
"That the Monetary System in South Africa should be decimalised."

Proposed by the Hon. Member for Bergvllle (Barns). Motion
won. Government victory.

September 20: "That South Africa cannot be called a Democratic Country until
Communism and similar ideals be allowed." Proposed by the
Hon. Member for Tongaat (Talmage-Rostron) and opposed by
the Hon. Prime Minister (Mudie). Motion won, by one vote.
Government defeat.

September 6: "That there should be more scope for Sunday entertainment."

Proposed by the Hon. member for Ventersberg (von Keyserlingk), and opposed by the Hon. Member for Machadadorp
(Munger). Cross-bencher debate. Result not recorded.
"That there should be separate states for Europeans and nonEuropeans in South Africa." Proposed by the Hon. Minister for
Defence and Labour (Cogen), and opposed by the Hon. Member
for Mahamba (Mayne). Motion lost. Government defeat.
November i: "That State Lotteries should be allowed in the Union." Proposed

October 18:

by the Hon. Member for Donnybrook (Dowdle), and opposed
by the Hon. Minister for Health and Social Services (Meyer).
Motion won. Government defeat.

November 15: "That import control in South Africa should be lifted." Proposed
by the Hon. Member for Sophiatown (Syminton), and opposed
by the Hon. Minister for Justice (Crewe). Motion lost. Govern
ment victory.

It has been another excellent session, full of lively and fluent
speaking, especially when political issues were at stake. The Durban
City Parliament Cup for the best speech of the year was shared
jointly by J. Syminton and J. Crewe, for their speeches in the final
debate. With nearly all the participants being Fifth Formers, we
look forward to another excellent year next year.
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As an indication of the range of questions which are fired at

the Cabinet, these following were asked at the last two meetings
"Will the Minister for Justice please explain the loss of Cadet
Uniforms from the Armoury."

"What is the explanation for the fall in the Union Gold
Reserves?" (Min. for Finance.)

"Is the excessive expenditure on Sport at Kearsney, as opposed
to other activities, justified?" (Mln. for Justice.)
"Will the Prime Minister please account for the forcible ejection
of Black Sash women?"

"When will South Africa have its own Natnik?"(Prime Minister.)
"Why has Durban no military aircraft?" (Mln. for Defence.)
"Why does every member of the First XI have a bat each, pads
each, and gloves each?" (Mln. for Justice. Reply: Because they come
out so quickly that there is no chance to exchange.)
At the conclusion of the final session, the Prime Minister, who

wl be returning, and the Leader of the Opposition (Homer) who
wil be leaving, voiced their most sincere approval of all that the
Parliament had meant to them, in the tactics of debate, and In the

widening of political experience. They voiced their appreciation
to the Speaker for his control and help. A member of Staff, attending

regularly, has more than once stated: "This Society restores my
sometimes jaded outlook on life!"

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The Society has again been active this year. The average attenSunday evening meeting has been about forty members,
and the standard of speaking has Improved greatly during the year

Most of the meetings have taken the form of formal debates, while
on some evenings we have enjoyed "hat debates" and quizzes
On one occasion we listened to part of a recording of the sound
track of the film "Julius Caesar".

The following are some of the debates held during the year:
The following are some of the debates held during the year:

February 17:

That the native of South Africa Is downtrodden." (Lost.)

March 17:

"That co-education Is better than separate schooling." (Won.
by a large majority!)
* * '

May 12:

'That Tom and Jerry are more Important than Strljdom and
Macmillan. (Lost.)
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May 19;
"That It is bad to have girl friends." (Lost.)
Septembers: "That hanging should be abolished." (Lost.)
September IS: "That It is better to be a tramp than to work." (Lost.)
October 20: "That South Africans are a lazy people." (Lost.)
November 3: "That the Roaring 'Twenties were better than the Dreary
'Fifties." (Lost.)

The 8th November was something of a red-letter day, for It
was then that we went up to Maritzburg for the long-awaited debate
against Epworth. The subject was "That the laughter-makers of the
world are more important than the law-makers." Epworth proposed
the motion. Our opposition was centred in Messrs. Williams,
Anderson and Turvey. The motion was lost by 66 votes to 39. The
evening was much enjoyed by all, including the Head Prefect, who
accompanied the expedition in order to look after the juniors on
the school bus (of course)! Nearly fifty boys were taken along,

this large number being due to the kindness of the Rev. Mackay of
the Seamen's Mission, who lent us a van and chauffeur for the
evening.

It has been an enjoyable year for the society. We feel that much
is done for one's self-confidence when one gets up and speaks in
front of that most ciritical audience—an audience of friends and

fellow third-formers. In conclusion, while we do not wish to single
out individuals, we must record that the society was unanimous
in agreeing that the most delightful speaker of the year was N. W.
Andersen.

AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

Soos in die verlede het die tweede helfte van die jaar 'n merkbare
afname beleef in die bedrywighede van die vereniging, veral
gedurende die laaste kwartaal.

Maar allerhande struikelblokke

tensspyt, was daar 'n groep lede van die vereniging wat die vergaderings baie getrou bygewoon het, en aan hulle s§ ons baie dankie.
Ons wil hoop uitspreek dat hierdie getroue bende aanstaande jaar
die leiding op hulle sal neem om nog 'n skuksesvolle jaar vir die

vereniging te verseker.
Die vereniging se werksaamhede vir die jaar is vroeg in die vierde
kwartaal afgesluit met 'n baie genotvolle vieisbraai wat, te oordeel
na die hoeveelheid vieis wat oorgeskiet het, baie geslaag moes
gewees het.
G.E.B.
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SCHOOL CONCERT

PROGRAMME

Choir:
Piano Solos:

"Good Neighbours" (from Bach's Peasant Cantata).
Impromptu (Schubert)

J. Hind

Andante (Mendelssohn)

.. ..

! F. Hagemann

Petite Suite (Coleridge-Taylor)

Trebles:

The Muse's Son (Schubert)

Choir:

The Holy City.(Adams.)

D. Pil^e

A. Bishop. M. Wood, C. Hemson, G. Cox

Mouth Organ: Three Scottish Tunes

Piano Solos:

Wood

Adagio (from Beethoven's Pathetique Sonata)

.. ,. C. Keen

Valse in A flat (Chopin)
Mouvement Perpetuel (Poulenc)

Treble Duet: "On Wings of Song"(Mendelssohn)

B. Roberts
p. Reece

A. Bishop, D. Sievwright

Choir:

Zulu Warrior.

Two Pianos:

First Movement of Beethoven's Third Concerto

Recorders:

Greensleeves (Trio in 17th century style)

Trebles:

"Ships of Arcady"(Head)

Two Pianos:

A. Bishop, M. Wood,C. Hemson, G. Cox and H. Morphew
Andante (from Mozart Sonata in D)
p. Reece
Gipsy Rondo (Haydn)
" j. Hind

Interval

Mr. Quarmby, Mr. Oram

B. Roberts, F. Hagemann, J. Hind

Jamaican Rumba
(Each with Mr. Quarmby)

Choir:

D. Pike

Soldiers' Chorus (from Faust).

The Instrumentalists gave a polished dispia)r, and the standard
of piano pla)^ing has never been so high. It is perhaps invidious to
mention individual performers, but we liked the touch and stage
composure of Roberts and Reece best. The former Is to be congratu
lated on the standard achieved after less than two years. Other
players showed increasing technical skill, but we would urge one
or two not to affect mannerisms; we like a pianist to sit still! The

two-piano work was Interesting and displayed very good synchroni
sation, with signs of patient rehearsing. Mr. Quarmby's genius
presided throughout.

The singing of the choir, as we had expected, was of lower
standard than of late. There has seldom been so little talent, and
not very much enthusiasm. Some of the items were difficult, and
the singers are to be congratulated on the efforts made at them.

Let us hope that next year's newcomers will bring a return of the
best quality.

One criticism! What about stage deportment and discipline?
Untidy clothes, sloppy standing, fidgeting. These things matter.
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CAROL SERVICE

To begin with, a fine evening! Even Sputnik was visible. Then,
a full church. The setting was right, and the result much better than
we had dared to hope. Certainly the choir had put in some pretty
hard and quite enthusiastic practice over these carols, perhaps
trying to atone for earlier apathy! They had their reward. In pro
viding a most satisfying musical hour for an appreciative congrega
tion. Nothing ambitious was attempted, but better to aim low and
succeed, than aim high and fall.
Rev. V. J. Bredenkamp conducted the service well, and presented
a telling message. Mr. Oram provided Christmas music on the organ,
and the lection readers spoke clearly and confidently. Thank you,
everybody.
In addition to congregational singing, the following Carols
were rendered:

Chorus: Gloria in Excelsis (Mozart).
See. amid the winter's snow.

A Day, a Day of Glory.
Dear Little Infant, born this Day.
Unto us is born a Son.

Good King Wenceslas.
Wherefore tiis great joy and Singing?
The Coventry Carol.
I sow three Kings a-riding.
J.F.R.
SCHOOL MUSIC AND MUSICIANS

The Music Society has continued Its weekly meetings throughout
the year, hearing a wide range of recorded music as well as "live"
performances of piano music, sometimes devoted exiuslvely to one
composer. Our library of long-playing records Is growing quickly,
and now Includes a good proportion of the standard works. Some
of these were the generous gift of a Durban music firm.
Turning from "canned" music to real performances. It Is pleasing
to report a growing number of promising pianists whose work has
reached an advanced stage. Only Coggin Is leaving us of this number,
and we hope he will be able to continue his studies. Reece, Pike,
Roberts, Hind, Keen and Hagemann are all very much nearer the
goal after this year's work and there are a number of juniors with
talent and application who are following the way. Continuing the

good work of Anthony Hoad last year, John Hind this year also
reached the finals of a nation-wide piano competition sponsored by
commercial radio.

R.Q.
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ART AND CRAFTS DEPARTMENT

A happy and successful year, highlights of which were:—
September 23rd and 24th.-—Exhibition at our studio, Milner

House, which though not too adequate for our growing needs is
used only by us and gives us complete freedom. Miss Wyatt Stayt,
art organizer. Natal schools, chose 23 pictures for submission to her

Natal Itner-Schools Competition at Payne Bros.' Pabros Theatre.
Mrs. Vere-Davies chose pottery pieces for the Inter-Schools Handi
crafts Competition in November.

October 9th.—Opening Day, Payne's Exhibition. Packed with

children and teachers. B. Roberts, prize for design of birds, F.
Massam, J. Gebbie and P. Scott highly commended (85%). Later,
the school bus took Art boys to view this exhibition of 300 pictures
chosen from an entry of 3,030 pictures from 120 schools. The
hospitality of the snack bar was extended to us by Mr. John R. Price,
managing director ... and this was another highlight!
November 9th.—Opening of Payne's Inter-Schools Handicraft

Competition. Mrs. Hagemann took M. Harvey (Modelling, 3rd
Prize), Dale (Pottery Prize), Johnstone (Highly Commended).
Barker (2 prizes) was on the sick list, unfortunately. Kearsney
College came 2nd in the Inter-Schools shield. A crowded bus of
pottery and modelling students went down later.

December.—Tremendous activity preparing for Speech Day
exhibition in School Library. On December 9th Mr. Oram's scholas
tic atmosphere of school prizes invaded by pictures, models and

bandboxes and numbers of keen helpers. Exhibition arranged to

last picture and piece of pottery: groupwork friezes of sea and
mountain and sky fixed as a background for dozens of sailing craft

modelled in clay, painted and varnished, and sailing upon "seas"
of ultramarine blue poster paper—three charming nativity scenes
and model of a circus, "big top", performing animals and all . . .

background circus frieze painted by Coggin and Taylor two years
ago. Pottery on long tables covered with blue and white, 100 and
more Christmas cards, in lino and scraper board. On the stairs

"Means of Transport—Various", beginning with an outsize snail

Ravelling at 3 m.p.h. (!) and ending in jet aircraft and sputniks.

Greatest highlight for Mrs. Hagemann and myself: The keen and
competitive interest shown by our students and their willingness
to join in all activities, urged on by enthusiasts like Massam, Roberts,
B. R. Williams, Cantrell, Mayne, Hooper, Gebbie, Townsend and
others. Over 100 students attend Art—all the Junior School and for
Extra Art a cross-section drawn from all Forms.
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December lOth.—School Prize-giving. The prize winners are
mentioned elsewhere in this magazine.
We should like to place on record our grateful thanks to Mr.
and Mrs. Nightingale for so generously sending us from their Zululand farm all the clay that we use—even contriving to get it through
somehow in time of flood!

S. LUTLEY

THE WESLEY GUILD

At the beginning of the fourth term this year we decided to
form a Guild, to take the place of the Fellowship Meeting. It has
proved a successful experiment, with an average of about 35 members
attending. The following officers were elected:
General Secretary: D. A. Kotze.
Literary: Vice-president, Mr. Reece; secretary, M. Mayne.
Social: Vice-president, Mr. P. Metcalf; secretary, C. Keen.
Christian Service: Vice-president, Mr. Fish; secretary, J.
Stockil.

Devotional: Vice-president, Mr. T. Metcalf; secretary, N. Dewis.
At our opening devotional meeting, the Chaplain, Rev. V. J.
Bredenkamp, gave us an interesting talk on impressions (gained from
observation and discussions) of the conditions of Christian Churches
in Britain and on the Continent during 1953-55 when he was in

England completing his studies.
At our literary meeting Mr. Reece gave an excellent talk on the
life and times of Socrates. His choice of subject was a compliment
to the audience, but at the end of the evening it was the audience's

turn to compliment the speaker. It was most worthwhile listening
to a talk, the substance of which we understand was prepared when
Mr. Reece was himself still a schoolboy.
For our Christian Service evening, under the direction of Mr.
Fish, we made cardboard letters, etc., for the native school. We

enjoyed helping others and understand that they have appreciated
our help.

At our social we thoroughly enjoyed a hilarious evening playing
games, after which an epilogue in the form of family prayers ended
our fun on the note of true fellowship.
We feel that the guild is going to meet a need that has been felt
for some time. It is hoped that the senior boys will lend increasing

support, and that the Wesley Guild will soon play an important
part In our school life.
V.J.B.
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SOCIAL SERVICES CLUB

The second year of Club activities opened with far more members
and increased interest from the boys.
The Teaching Group has shown notable success under the leader

ship of Mr. K. Fish. These boys have selflessly given up their time
to teach the College's African servants to read and write.

Led by the Chairman, D.Thompson, boys have regularly worked
on the Valley Trust Scheme, erecting fences and preventing erosion.
Others have grown vegetables to feed the Africans.

The sporting group have taught youngsters to play cricket and
rugby at under-privileged schools. Groups have also undertaken

the collection of used stamps, magazines, rugby boots and toys for
resale to benefit the needy. An appeal is extended to ali who can
In any way assist in the collection of these articles.

Three or four boys under the leadership of R. Simpson have
travelled every fortnight to Hill Crest Old Age Home to show
films.

The Headmaster and Thompson are to be thanked for their
work in leading the group.
P.M.T.R.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY

There is a pleasing number of members of this society and we
hope the membership will always remain the same.

During the third term Mr. Castleden came and gave us an
interesting lecture on "Portugal and her Colonies". This meeting
closed with a short quiz.

Other meetings have been held in which boys exchanged
stamps and sold approvals. I hope that, as a start has been made,

next year, further fields in stamp collecting will be opened.

At the moment we are partakers of an exchange system with
another society in America.

M.J.R.C.
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CHESS CLUB

Honorary President: Mr. H. S. Viljoen.
Honorary Chairman: P. W. Mudie.
Honorary Treasurer: L. M. Lewin.
Honorary Secretary: W. M. Giles.

The club has had a fairly good year with an average attendance
of twenty-five members. New chess sets were acquired so that there
are now enough for all. Owing to lack of practice the chess team
was not very successful although L. M. Lewin won a knockout

competition. Matches played were: Kearsney v. Estcourt (a), v.
Northlands (a) and (h): all three were lost. Our warmest thanks
go to Mr. Viljoen for the interest which he has shown and also Mr.

Ward whose advice has been greatly appreciated.

AFRIKAANSE KAMP

Vanjaar is daar weer gedurende die Oktober-vakansie 'n kamp
gereel vir seuns wat van kamplewe hou, of wat nie huis toe kan gaan
nie; maar die eintlike doel van die kamp is om Kearsney seuns wat
nooit die kans kry om Afrikaans te praat nie, daardie geleendheid
te gee.

EIke jaar probeer ons In sekere opsigte verbeteringe aanbring
maar dit is nog baie dieselfde soort kamp wat oud-skoliere van 1950
sal kan onthou. Ons etes by die kafee op die strand was so groot
dat niemand vir tweede porsies gevra het nie, selfs toe die eienaar

nog kom aanbied, is sy aanbod vriendelik van die hand gewys.
Private klein tentjies wat slegs 'n paar seuns kan huisves was wel
baie kleurvol in die verlede maar toe daar twee aande na mekaar

geweldige donderstorms losbars was ons baie dankbaar dat ons liewer
groot tente gehuur het.

Toe ons op Scottburgh aankom was die grond nog baie nat maar
die slote wat gegrawe is het dit gou-gou gedreineer. Die slote het
ook die stormwater weggelei en nie een van die tente het geiek
nie—en hulle is wel deeglik getoets! Die redn het gelukkig alles in
die nag geval en die dae was stil en sonnig. Die seuns het alma!
bruin gebrand teruggekom.
Daar was heelwat meer vistokke as wat ons in die verlede in

ons kamp te sien gekry het. Een van die seuns was baie verbaas

toe hy 'n mooi groot „ bream" aan sy hoek sien na hy so hard getrek
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het omdat sy lood eike keer ..vashaak". Sy maats het toe vir horn
gelag maar die volgende dag nader geskulf toe die kafee-eienaar

dit smaaklik voorbereid voorsit. Ons kon darem 'n paar visse
by die teekamer op ys wys wat te klein was om weg te kom en te
groot was vir die kat om weg te dra.

Sommige seuns het graag tentpenne ingeslaan, ander het graag
by die karavane langs gekuier, ander weer het langs die see gaan stap
of geswem of gaan visvang. Op onverklaarbare wyse het lewendige
krewe ook toegang gevind tot beddens en kussings van beddens
verander.

"

In alle opsigte was dit 'n baie geslaagde kamp wat deur alma!

geniet is. Baie dankie aan alma! wat meegewerk het om dit 'n sukses
te maak.
j yy ^
RUGBY MEMORIES

The pjty about the memory Is that It can be so unreliable. One finds this
at examination time and as one grows older. Some Inconsequential happening
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over much about the conventional. He did things quite spontaneous!/. A situation
arose during the game when Wall/ Balcomb, our scrum half (and there wasn't
much of him at the time), came round the side of the scrum and ran into the ample
form of Bill Pa/n, who prompt!/ picked him and the ball up together, and set off
in the direction of the Kearsne/ goal line. It was an act so total!/ unexpected
that there was a roar of laughter around the ground. Then sudden!/ the Kearsne/
bo/s realised that Bill would score a tr/ with Wall/ in his arms. John Barratt,
a strong running centre and a dead!/ tackier, went into Bill, and carried him.
Wall/, ball and all. Into touch, where the whole parcel was dul/ dumped, much
to Bill's amusement.

In one of those Old Crock games, Harold Sulin, a former sprint champion,
pla/ing on the wing, was being sent round to the posts to score a tr/, when
John Barratt decided to halt his progress. It was near the dead ball line that
John and Harold met, and poor Harold was carried well into a grit pit that used
to be at the back of the field. That night Harold hobbled about on crutches, and
for weeks felt the effects of that tackle.

On one occasion, a game between Past and Present seemed to be carried on
well Into the twilight. No-one believed that the referee's watch had stopped.
He was accused of prolonging the game until the school team had drawn level!
The old Kearsne/ field (note the singular) was hard. Bruises were man/.
Elbows, knees and hips were often grazed. Sister Edwards and later Sister Attlee
were kept bus/ with iodine and flavin, as the lads hopped about in the sickroom.
Keeping the bo/s fit, and piecing together a team in those earl/ da/s when there
were fewer than 70 bo/s from the prep to the matric was no eas/ matter. But
there was unbounded enthusiasm, and that counts for a great deal.
The masters, particular!/ Mr. Reece, Mr. Oram, m/self, and, while he was
with us, Mr. Purdon, turned out regular!/ for practices. How the seniors en|o/ed
this. It was the on!/ chance the/ had of settling the old score the/ might have
built up. The bo/s would tear into their superiors if the/ got the siightest chance.
The masters usuail/ gave as good as the/ got, It was all In a good cause. Mr.
Oram, alwa/s light, once during a practice game came bounding along with the
ball. Taken in a heav/ tackle out to touch, he flapped his arms as he went sailing
through the air, sa/ing "aeroplanes now". He was alwa/s a game pla/er. Masters
pla/ed in the school team when our opponents were men. In the Weber Cup
competition with Stanger, Eshowe and Empangeni, we enjo/ed man/ a hard game.
At Empangeni we pla/ed one match in heav/ rain on the railwa/ field covered in
thick black mud. If a pla/er started moving in a certain direction, he could not
possibi/ change his course. Much the lighter side, we used the boot effective!/,

and the winning tr/ was scored in an amazing slide which took the scorer right
over the dead ball line. Within minutes of the beginning it was impossible to
distinguish one side from the other.

Making pia/ers fit into particuiar positions for which nature did not originall/
design them was part and parcel of the ingenuit/ one had to use when lack of
numbers prevented an/ choice.
Our school bus was a ricket/ Dodge able to carr/ 10 passengers. It meant
of course the use of staff cars for matches, and members of staff rallied magnificent!/
to the call for support. The Dodge broke down on a return trip from Durban one
Saturda/ evening, and we got back just in time for Chapel on Sunda/ morning.
The hotel at Tongaat did a roaring trade and turned out a first class meal at short
notice. Despite the infirmit/ of this bus, we risked man/ a long journey and puffed

up man/ hills, more especially when we had to climb to Eshowe.
Then came the fateful da/ when we purchased a brand new bus, and it fell
to my lot to drive it back from Durban. Never having driven so large a vehicle
before, and having to proceed at a snail's pace, it was not a journey I shall lightly
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paid dividends because the side was moved up to senior rank the next year, and
gave Kearsney its best season ever, during which every senior schooi in Natal
was met and defeated. That side played as a unit, and was lucky to be free from
injury. The players handled expertly, and they were fast. There was a minimum
of kicking and a maximum of handling. Quick to take advantage of opponents'
faults, the side frequently turned defence into attack. At the end of that season
the team celebrated with dinner at Rob Roy. Father of one Kearsney wing,
Norman Theunissen, financed the dinner. Newton Walker, who by this time
wore an outsize in boots, and had a healthy appetite, put up a new record by
demolishing 13 ice-creams after several helpings of the other courses.

Talking of Theunissen reminds me of the day when his father brought him to
Kearsney as a nipper. "All I want is Norman to become a first class rugby player,"
his father said. He had his wish, for he played wing frequently for Natal. When

he played his first game against another schooi, he was on the wing against an
under 12 team from Eshowe. Norman zigzagged his way towards the Eshowe

line and scored a try. His father, following rapidly along the touchline, took
with him a gentleman's hat and someone else's tie. Father ran almost as fast as
his offspring.

It is sometimes difficult enough from week to week to decide on the best

combination to play when competition is keen. You can appreciate how much
more difficult it is to assemble a "best-ever" side (in this case from 1928 to 1947)

having regard to so many differing factors and not the ieast the changes in style
of play and the greater demands made upon the modern forward in pace and
handling.

Jack Crawford, Ken Dyer and Earle Smith are three full backs from whom to
select. Jack had a mighty right boot. He matched it with his left when he was
off injured with a right leg muscle. During his "convalescence" he was advised to
pick up any small twig when out waiking and to swing his left foot at It. Pebbles
would do as well. The result was that Jack learnt that rhythm makes for a good

kicker. Earle was a deadly tackier but he never quite mastered the niceties of
line-kicking.

Ken was a neat player with immaculate hands, a good sense of position and

since
:e any team, however
h
good, requires a really good goalkicker it will .have to ,be
full" "
Ken as; fullback.

Pairing John Barratt and George Bazley at centre is a comparatively easy
task, and at once releases some possible players for the wing positions. John and

George were both strong runners, stout defenders and knew what to do with the
bail when through a gap. They would give the side a tremendous solidity and at
the same time add brilliance because of their undoubted speed and strong running.

Puffing Eric Groom would be an automatic choice on one wing. He used
to bound his way to a try line, change course deceptively and once into his stride
was a most difficult man to bring down. Vacey Ash (who once did 10.2 sees, for
the 100 yards on a sand track at Stanger before Kearsney had its own athletic
track), Arthur Stockii, and L. Kirk, Ian McLeod, Bobby Foss, Jimmy Hopkins,
Keith Rock, Noel Baker, Ronnie Zeller, Roy Mason (who scored so many exciting

tries through the adroit use of the short punt ahead) or Norman Theunissen for
the other wing! There was no gamer wing than Jimmy Hopkins but lack of weight
would count against him. In his own right Norman had pace and was a determined
runner who knew where the corner flag was. Moreover he was elusive. But

what realiy gains him the final vote is his wonderful covering in defence. Norman
was one of the few wings who realised that a team occupies both sides of the field.
Often when danger threatened on the wing opposite to that where he was posted
he would be on hand to save.
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In the all-important pivot position at flyhalf there would be direct compe
tition between John Larrington and Ronnie McLeod. Ronnie was possibly the
more brilliant on his day. John seldom played a bad game. He was quick off
the mark, nippy, and handled particularly well. He was a most efficient link and
did not overdo the break.

Ronnie Mark might have been first choice as a scrumhalf but somehow I feel
there will be a better position elsewhere for him in an all-time best side even if
it is out of position. At least he would find himself where he is always in the game
and nothing could please Ronnie better than that. The red-headed Tom Collins,
the late-developing Tich Taylor, or Neville Reeves as Larrington's partner?
Although he was a little slower, his length of pass and dose understanding with
his great personal friend John Larrington gets Neville the position at the base of
the scrum.

The forwards, as usual, present the biggest problem of all. All excepting
the front-rank where the immensely tough Hennie Kruger as tight-head, the

blond "Fatty" Calder at loose-head, and the versatile NewtonWalker as hooker
would be just about as solid a foundation as one could wish to build upon.

They were, all three, lads who could hold their own in any loose play so
that ancient or modern, they could fit the rugby bill, it isn't easy to decide from

among Curt von Keyseriingk, A. P. Lowe, Tiny Doidge, Adendorff and Alec
Coutts as locks. Lowe and Doidge were much of a height and both were excellent
iineout forwards while Lowe tackled like a demon. They would make a pretty
stout heart of a scrum. David Munro, the elder Driman, Jack Bertram, Oliver
Pearce, Mike Beckett, Derek Robbins, Gordon Booth, Peter Lee, Brian Nichols,

Jimmy Howarth, Alan Trentham? Could I fit them in anywhere?
The ginger-haired Booth had the most irritating habit (for the opposition)
of arriving with his toe just as an opponent was about to pick up a ball. Beckett
was a magnificent tackier, Driman was a clever forward and Trentham would
have done as well on the flank as in the front-rank. Flankers have always required

pace and the ability to link with three-quarters so i must go for players with
speed, good hands and a sense of the positional. Two such were Ian Coutts and
Derek Robbins and it would be their tireless scouting that would get them
preference over some pretty good candidates.

And so one place remains to be filled; that of number 8 where half-back,
half-forward, is the ideal. No one surely fits this bill better than does Ronnie
Mark who loved it best when the going was toughest and he could be in the thick
of it all.

In any case improvisation at Kearsney was nothing new. It was not possible
to pick and choose In the early days.

K. Dyer, E. Groom, G. Bazley, J. Barratt (capt.) and N. Theunissen; J.
Larrington and N. Reeves: H. Kruger, N. Walker, A. Calder, I. Coutts, A. P.
Lowe, A. Doidge, D. Robbins, R. Mark.
Not a bad side at all. And when one considers that such as Leslie France,

Jack Huiett, P. J. Duminy, Philip Hind, Neb Lee, Gordon Gillies, Boyd and Billy
King are unable to find (on their school form) final placing in a team, one realises
that along the line Kearsney had some pretty fair performers.
Some will doubtless complain that they were made to train hard enough
and that to be left out of a team was little justice. But the hard grind in getting

and keeping fit was not always a burden as many will testify, bless them.
C. O. MEDWORTH.
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AN INTERESTING FIND

After the bull-dozer had straightened out some of the property
below the classrooms, a gang of boys was set to help with the
weeding, and one of them, H. Wade, picked up what appeared to be
a cartridge case. On Its being cleaned up. It was found to be the head

of a swagger cane. On It Is a dragon crest, above which Is the royal
crown. The Inscription runs: Princess Charlotte of Wales, The

Royal Berkshire Regiment.

This set up an interesting train of enquiry. How came a swagger
cane under the ground at Botha's Hill? A letter to the Press brought
several replies.

The Royal Berkshlres were the old 66th Foot. They won
honours In various wars. The dragon crest was gained as a result of
feats In the China War, 1840. They gained further fame In the
Crimea, at Kandahar, in Afghanistan, and In Egypt In 1882. They
served throughout the Boer War, and In later World Wars.

What Is, however, of greatest Interest to ourselves. Is that the
66th Regiment of Foot, also known by the names The Princess
Charlotte of Wales Regiment, and The Royal Berkshlres, camped at
Botha's Hill base camp In the Zulu War (1879). The swagger cane
was probably carried by a red-coated soldier returning from the
pub, which In this case was Padley's Hotel, at the foot of Botha's
Hill; this was where postcarts changed horses, before climbing
Botha's Hill, en route to Marltzburg.

This Interesting find has therefore, apparently lain on our
property, below the surface of the ground, for these 80 years,
forming a fascinating link with the early days of Natal.

THE SKELETON

My family and I were spending a few days at the Bethesda
Hospital at Ubombo, in the Lebombo Mountains (the "Ghost
Mountains") In July. One evening after supper, a knock upon the
door was followed by the entrance of an official carrying a bag with
a skeleton In It! Our eyes popped!
An Interesting story emerged. The local postman, off for a
lonely hike Into the mountain peaks, had come upon the almost301

concealed entrance of a cave, In a very Inaccessible place. Creeping
Inside, he had found himself face to face with the skeleton of a man

leaning against the cave wall. Rushing out rather faster than he went

In, he made his way many miles down to the police H.Q., and gave
his report. Police were guided to the cave, collected the skeleton,
and brought It to the hospital, where the doctor was the district
surgeon.

So we laid the skeleton out on the dining room table, my
youngest son meanwhile taking great delight In moving the jaw In
Its socket, and twisting the head upon the spinal column. The teeth.

Incidentally, while In perfect state, were loose, and kept falling out.
We helped to take a number of head measurements, and finally, by
references to tables of figures In a book of anatomy, decided that
It was the skeleton of a white man, probably 30-40 years of age.
How old the skeleton was, we could not tell. The doctor told

us that he had known a body cleaned to the bones by ants In three
weeks. In this case, as there had been no sign of clothes, and the
strings of "biltong" attached to the shoulders were black as leather,
we had an Idea that this skeleton was pretty old.

Next day It was taken to Durban for pathological study, and
for the C.I.D. to check up on "missing persons".
We heard nothing more for several weeks. Then, under the

heading, "Skeleton at Ubombo" the newspapers presented a report.
Pathologlsts had ascertained that this was a white man, aged about
35, and that the skeleton could have been up to 200 years old!
For possibly 200 years he had been leaning against the cave wall.
This certainly set up Interesting speculations. What white

men were there In those parts 200 years ago? Was he perhaps a
deserter from a ship? What on earth was he doing up at the top of
that mountain range? Had he been overcome by fever, sought
refuge in the cave, and died, sitting against the wall? No-one will
ever be able to answer those questions.
One thing occurred to me. I wonder whether some native or
natives In past years came upori this cave, had a look Inside, saw the

skeleton, and fled In terror, telling stories of ghosts and apparitions,
so getting the mountain range Its name "Ghost Mountains". It
might well be,
J.F.R.
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HAAR IDEAAL

Kinnie staar oor die tustelose blougroen see been na die kleurryke horison
waar die laaste strale van die ondergaande son die iigte vlieswolkies met 'n sagte
ligrooi tint.

Sy dink aan Hennie en trane we! op in die pragtige blou oe, vioei oor die
sagte ligbruin vel van haar wange na die punt van haar ken, waar hul 'n oomblikkie
hang en dan een vir een afval grond toe.

Ales sou so lieflik gewees het. Net sy Hennie in die ou huisie van haar by
die see. Later miskien 'n huilende stemmetjie om die vreedsaamheid te verstoor.

Haar hoogste ideaai—om 'n goeie vrou en moeder te wees. Maar nou iyk dit
of sy nooit daardie biydskap en voidoening in hierdie lewe sai vind nie.
Na haar mammie se dood het Kinnie die pragtige huisie by die see ge6rf

en genoeg geld daarby sodat sy nooit sou hoef te werk nie. Maar omdat sy so
eensaam was, het sy 'n betrekking as sekretaresse aanvaar.

Daar het sy Hennie ontmoet. Hennie die aantreklike, die vrolike. Hennie
wat haar altyd so teer behandel het. Hennie met sy fyn, bekoorlike maniere en
so vol selfvertroue. Hoe goed onthou sy nie Hennie se eerste soen nie. 'n Oomblik
van saligheid vir haar.

En toe het daardie selfde Hennie haar verlaat; haar in die steek gelaat met
haar trourok gekoop, om met 'n ander te trou.
„Kinnie."

Sy kyk effens verskrik op om Jan langs haar te sien staan. Getroue Jan met
sy mank been en sy lang, songebruinde liggaam; sy sterk gesig met die staalgrys
ob wat tog soms so teer en vriendelik na 'n mens kan kyk.
„Kinnie," se hy weer toe hy haar betraande gesig sien, „waarom treur jy so?
Is dit weer oor daardie nikswerd, Hennie, met sy listige oe?"
As Kinnie haar hoof knik, se Jan met 'n sug; „Ag Kinnie, wanneer gaan jy

grootmens word en die iewe deur voiwasse oe sien?"
Kinnie kyk reguit na hom met *n onheilspeiiende vuur in haar oe. ,,Jan,
hoe kan jy so onverstandig wees? Dit was altyd my ideaai om vrou en moeder te
wees. Ek voel net dat ek nooit die skok van die verplettering van my ideaai te
bowe sal kom nie."

„ls jy bereid, Kinnie, om daardie ideaai van jou te probeer verwesenlik,
selfs as dit die verkeerde man is? Onthou, maatjie, jy is nie die enigste persoon

wat sy ideale sien verdwyn soos mis op die vlei nie. Ek sai nie se dat jou ideaai
nie baie prysenwaardig is nie. Maar na jou teleursteliing, sal dit nie beter wees
om lets ander te doen nie? Miskien kan jy verpleegster word. Daardeur sal jy
die hele mensdom dien. Sal dit nie 'n pragtige ideaai wees om te koester en te
probeer verwesenlik nie?"

„Die Hennie van jou; sy enigste ideaai is om met die absolute minimum

inspanning soveel geld moontlik in te samel. Dink jy nou werklik dat dit iets
bewonderenswaardige is om net aan gelde en aardse besittings te dink? Hennie
sal nooit die voidoening van ware biydskap smaak nie."

„Kyk net hoeveel droefheid is al in die geskiedenis van die wSreld veroorsaak
deur'n drang na mag. En hoe dikwels begin dit nie met'n mooi, onskuldige ideaai
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nie. Maar op die spore van sukses volg hebsug, 'n hebsug wat so oorheersend
word dat mlljoene mense daardeur In ellende gedompel kan word."
Klnnle sS niks nie.

„Vlr my biy die hoogste ideaai nog om my medemens te help en te werk vir
die welstand van die mensdom," gaan Jan voort. „Hoe lyk dit met daardie wit
uniform, Kinnie?"

Kalm praat sy nou; hoof geboe.

„Nee, Jan, my ideaai bIy staan. Net, jy het my vanaand laat besef hoe
belangrik dit is dat dit die regte man moet wees."

Klein brandertjies breek saggies op die geel sand. Kinnie kyk op met 'n
nuwe llg in haar oe; 'n llg wat selfs deur die sekerdonker van die aand vir Jan
bereik en hul albei laat verstaan.

Daar In die pikswart, onvriendelike hemel, wink die aandster vriendelik.
D. B. HORNER. Via.

THE KEARSNEY COLLEGE CHRONIC

There have been three issues of the above classic during the
past six months, under a Fifth Form Editorial Staff. With their

permission we quote a number of extracts, for the brightening of
the Chronicle.
Letters to the Editor:

Dear Sir,

While meditating upon the beauty of nature some days ago, I observed our
most illustrious Latin master effecting some drastic metamorphoses upon the
once lovely (?) landscape adjoining classroom No. 10, the Bell Tower, and other
strategic points of attachment. Was he merely giving vent to his ire, or was it
a more subtle and irresistible motive which drove him to it? Our suspense knows
no bounds.

Enquiries Ltd.

("Enquiries Ltd." need feel no concern about the spate of work on the grounds
above the classrooms. This denotes neither ire ncr ulterior motive. It is merely so
that the floral display outside the classrooms may in some degree match the everbeaming countenance of the Staff inside the classrooms.—Togt Boy.)
Dear Sir,

It has come to my notice that this school finds pleasure In "catching cheaples".
I realise that the school's funds are not great, so i cannot see the point in un
necessarily spending money on the following:

Dustbins. I think the new dustbins could have been made half the size they
are, for 1 cannot see how any form can fill one of these in a day.
Signs. Last year the school went to some expense to Instal some notices in
the classrooms, stating "This room is to be used for work only". I do not think
that these notices helped to ensure work in the classrooms.
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There are numerous other cases which would not warrant my listing here,
if the school had not spent its money on these trivialities, it could perhaps have
been used to repaint the Chapel, which certainly needs it.
Consume sapienter.

(The upkeep of the Chapel is not a school expense, but a Chapel Trust expense.
The latter body has not yet accumulated sufficient funds for this purpose.—Ed.}
Dear Sir,

We admit that the display of Flora between the road and the classroom
block is now becoming a delight and a feast for text-book weary eyes. However,
I don't think that the same can be said of the west-facing wall of the new class
room block. I suggest that instead of spending money on uglifying the Chapel
with lights placed at queer angles, they should cover this wall with face-brick.
Bacchus.

Dear Sir,

The other day I was informed that the bare space on the wall of No. 10
classroom was intended to accommodate an electric clock, which some say was
to be automatic so that it would ring the bell at the right time. Do you not think
that this clock has taken rather a long time in arriving!
A Nonni Mouse.

(To both the above writers: the matter Is In hand.—Ed.)
Dear Sir,

What is the necessity for changing into good clothes for Sunday afternoon
tea, and thereby cutting one's only free afternoon in half?
Yashmak.

Famous Last Words

There are no prefects upstairs.
It won't rain on Saturday.
He won't ask us for our corrections.

It will rain on Friday.

They won't smell my breath if I use a filter.
He's not a very fast bowler.
There won't be a Science test on Monday.

This Week's Sicoanalysls
Do you know your character? If not, you can analyse yourself simply by
answering the following questions and adding up your score;

Do you ever eat the sardines? Yes (1). No (2). Only with marmalade (4).
Do you ever get the urge to kick Mr. R.'s dog? Yes (I). No (3).
Why? Because you are scared of Mr. R. (I). Scared of fleas (4). Don't like
the dog (2).
Do you ever feel like biting the waiter's hand? Yes (3). Only when hungry
(2). No (I).
Does drought depress you? Yes (2). No (4). Only on Fridays (I).
Do you like science? No (4). Yes, I'm insane (2).
Can you count to ten? Yes (I). No, i take bookkeeping (2).
Do you eat the meat? Yes (5). No, I'm a horse-lover (3).
Now add your score up. Compare it with the scores below, and find out
what you probably knew all along.
0
... you are an average schoolboy.
1 to 10 ... you are heading for nervous dyspepsia.
10 to 20 ... join the choir.
20 to 30 ... you are destined to be a teacher.
30 up ... I doubt if you would find a strait-jacket to fit you.
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Interview

The Chronic Staff thought It their duty to send the Chronic's roving reporter
up to Camperdown to interview Miss Leiinda Bee, the world-famous film star
who has come to South Africa to make the film "The Lice of the Lion".

Here is now a written commentary on the lengthy conversation which took
place:

Question: Miss Bee, have you hard of Kearsney College?
Answer: Well, honey, not actua-aally, but I have heard of the wonderful rugger
team you people have, and above all I hear you have the cutest little
masters.

Question: Er ... perhaps yes, er ... you were taken to the dance by one, weren't
Answer:

you. Miss Bee?
Not really, cutie. I took him, as a matter of fact.

Question: Miss Bee, perhaps you could tell our readers who this budding Romeo
is?

Answer:

I think his name was Mr.

, babyface.

Question: What did you think of him?
Answer: Well ... er ... he had the cutest little pony-cart.
Question; Miss Bee, what do you think of sunny South Africa?
Answer: Primararally, I don't think it is very sunny, but otherwise I just dig It.
I have been trying to pick up some of the country dialects; one of them
is called Africans.

Question; What words have you picked up so far?

Answer: Well, there are "hambergashlie'', "fanagalo", and "footsack".
Miss Bee was now called back to location and with a cheerful "totsiens" she
left us.
Footnote

After the last Chronic many innocent-minded readers sent in letters asking
the meaning of the words "temporary deputy vice sub editors".
Many thought this ingenuous phrase meant "deputy sub editors who were
in charge of temporary vice". Others were under the horrible misconception
that it meant "deputy editors who were in charge of temporary vice in sub
marines", and yet others, I'm sorry to report, took it to mean "Editors who were
in charge of deputy vice in temporary submarines". Naturally, the Editorial
staff were shocked to find that this innocent phrase had been interpreted to
such a shabby meaning, and have therefore decided to make the "temporary
deputy vice sub-editors" just plain "vice editors".
Guess!

Guess who arms himself at the tuckshop with a fly-swatter.
Guess which popular Latin master has become assistant groundsman.
Guess who interrupts every meal with silence.
Guess who has taken a course in psychology.
Guess who attended a swimming Gayla on Saturday while everyone else
went to a swimming Gahla.

Guess who is a keen yachtsman.
Guess who shot a crocodile.

Guess who writes his rugby notices in technicolour.
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School Notes

Grace heard in the dinlnghall: "Vir vrlendskap en voetbal ons dank U o
Heer."

Stud shop news: Gorgeous Aplon combs are back again! Whisk one of these
stupendous instruments through /our hair and watch the dandruff fi/.
If your breath gives you away at the wrong moment, use our special Pepper
mint flavoured toothpaste.
Did you know that Vitalis contains pure alcohol! Yes, it is in full supply.
Yorkshire cricket selectors in desperation sent a teiegram over to one of
Kearsney's most styiish cricketers, asking if he would play for his home county
team, Yorkshire. He was forced to confess, however, that he had already signed
on for Lancashire.

The pupils entering the maths classroom one red-letter day were shocked to
the core to see that after his reputed 400 years of tedious teaching their expert
teacher and figure-drawer (mathematical) was enquiring about the prices of
the various makes of biackboard compass available today. We deplore this boycott
of the string industry.

MY LAST DAY AT SCHOOL

(An essay written in the September Matriculation Trial Examinations)
My last day at School! What a wonderful thought! I have been at school
for 12 years and they have gone past at an astonishing speed. I am nearly 19,
and soon I shall be out in the big wide world foraging for myself. How exciting!
The day dawns like any other day, and I feel no excitement—only disappoint
ment that this will probably be the last time that I sleep on a comfortable
Dunlopilio mattress bed. Then I realise that 1 have to write Science this morning,
and after that... I shall be free, except for Prize-Giving in the afternoon. Slowly
I work myself out of bed. Now to take a shower, as usual, and get dressed, as
usual, and then to breakfast as usual. Oh, yes! This is certainly the same old
school routine!

The last breakfast of the year is always something speciai, and this morning
we are getting fried eggs and bacon as a special treat. I think back on ail the other
breakfasts that consisted of porridge, bread and butter, fish, scrambled eggs and
coffee. The last-named was always called dish-water, but on a cold day it seemed
to disappear remarkably quickly. With breakfast over, we are all interested in

looking at the newspaper or brushing up a couple of Science definitions.
The Chapel bell rings, and I think back again on all the days I heard that
bell calling us to the House of God. The hymn is my favourite, number 620, and
once again memories flood my mind of all the Sunday services. I think also of
the day I did not put my collection into the plate, and, feeling so guilty the fol
lowing Sunday, I put five shillings into the collection. It Is strange what thoughts
are brought to mind just because it is my last day at school.
After Chapel, the Examination. Pens to paper, and everyone rushes to com

plete the long Science questions. Time flies, and after what seems like only
half-an-hour, three hours are past and our papers are being collected. I had no
time to think of all the other exams I had written. After the paper, we all gather
round to discuss our chances of passing, and it seems as if everything I wrote,

the others wrote differently! Oh, well! Maybe we are all wrong, but I think i
passed.
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Now I must pack my suitcase. Towel, toothbrush, shirts, ties and a hundredand-one other things. I cannot get all my clothes Into this case so I shall have to
repack everything. Everyone in the changeroom Is so quiet. Surely they are
not sorry that they are leaving? But I am, so why they should not be I do not
know. My packing Is finished, so 1 think I shall go down to the Chapel and say
goodbye to It, If that Is the correct word to use.
It Is two o'clock. Prize-glving starts In half-an-hour. How many prlze-

glvlngs have I been to like this one! A bouquet of flowers for the wife of the
Speaker, and the speeches, and the clapping when they are finished. Prize-glving
Is over, and now comes the worst part of the day. In one word. It Is ... goodbye.

Goodbye to friends, to masters, and to masters' wives. Goodbye to Dudley,
Richard, John Denys, Pete, Mike, Dave and to so many others. The masters are
not such horrors really: they are quite pleasant now that I have to say goodbye
to all of them. Yes, I am sorry I am leaving school and all the friends It has brought
me. Now that 1 am really out on my own. My school life Is over, and this last
day has not been gay, as I thought it would be, but sorrowful, as If I was losing
something very dear. Maybe I am.

Oh dear! What a day this Is! I have thought of all the days I have been here,
and they are all very special. On one day I remember so many things both amusing
and not amusing. I shall not hear any more bells for a long time. I shall have to
get an alarm-clock to wake me up In the mornings. Goodbye, School! You gave
a great deal to me, and I know I shall always cherish my last day with you as one
of the best of my life because of all the memories It has brought back to me.
A. LEFSON.

RUGBY FOOTBALL

The Rugby season was a disappointing season. Had our tackling
been better and had we possessed three good backs, the side would
more than have held their own against the best teams. A long tale
of crocks prevented our fielding our best three-quarter line, and we
had to make shift v/ith the material available.

Under the circumstances, the side played resolutely and fought
each game to the end. As the season drew to a close it was easy to
see how much the individual players had improved. Those who return
will provide a useful core for next year's team.
Of the forwards, Thompson, Pike, Homer, Whipp, Bouman
and Newlands played well. In the back line Hulett was the nerve
centre and played consistently well. Special mention must be made
of Thompson's captaincy.
Our thanks are due to the committee—Thompson, Hulett,
Whipp, Newlands, Edwards; and to Hutchison for his care of the
equipment. Our secretary, Don Wauchope was efficient and reliable
and our pressman, Hagemann, performed a useful service.
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KEARSNEY v. ST. STITHIANS

Aug. 12th

Won 1 1-6

At Kearsney

This was the first game against St. Stithians—the youngest Methodist School
in South Africa—and It provided attractive rugby. From the kickoff both teams
essayed to play a fast open game to the obvious delight of the spectators.
In the absence of Thompson, Hulett captained the Kearsney side and from
the St. Stithlan's kick-off he initiated a series of exciting three-quarter attacks,
the last of which ended with Lowe racing round the full-back to score the opening
points. Immelman converted.

Fumbling on two occasions lost Kearsney possible tries, and the initiative
passed to the St. Stithians forwards, ably led by Millar. They pressed upfleld
and pinned Kearsney in their 25 where they were awarded a free kick. Todd
had no difficulty In putting the ball between the posts.

After half-time the Kearsney backs, who were moving better than they have
done this season, swung Into action and a try seemed Imminent. Hulett dummied
his way through, passed to Polklnghorne who gave to Storm who raced to score
a well-deserved try In the corner. The conversion failed.

A long touch by Todd put St. Stithians on the attack and play swung Into the
Kearsney half where Wood, a fast, hard-running forward, broke clear and went
over to score a splendid try. The attempt at conversion failed.

Hulett kicked off and from the next scrum Nalson broke cleverly round the

blind side, but a poor pass spoiled the movement. However, Kearsney were
awarded a penalty which Immelman put between the posts.
KEARSNEY v. ST. ANDREWS

Aug. 21st
Lost 0-18
At Kearsney
St. Andrews won the toss and Kearsney kicked off. Immediately St. Andrew*
rolled Into the attack. Moving fast and passing freely they pushed Kearsney into
a defensive role. Their first centre, Brotherton, received the ball from a loose

scrum, steadied himself and put a drop from directly In front of the posts. From
a llneout near the Kearsney line the ball went to the St. Andrew scrum-half;
he then gave It to Home, who broke through the forwards with a well-timed rush
and scored the first try, which he converted.
St. Andrews seemed to have the heavier pack but good hooking by Homer
with the aid of his supports, gave the Kearsney line a share of the ball. However,
from a tight scrum in the halfway line the ball was hooked by St. Andrews and
passed back to the line for the wing, Ross, to score. Home converted and the
score at half-time stood at 13-0 In favour of St. Andrews.

The heat began to tell on the players In the second half and the tempo of
the match slowed down. Both packs of forwards lacked drive. Kearsney went
doggedly Into the attack from the kick-off, but very good play by the St. Andrews
fullback, Gaydon, prevented the line from breaking through. Time and again he

eased the pressure by long kicks to touch. A very good movement by the Kearsney
line, from a tight scrum at halfway, nearly succeeded In a try, but Lowe, the left
wing, was tackled just short of the posts.
The Kearsney tackling deteriorated In the second half. Brotherton carried
the bail through the Kearsney line from the halfway line and scored in the far
corner. Home successfully converted.

The final score stood at 18-0 to St. Andrews. In the Kearsney line Hulett,
Lowe and Nalson all played well.
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KEARSNEY v. THE OLD BOYS

Sep. 7th
Won 15-3
At Kearsney
The day of the match dawned clear and warm. The warmth increased during
the day and It may be safely said that It was one of the warmest days of the term.

Kearsney won the toss and chose to play with the sun behind them. The
Old Boys kicked off and stormed Into the attack. Within the first five minutes
they were awarded a free kick on the K.C. 25-yard line and the Old Boys' Captain,
Doidge, gave the ball to Zeller, who attempted a shot at goal but missed
narrowly.
A few minutes later, a good run by Old Boys' U. Groom, carried the ball well
Into Kearsney territory, but he was stopped just short of the line. Kearsney
answered with a sparkling three-quarter movement when Hulett "sold" a dummy
and passed to Storm who was tackled just in time.
Kearsney were now attacking hard. The sultry weather was beginning to
have Its effect on the performance of the players—especially the Old Boys!
The score was eventually opened by Kearsney when Hulett took the ball around
the blind side and gave it to Spargo on the left wing, who dived over In the corner
for an unconverted try.
In the second half the two teams "fell to" with new vigour and a good run

by Zeller nearly resulted In a try for Old Boys. Kearsney, however, forced them
back on the defence. A tight scrum was ordered on the Old Boys' 25-yard line
from which the ball travelled along the Kearsney line to Storm who had the over
lap, and he scored near the posts. The try was not converted.

The tempo of the game had now slackened considerably. Both sides seemed
to find difficulty In getting the ball out cleanly.

Shortly afterward the Old Boys missed an opportunity of opening their score
when a free kick was awarded them near the K.C. 25-yard line. Kearsney pushed
back the Old Boys once more and from a tight scrum on the halfway line Hulett
received the ball, dummied and then passed the ball Infield to Whipp who carried

It right to the Old Boys' try line and scored under the posts. The conversion
was missed.

H. Groom, the Old Boys' right wing, received the ball from a tight scrum
on the K.C. 25-yard line and used the overlap to elude the defenders and scored
in the corner. Zeller did not convert.

Play became very scrappy at this stage. Many players were obviously suffering
from the heat, and were unable to handle and run with the ball. The next piece

of scoring came from a free kick awarded to Kearsney on the Old Boys' 25 yard
line. Storm converted. A few minutes later It was Storm again who broke

through to score near the corner. The try was unconverted and the final score
stood at 15-3 to Kearsney.

UNDER 15 RUGBY

Owing to the epidemic of Asiatic 'flu the activities of the
under 15 side (in the second half of the year) were restricted to
the inter-house matches and one other game against Westville
which was drawn 6-6.
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The under 15 team which started the season with a great deal
of very promising material, has had a nr.ost disappointing record.
Perhaps the most disturbing factor of all was the fact that in a
junior side where fitness should just be taken for granted, and in
spite of wonderful training opportunities and facilities, there were
so many players who were never really fit enough to give their best

for the full duration of a game; some flagging noticeably even before
the end of the first half.

For the sake of next year's senior teams and in their own
interest, it is hoped that this well-meant criticism does not go
unheeded.

G.E.B.

INTER-HOUSE

1st Teams:

G. beat P. 6-0, beat F. 9-3. P. beat F. 19-6.
2nd Teams:

P. beat F. 9-3, beat G. 23-0. F. beat G. 3-0.
Under 15 Teams:

G. beat P. 17-3, beat F. 6-0. F. beat P. 18-6.

ATHLETICS

Captain: D. Spargo.
Vice-Captain: J. A. H. Lowe.
Committee: M. Don-Wauchope, J. Robbins, R. Williams, F.
van Eeden.

Once again the athletic season had to be postponed until
September, owing to Polio restrictions In the first quarter. For
the second year in succession the weather adversely affected the
sports. We hope, however, to hold next year's sports in March,
when the weather may be more settled.
Sports Day was overcast in the morning and, although it did not
rain, it was soon apparent that the weather would not last throughout
the day. During the lunch interval a misty drizzle started, which
developed into steady rain throughout the afternoon.
Three records were established, all in the morning. On a damp
track, D. Syminton set up the excellent time of 10.9 seconds for
the Under 15 ICQ yards. The existing time of 1 1.2 seconds had been
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established originally in 1941, since when it had been equalled three
times. J. Crickmay added 2^ inches to the Under 14 High Jump
record by clearing 5 feet, while J. Robbins Improved his own record
in the Long Jump Under 16^ by jumping 21 ft. If ins. It is a great
pity that rain marred the afternoon's programme as it is quite possible
that other records might have been established.
If the weather affected performances it did not dampen the
enthusiasm of the spectators. The three houses had run neck-and-

neck throughout the day with Finningley just having the edge on
Gillingham. By the tea interval, when Finningley were leading by a
narrow margin, it was obvious that the finish would be very close.
Showing a slight superiority in the team events, Gillingham
gradually reduced the lead until they were able to overhaul Finningley
in the Relays to win the Oliver Pearce Trophy by 4^ points In a total
of over 1,200. (This finally won them the coveted Sports Trophy.)
The final placings were Gillingham 418 points, Finningley 413^
points and Pembroke 388^.

At the conclusion of the Sports, Flight-lieutenant Kingsley
Oliver, R.A.F., an Old Boy on leave from Hong-Kong, did us the
honour of presenting the trophies.
In conclusion we wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to the
following:

The Headmaster and other track officials for carrying on despite
the rain.

The Housekeeper and domestic staff for catering for the large
number of guests.

The ladies who so kindly undertook the serving of the teas.
The many parents and friends who so generously sent donations
to the Sports Fund.

Mr. Vlljoen for his assistance with the coaching and management
of the district and championship teams.
J.H.H.
RESULTS

75 yards Under 13: I, R. Duncan (F); 2, H. Beckett (G): O. Griffiths (F).
Time: 9.4 sees.

75 yards Under 14: I, G. Kanaar (P); 2, J. Crickmay (P); 3, F. Rickaby (P).
Time: 8.8 sees.

100 yards Under 15: I, D. Syminton (F); 2, C. Walker (F); 3, A. Haines (G).
Time: 10.9 sees. (Record).
100 yards Under 16^: I, D. Pike (G); 2, C. Meyer (P); 3, N. Polkinghorne
(G). Time: 10.9 sees.
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100 yards Open: I, R. Williams (G); 2, D. Spargo (F); 3, A. Cole (F).
Time: 10.5 sees.

High Jump Under 13: I, R. Doidge (G); 2, A. Meyer (P); 3, O. Griffiths
(F). Height 4'5".
High Jump Under 14: I, J. Crickmay (G); 2, K. Gray (F); 3, R. Bouman (F).
Height 5'. (Record).
880 yards Under I6i: I, J. Lowe(G); 2, D. Homer(P): 3, G. B. Williams (P).
Time: 2m. 7.9 sees.

220 yards Open: I, R. Williams (G); 2, 0. Spargo (F); 3, D. Lees (F).
Time: 24.4 sees.

Long Jump Under 13: I, R. Duncan (F): 2, A. Meyer (P); 3, R. Doidge (P).
Distance: 14' 3".

Long Jump Under 14: I, F. Waiker (G); 2, K. Gray (P); 3, R. Bouman (F)
and F. Riekaby (P)(tied). Distance IS'4".
Long Jump Under IS: I, D. Syminton (F); A. Chalmers (P): 3, T. Wood (P).
Distance 17' lOj".
Long Jump Under 16^: I, J. Robbins (F); 2, C. Meyer (P); J. Lowe (G).
Distance: 21' IJ". (Record).
Long Jump Open: I, R. Whipp (P); 2, H. Bouman (F); 3, M. Hulett (G).
Distance 18' 71".
Discus Under IS: I, D. Syminton (F): 2, L. Crookes (F); 3, I. Wood (P).
Distance: lOS' S".

Discus Open: I, J. Rodseth (P); 2, A. Cole (F); 3, H. Bouman (F). Distance:
IS2' 4".

100 yards Under 13: I, H. Beckett (G); 2, R. Duncan (F); 3, O. Griffiths (F).
Time: 12.3 sees.

100 yards Under 14: I, J. Crickmay (P); 2, G. Kanaar (P); 3, J. Hargreaves
(P). Time: 1 1.8 sees.
880 yards Under IS: I, J. Mulraney (G); 2, J. Stockll (G); 3, A. van der Post
(G). Time: 2 m. 19.3 sees.
Javelin Open: I, M. Don Wauchope (P); 2, I. Koopal (P); 3, M. Hulett (G).
Distance: 1 19'2".

220 yards Under 13: I, O. Griffiths (F); 2. H. Beckett (G); 3. A. Haley (F).
Time: 29.2 sees.

220 yards Under 14: I, G. Kanaar (P): 2. J. Crickmay (P); 3, D. Smart (G).
Time: 27 sees.

440 yards Under 16^: I, J. Love (G); 2, D. Drysdale (G); 3, D. Homer (P).
Time 5S.4 sees.

880yards Open: I, M. Don Wauchope (P); 2, J. Rodseth (P); 3, D.Thompson
(G). Time 2 m. 4.S sees.

1 10 yards Hurdles Open: I, D. Spargo (F); 2, R. Hagemann (F); 3, J. Kelly
(P). Time IS sees.
Discus Under 16^: I, I. Koopal (P); 2, C. Jewitt (P); 3, J. Lowe (G).
Distance: 122' li'.

110 yards Hurdles Under IS: I, L. Bradfield (G); 2,1. Wood (P); 3, G. Leitch
(F). Time IS.4secs.
1 10 yards Hurdles Under 16^: I, M. Ellis (G); 2, J. Frolich (F); 3, B. R.
Williams (F). Time: 14.8 sees.
Shot Open: I, H. Bouman (F); 2, A. Cole (F); D. Thompson (G). Distance:
28' Si".

Shot Under I6i: I, J. Robbins (F); 2, R. Stanlland (P); 3, M. Ellis (G).
Distance: 36' 4".
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•440 yards Open; 1, R. Williams (G); 2, D. Lees (G); 3. J. Kelly (P). Time:
56.5 sees.

High Jump Under I6i: I, M. Harvey (F); 2, W. Pfuhl (G); 3, C. Meyer (P).
Height 5'.
880 yards Under 13: I, B. Coie (P); G. Smart(G); 3, H. Beckett (G). Time:
2 m. 36.4 sees.

880 yards Under 14: t, K. Gray (F); 2, L. Bauer (P); 3, T. Thompson (G).
Time: 2 m. 26.2 sees.

220 yards Under 15: I, D. Syminton (F); 2, J. Stoekii (G); 3, C. Walker (F).
Time: 25.5 sees.

220 yards Under 16^: I, N. Polkinghorne (G); 2, D. Pike (G); 3, C. Meyer
(P). Time: 25.3 sees.
Mile Under 15: I, J. Mulraney (G); 2, V. Lund (P); 3, A. van der Post (G).
Time: 5 m. 23.5 sees.

Mlie Under 16^: I, C. Jewitt (P); 2, B. G. Williams (P); 3, D. Thresher (G).
Time: 5 m. 5.9 sees.

Mile Open: i, M. Don Wauehope (P); 2, D. Thompson (G): 3, R. Edwards
(G). Time: 4 m. 58.2 sees.
880 yards non-finaiists: I, M. Bryan (G); 2, MaeFariane (F); 3, R. Grafton
(G). Time: 2 m. 23 sees.
Relay Under 16^: I, Giilingham; 2, Pembroke. Time 49 sees.
Relay Open: I, Giilingham; 2, Finningley. Time 49.4 sees.
Relay Under 13: I, Giilingham; 2, Finningley; 3, Pembroke. Time 58.2 sees.
Relay Under 14: I, Pembroke; 2, Giilingham. Time: 54.1 sees.
Relay Under 15: I, Finningley; 2, Giilingham. Time: 52 sees.
Relay: Past v. Present: I, Present; 2, Past. Time: 49.5 sees.
Tug o' War: I, Finningley: 2, Pembroke.
EVENTS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED
Cricket Ball:

Under 15: i, D. Syminton; 2, T. Webb; 3, L. Crookes. Distance: 92 yds.
2 ft. 8 ins. (Record).
Under I6j: I, P. Jardine; 2, J. Robbins; 3, C. Meyer. Distance: 92 yds.
0 ft. 0 ins.

Open: I, I. Bjorkman; 2, A. Coie; 3, D. Lees. Distance: 89 yds. 0 ft. 8 Ins.
High Jump:

Under 15: I, A. van der Post (G); 2, B. Winterburn (F); 3, P. Bishop (G).
Height: 4' 1 1".
Open: I, F. van Eeden (P); 2, D. Spargo (F); 3, H. Bouman (F). Height 5'/''.
TROPHIES

Inter-House, Oliver Pearce, Giilingham.

Inter-House Relays, Tolken, Giilingham.
Best individual Event:

Under 13, Hopkins, R. Doidge.

Under 14, Pennefather, J. Criekmay.
Under 15, Grant Weston, D. Syminton.
Under 16^, Les France, J. Robbins.
Open, Hulett, M. Don Wauehope.
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Flat Race, Trewhella, D. S/mlnton.
Field Event, Joliffe, J. Robblns.

Hurdles, Haley, O. Spargo.
Best Runner-Up;
Open, Sulln, J. Rodseth.
Under 15^, More, J. Lowe.
Under 15, Craven, J. Mulraney.
Under 14, Centenary, K. Gray.
Under 13, Winder, B. Cole.
Other Performances:

^

DURBAN AND DISTRICT SCHOOLS MEETING, 1957
Open:

220 yards Hurdles: 3, D. Spargo.
Long Jump: 2, J. Robblns.
Discus: I, V. Rodseth.
Under 16:

880 yards: 3, L. Allen.
High Jump: I, M.Harvey.
Under 14:

220 yards: 2, G. Kanaar,
Congratulations to M. Harvey, G. Kanaar, D. Pike, J. Robblns and V. Rodseth
on being selected for the Durban team. G. Kanaar was placed second in the Under
14 220 yards at Estcourt.
NATAL JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1957
Under 19:

High Jump: 3, F. van Eeden.
Discus; 3, H. Bouman.
Under 17:

Javelin: 3, G. Koopal.

SWIMMING

Because of the Polio ban on competitive swimming in the first
term everything was crowded into the last term.
Our Fourteenth Annual Gala was held on Saturday 2nd Novem
ber at 2 p.m. When the seating was done at the Baths in the morning
It was overcast but hot, and very pleasant, but at 1.30 the mist
rolled in to make it a very wet Gala indeed. Notwithstanding the
rain, the standard of swimming was high and it was a very enjoyable
afternoon. Congratulations to Swimming Captain D. G. Spargo,

who broke the 50 yards Free Style (Open) and the 100 yards Free
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Style (Open) records, his times being 25.7 sees, for the 50 yards
and 57.5 sees,for the 100 yards. Two relay records were also broken,
the Under 14 by Pembroke and the Open by Finnlngley, and Cole
broke the Plunge (Open) record with a plunge of 53 ft. I in.
Finningley were worthy winners of a fine afternoon's sport, with
Pembroke runners-up.

It was with great reluctance that we had to cancel the Old
Boys' 50 yards race because of lack of support, but more Old Boys
turned up later to hold the School to a 1-1 draw in the Polo match.
ANNUAL GALA SWIMMING RESULTS

50 yards Free Style (Open); I, Spargo (F); 2, Shave (F); 3, Rodseth (P).
Time: 25.7. (Record).
50 yards Free Style (Under 16): I, A. Flome (P); 2, Pfuhl (G); 3, Jewitt.
Time: 27,4.

50 yards Free Style (Under 15): I, C. Home (P); 2, D. Symlnton (F); 3,
Preston (F). Time: 29.0.
One Length Free Style (Under 14): I, Lacey (F); 2, Truscott (P); 3, A.
Chalmers (P). Time: 19.7.
One Length Free Style (Under 13): I, Griffiths (F); 2, Bryan (G); 3, Haley
(F): Time: 20.0.
Diving (Under iS): I, Stranack (G): 2, Symlnton (F); 3, Turvey (F).
100 yards Free Style (Open): I, Spargo (F); 2, Shave (F); 3, BJorkman (P).
Time: 57.5. (Record).

One Length Breast Stroke (Under 14): I, RIckaby (P): 2, Arnold (G); 3,
Kamstra (P). Time 24.9.
iOO yards Free Style (Under 16): I, Home (P); 2, Jewitt (P); 3, B. Williams
(G). Time 65.5.
SO yards Breast Stroke (Under 15): I, V. Lund (P); 2, Bennett (F); 3, O.
Lund (G). Time 36.2.
50 yards Free Style (Under 14): I, Lacey (F); 2, Truscott (P): 3, Chalmers
(P); Time 32.1.

50 yards Free Style (Under 13): I, Griffiths (F); 2, Haley (F); 3, Bryan (G).
Time: 33.5.

100 yards Breast Stroke (Open): I, H. Bouman (F); 2, Edwards (G); 3,
J. Syminton (F). Time 83.5.

100 yards Breast Stroke (Under 16): I, Bryan (G); 2, Pfuhl (G); 3, Lumley
(P). Time: 85.6.
100 yards Free Style (Under 15): i. Home (P); 2, R. Lund (G); 3, Syminton
(F). Time: 70.0.
Diving (Under 14): I, Arnold (G); 2, Chalmers (P); 3, V. Heusden (F).
Diving (Under 13): I, Holden (F); 2, Jewitt (P); 3, Hathrill (G).

50 yards Back Stroke (Open): I, Spargo (F); 2, Shave (F): 3, Rodseth (P).
Time: 31.0.

50 yards Back Stroke (Under 16): I, Home (P); 2, Williams (G); 3, Bryan
(G). Time: 35.8.
50 yards Butterfly (Open): I, Spargo (F); 2, Shave (F); 3, Forbes (P). Time:
35.2.

Diving (Under 16): I, Lumley (P); 2, Osborne (F); 3, Lewin and Travis
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Diving (Open): I, Shave (F): 2, Edwards (G); 3, Bouman (F).
House Relay Race (Under 13): I, F.; 2, P.; 3, G. Time: 93.0.
House Relay Race (Under 14): I, P.; 2, G.; 3, F. Time: 80.5. (Record).
House Relay Race (Under IS): I, F.; 2, G.; 3, P. Time: 77.0.
House Relay Race (Under 16): I, P.; 2, G.; 3, F. Time: 76.0.
House Relay Race (Open): I, P.; 2, P.; 3, G. Time: 68.8. (Record).
One Length Non-Finalists (Under 13 and 14): I, Dowdle (P); 2, Goodrlcke
(G); 3, Adams (P). Time: 22.8.
Polo Match—Old Boys v. School: Draw l-l.
Events Previously Decided

Plunge (Open): I, Cole (F); 2, Dowdle (P); 3, Wepener (G). Distance:
53 ft. I in. (Record).
Plunge (Under 16): I, Lumley (P); 2, Mudie (G); 3, Bryden (P). Distance:
43 ft. 26 ins.

200 yards Free Style (Open); I, Spargo (F); 2, Shave (F): 3, Syminton (F).
Time: 2 m. 20 sees.

Trophies

Inter-House: L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl, Finningley.
Best Performance: Ian Tirrell Shield, D. Spargo.
Runner-up: Spargo Cup, A. Home.
Best Swimmer in each age group:
Open: Robertson Cup, D. Spargo.
Under 16: Spradbrow Cup, A. Home.
Under 15: Matterson Cup, C. Home.
Under 14: van Gorkom Cup, J. Lacey.
Under 13: Fearnhead Cup, O. Griffiths.
Diving: Arthur Levitt Cup, C. Lumley.

The highlight of the dzy was the demonstration given by Alec
Bulley, who also presented the trophies, and members of his
Swimming Clinic. Mr. Bulley gave a commentary and explanation,
while Don Watson, "Buster" McLauchlan, "Titch" McLauchlan,

"Pixie" Hall, Eve Holmes and other champions executed all his
instructions. After the Gala a large crowd braved the rain to see
Mr. Bulley coach his swimmers. He knows his "job" as he was also
swimming coach to the Springbok swimmers at Helsinki and Mel
bourne, and the last two Empire Games.

To Mr. and Mrs. Bulley, Mr. Cecil Bradley and the swimmers
who came up here we say "thank you very much".
The Inter-Schools Gala was held in Durban on Friday 8th
November. Kearnsey came third after D.H.S. and Glenwood, but

ahead of Northlands, Tech., Mansfield and others. Spargo, who swam
a very fast 100 yards and was only inches behind MacKenzie who
broke his own record of 54 sees, by .1 sec., and V. Lund who won
the Under IS Breaststroke by yards, deserve special mention.
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On Tuesday, November 12, the Life Saving Competitions were
held at D.H.S. bath. These three competitions are open to all
schools in Natal. The competition for the Gilbert Reynolds Shield
is for Prep. Schools only, the Milner Smythe has an age limit of
IS years and the Payne Shield is Open.
Our Under IS team, consisting of Arnold, A. Chalmers, Dowdle

and Rickaby won the shield with Arnold top scorer in this compe
tition. This is the third year running that we have won this compe
tition. In the senior competition we came third; Glenwood won,
mainly because of the speed factor. The one fast swimmer in the

team, J. Syminton, scored the highest marks in the whole compe
tition.

Swimming Certificates: Examinations were very popular.
A large number of certificates were taken and results will be pub
lished next year.
Congratulations to the following for obtaining their colours
for 1957:

Honours: D. G. Spargo.
Colours: Re-awards: D. Spargo, J. Shave.
New Awards: J. Syminton, R. Edwards, A. Home,
H. Bouman, I. Bjorkman, J. Rodseth.

1958: We shall have our Gala In March next year—Old Boys
please note.

J.W.S.

CRICKET

Fortunately, few matches were cancelled because of rain during
this term, with the result that all teams played a large number of
matches. No side was particularly strong this year, but each had one
or two good players. The successes of the first team depended
very largely on the performances of M. N. W. Hulett and J. A. H.
Lowe. The Under 15 were fortunate to have J. R. Hulett playing at
his best, and the Under 14 were well served by Chalmers, Procter
and Gray.
There is little promise of a strong fi rst eleven in 1958, since
eight of the 1957 team are leaving, and there are no seniors of out

standing ability. However, if the team develops into a keen fielding
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combination, there is no real reason why a certain amount of success
should not be enjoyed. The batting is likely to let us down fairly
often, but the bowling can be good. The Colts should develop into
one of the strongest Colts teams Kearsney has had. This year's
Under 14 has done very well, and certain new boys for 1958 have had
a very good season in their prep, schools.
FIRST ELEVEN, 1957

October 12th

v. ST. STITHIAN'S St. Stithian's, Johannesburg
(Won by 8 wickets)
New ground was broken when the Kearsney 1st XI travelled to Johannesburg
to play the first cricket match against our new brother school St. Stithian's.
The trip was thoroughly enjoyed by all the members of the team, and our special
thanks are due to the staff of St. Stithian's for their hospitality, and to the parents
for providing what one of the Kearsney boys described as "the greatest afternoon
tea ever". We arrived at the Johannesburg station at 9.15 a.m., were met by
St. Stithian's, and taken out to their magnificent school. Play started shortly
after 1 1 a.m., with St. Stithian's batting first. Hagemann was ill and unable to
accompany the team, so Meyer opened the bowling in his place. Both Cole and
Meyer bowled well, although Meyer tended to pitch short. Eleven runs were
scored in the first 1 1 overs, and Hulett then made a double bowling change,
bringing himself and Lowe on. Their bowling soon had St. Stithian's in difficulties.
Lowe attacked the batsmen constantly and, supported by good fielding, ended
with the remarkable analysis of 5.4 overs, 2 maidens, 7 runs and 6 wickets. The
Kearsney innings started in its usual shaky manner with 2 wickets down for 4
runs. Cross, however, stayed firm, and with Lowe and later Hulett pushed the
score along. The scoring until Hulett's arrival had been somewhat slow, with
the result that he was obliged to score as quickly as possible. His 32 came in
about 20 minutes. The declaration was made with 4 wickets down. Cross being
undefeated with 52. St. Stithian's fared much better in their second innings,
and Wood played a good attacking innings. At close of play, they were 123 for
7 wickets.

ST. STITHIAN'S: 1st Innings, 30 (Lowe 6 for 7, M. Hulett 3 for II).
KEARSNEY: 1 14 for 4 declared (Cross 52 not out, M. Hulett 32, Lowe
23).
ST. STITHIAN'S: 2nd Innings, 123 for 7(R. Hulett 3 for 18, Wood 58).
October 19th

v. MARITZBURG COLLEGE
at College
(Lost by 65 runs)
College batted first on a wicket which broke up early in the afternoon.
McLennan and Mcllraith batted well for College, and piloted them to a good total.
The Kearsney bowling was steady, but the ground fielding was not as good as it
should have been, due partly to a bumpy outfield. Kearsney batting collapsed,
and only Hulett showed any ability to cope, but he was out, swinging at a straight
ball. The Kearsney total of 70 was most disappointing, but the totals will continue
to be small until the first three batsmen can see the shine off the new ball. As

long as the middle order batsmen have to come in to a new ball, the team will
continue to struggle for runs.
COLLEGE: 135 (Meyer 3 for 24, Hagemann 3 for 54).
KEARSNEY: 70 (Hulett 26).
October 26th

v. HILTON COLLEGE

(Cancelled, Rain)
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November 9th

v. MICHAELHOUSE
at Kearsne/
(Draw)
Kearsney batted on a hard and true wicket, and after losing the first wicket
for no score, settled In to make a score. Polklnghorne bore a charmed life, and
he and Robblns added 92 runs for the second wicket. Lowe,supported by Edwards,
carried on the scoring, which enabled Hulett to declare at 188 for 8 wickets.
All the batsmen attacked the bowling, and Hulett and Hagemann In particular
lost their wickets through forcing the pace. Michaelhouse never settled down,
and only dour defence prevented Kearsney from forcing a win. Lowe again bowled
well, forcing the batsmen to play at nearly every ball delivered.

KEARSNEY: 188 for 8 declared (Polklnghorne 61, Robblns 51, Lowe
43 not out).
MICHAELHOUSE: 92 for 6 wickets (Lowe 4 for 28).

November 16th

v. NORTHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

(Draw)
Kearsney should really have won this match comfortably, but as It turned
out, were lucky not to lose It. Northlands batted on a good wicket, but steady
bowling by Hagemann, Lowe and Meyer compelled them to play with caution.
Webster and Hatch, the only two Northlands players who tried to attack the
bowling, batted well, but otherwise the bowlers dictated the terms. Kearsney's
batting was very poor, and again Hulett and Lowe saved the side from disgrace.
Two wickets fell for no score, and the third for eight runs. Hulett and Lowe
took the score to 40, and thereafter only Edwards batted with any confidence.
The last Kearsney wicket fell to a superb catch, with the scores level. Northlands
fared better In their second Innings, and Thomas and Hicks In particular batted
well. Parsons and Hatch, batting at numbers 9 and 10, helped to take the score

to 1 10 for 9 wickets when Northlands declared. Only 20 minutes' batting time
was left, and Kearsney at the close, had scored 25 for no wicket.
NORTHLANDS: 1st Innings, 68 (Hagemann 4 for 27, Lowe 3 for 9).
KEARSNEY: 1st Innings, 68 (Hulett 20, Lowe 16).
NORTHLANDS: 2nd Innings, 1 10 for 9 declared (Lowe 6 for 34).
KEARSNEY: 2nd Innings, 25 for no wicket (Robblns 14 not out).

November 20th

v. KOOKABURRA C.C.

at Kearsney

(Draw)
A very strong side came up under the captaincy of Mr. Roy McLean, and a
very enjoyable and high-scoring game ensued. The Kookaburra C.C. won the
toss, and set about scoring 179 runs In quick time, and then declared with 5
wickets down. Mr. McLean scored a rapid century In 35 minutes, which Included
16 fours and 2 sixes. The bowling was treated very harshly, but the boys were
still prepared to bowl at the stumps. The Kearsney Innings again started badly,
but Cross, who was the last man out, and Hulett, batted with great determination,
scoring off any loose balls. They batted particularly well against Mr. Jerome (the
Natal bowler) and Mr. Cohen, the fast bowlers, and Messrs. Deavin and van
Rooyen the spinners.

KOOKABURRA C.C.: 179 for 5 declared (Lowe 2 for 37. McLean 101).
KEARSNEY: 1st Innings, 107 for 4 wickets (Hulett 55 not out, Cross
40, Jerome 2 for 21).
November 23rd

v. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

(Cancelled, Rain)
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November 30th

v. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

(Lost by 39 runs)

High School batted first, and very good bowling and fielding by the Kearsney
team, compelled the High School batsmen to play with care. Heath, particularly,
batted well, and he was ably supported by Davles. The other batsmen failed,
due mainly to the very accurate bowling of Lowe and Meyer. 1 10 runs did not
seem too many to score, but Griffin proved too much for the Kearsney batsmen.
He bowled unchanged, and only Lowe and Hulett showed any confidence against
him. Lowe and Meyer had the following good bowling figures: Lowe 19 overs,
5 maidens, 35 runs, 5 wickets; Meyer 21 overs,6 maidens, 28 runs, 3 wickets.
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL; 109 (Lowe 5 for 35, Meyer 3 for 28).
KEARSNEY: 70 (Lowe 25 not out. Griffin 7 for 27).

December 7th

v. STANDARD C.C.

at Kearsney

(Lost by 57 runs)

The Standard Cricket Club proved too good for Kearsney this time. But,
for all that, the game was most enjoyable. The Standard Club won the toss,
batted, and declared at 99 for 5 wickets. Fletcher and Knowles scored well for

the visitors, and the Kearsney bowling, generally, was too loose. The Kearsney
batsmen were all at sea, and only Meyer reached double figures. They showed
much better form in their second innings, but by then it was too late to do
anything except save an innings defeat.
STANDARD C.C.: 99 for 5 declared (Cole 2 for 18, Lowe 2 for 43).
KEARSNEY: 1st Innings, 42.

KEARSNEY: 2nd Innings, 72 for 4 wickets (Robbins 27, Cross 25).
OFFORD SCHOOLS WEEK

Owing to the Matriculation examinations finishing only on the Tuesday,
Kearsney entered the week on Wednesday, December llth, and played three
matches. Results were achieved in two of them, and rain stopped the third,
with Kearsney on the losing side. J. R. Hulett, from the Colts division, was
Included in the Kearsney team for the "week", and he showed good form. If
he can maintain his Offord Week form he should enjoy two successful years in
the 1st XI.

December llth

v. SOUTHERN DISTRICTS

on Hoy Park No. 2

(Won by an innings and 50 runs)
Southern District won the toss and batted first. They were never comfortable,
and only their tail-end batsmen were able to cope with the bowling. The
Kearsney bowling, on the whole, was good. R. Hulett, bowling his first over for
Kearsney, took a wicket with his first ball, was then hit for two fours and a six,
but, since he was still prepared to throw the ball up to the bat, took a second
wicket with his last ball. The Kearsney innings started according to form, and
two wickets were down with no run on the board. Thereafter, the batsmen took
a hand, and scored very quickly indeed. Hagemann, Hulett M. and Hulett R.
batted well, and Cole, at No. 1 1 added 24 runs in 15 minutes. Southern Districts

in their second innings fared little better, and but for Scheepers (22) and Ellis
(21 not out) would have been out for a very low score. R. Hulett richly earned
his five wickets for 34 runs, and Cole produced his old bowling form to end with
5 for 12 runs in 10 overs.

SOUTHERN DISTRICTS: 1st Innings, 59 (Hagemann 4 for 20, Cole
2 for 5, R. Hulett 2 for 14).
KEARSNEY: 1st Innings, 180 for 9 declared (Hagemann 47, M. Hulett
32, R. Hulett 30 not out. Cole 24).
SOUTHERN DISTRICTS: 2nd Innings, 71 (Cole 5 for 12, R. Hulett
5 for 34).
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December 12th

v. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

on Kingsmead No. 3

(Lost on double innings by 3 wickets)

The Kearsney first innings crumbled very badly, but the

:s«. on,;j.
othTbatsman reached double figures. In the Kearsney second innings,the opemng
T-

iL, r.,« r^leve was set 26 runs to make to earn a double-innings win,

Sn.".fSnrc'oSTc^dT.KiS"=tp.f

They bowled exceptionally well, and at one time it looked as if Kearsney might
actually win, but 26 was too few runs to have to score.

KEARSNEY; 1st innings. (Hag®mann 17,

^

COLLEGE: ist innings, 120 for 7 declared (Cole 3 for 27, R. Hulett

KEAyNEY^^ind innings. Id (Cross 29, Robbins 19 M. Hulett \7).

COLLEGE: 2nd innings, 26 for 7 wickets (Lowe 5 for 9, Cole 2 for 16).

13th December

v. HILTON
COLLEGE
(Draw)

on Kingsmead Main

tp ,nH hnw^d b¥ Lowe for 44. These two, the only Hilton players to reach

do"u\le figures, put their team into an unassailable position. Rain stopped play

after Kearsney had been batting for just under half an hour.
HILTON: 161 (Lowe 4 for 41, Meyer 3 for 35, Cole 3 for 52).
KEARSNEY: Ist innings, 22 for 2 wickets.
COLTS

The Colts team has not fulfilled the promise that was evident
at the beginning of the )rear.

This may be partly attributable to the weather, which has

frequently prevented much-needed match practice.

Lapses in batting have been mainly due to a lack of concentration

and a re'luctance to gtt to the pitch of the ball. In bowling and f.e dmg

there has been a marked improvement since the beginning of the

year The team is not without ability and we look forward to some

of its members making a useful contribution to the senior sides
later on.

J. Crewe has proved a competent captain, having been ably

supported by B. \A/illiams and P. Reece.
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R. Hulett is worthy of special mention for his batting. On more
than one occasion he has held the side together when wickets have
been tumbling.
In bowling, R. Hulett, Vos, Williams, Syminton and Mathleson
have borne the brunt of the attack.

V. MARITZBURG COLLEGE
Kearsney 42 and 93 (Stokoe 2i).

Maritzburg College 157.

Away
Lost by an

Innings and 22 runs.
V. MiCHAELHOUSE

Home

Kearsney 44 (Mathleson 12) and 86 (R. Hulett 54 not out). Michaelhouse
115 (Hulett 5 for 48). Lost by 71 runs on first Innings.
V. NORTHLANDS

Home

Northlands 74(Vos 3 for 8). Kearsney 91 (R. Hulett SI). Won by 17 runs.
V. D.H.S.

Home

D.H.S. 140 (R. Hulett 4 for 73). Kearsney 75 (Hulett 23). Lost by 65 runs.
J.H.H.

UNDER 14 CRICKET

The team has had a successful term and It has several cricketers

of promise. Chalmers and Procter have been consistent run-makers,

helped by occasional good scores from Thompson, Abery and Gray.
Procter has also been the most successful of the bowlers, with good
support from Simpson, Gray and Walker.
Oct. 16th: V. Highbury (away) lost. Kearsney 80, Highbury 86(Procter 4for 16).
Oct. 19th: V. P.M.B. College (away) lost. College 137 (Simpson 4 for 21),
Kearsney 60.

Oct. 26th: V. Highbury (away) draw. Highbury 103 for 3. Kearsney 91 for 5
(Gray 50 not out).
V. Westvllle (home). Rain stopped play. Kearsney 57 for 4.
V. Michaelhouse (home) won. Michaelhouse 82 (Procter 4 for 17)
and 96 for 6. Kearsney 192 for 6 (Chalmers 71, Thompson 70,
Procter 34).
Nov. 13th: V. Highbury (away) draw. Highbury 113 for 7. Kearsney 69 for 5
(Chalmers 29 not out).
Nov 16th: V. Northlands (home) won. Kearsney 87 (Langton 23) and 47 for 3.
Northlands 79 (Procter 5 for 27, Gray 3 for 6).
Nov. 19th and 20th: V. Highbury (away) lost. Highbury 242 for 4 dec. Kearsney
Nov. 5th:
Nov. 9th:

41 and 37 for 4.

Nov. 29th: V. D.H.S. (away) draw. Kearsney 226 (Chalmers 70, Procter 62,
Abery 30). D.H.S. 171 for 6.

Dec. 7th:

V. Cordwalles (home) won. Cordwalles 63 (Procter 7 for 32).
Kearsney 94 (Chalmers 25, Abery 20 not out).
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Oct 16th; V. Highbury (away) won. Highbury 93 (Barker 6 for 30). Kearsney
95 for 8 (Abery 37, Williams 24).

Oct. 19th: V. P.M.B. College (home) lost. Kearsney 41. P.M.B. College 113
for 8 (Barker 4 for 29).

Nov 16th: V. Northlands (away) lost. Northlands 171, lost on 1st innings.
Kearsney 55 and 155 (Wiseman 60).

Nov. 20th: V. Highbury (home) lost. Kearsney 50. Highbury 58 for 9 (Barker
5 for 23).

HOUSE MATCHES

1st XI: Glllingham beat Finningley, Pembroke beat Giilingham,
Finningley and Pembroke drawn.

2nd XI- Pembroke beat Glllingham, Glllingham beat Finningley,

Finningley beat Pembroke. (The glorious uncertainty of
cricket!)

Juniors: Glllingham beat Finningley, Pembroke beat Finningley,
Glllingham and Pembroke drawn.
TENNIS

Captain: J. A. H. Lowe.

Concrete surfaces were laid on all four courts at the end of
the third term. The existing wire netting is to be ""emoved during
the holidays, and on their return next year the boys will see diamond
mesh netting surrounding the courts. This,
^
r

keep the tennis balls on the courts where they belong, and out of

the Headmaster's vegetable garden.
The results of matches played by the First Team are as follows:
W. Durban High School, lost 52 games to ^5.
V. Durban Girls' College, won 46 games to 35.

The results of Second Team matches, under the captaincy of R. Hagemann,
are as follows:

V. Glenwood High School, lost 28 games to 71.
V. Durban High School, won 67 games to 49.
y. Girls' High School (Maritiburg) won 52 games to 47.

The Junior Team (Captain, K. Wooller) played two matches

against Cordwalles School. The first, at Cordwalles, we ost by

61 games to 67. The second, which we also lost by 54 games to 74,
was played on November 22nd at Kearsney. This match must go
down in the annals of Kearsney College as the first occasion on which

a visiting team played on our new courts. In fact, it ^ ""m^r
of years since tennis teams visited us from other schools. We
hope that that will all be changed now, and that we shall have
numerous visits from now on.
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The Inter-House competition for the Payne Shield was won by Gllllngham
House. Gllllngham Is keeping up the old tradition, for they have won the shield
every year since 1951. The results were as follows:

FInnlngley v. Pembroke
Gllllngham v. FInnlngley

P.

G.

6

10

8

14

F.

8

8
8

IS

16

The Polkinghorne Cup, awarded to the Senior Singles Champion,
goes this year to M. Hulett. In the finals he beat F. van Eeden 6-4,
6-3.

The Junior Singles Champion for 1957 is K. Wooller. In the
finals he beat G. Coventry 6-3, 6-4.
Team Awards for 1957 are as follows:

Re-Awards: Hulett M, Lowe J. A. H., van Eeden F.
New Awards: R. J. Robbins.

In conclusion, a word of thanks to j. A. H. Lowe for his efficient

captaincy during the past year.

S.G.

CADET NOTES

The Annual Inspection of the Detachment on September 20th
was taken by the Officer Commanding Natal Command, Colonel
P. J. Jacobs, and he was well pleased at what he saw. He compli
mented the cadets on their smart turn-out, and spoke of the value
of such parades in fostering the esprit-de-corps of the School,
since on no other occasion is the whole School involved in a common

activity together. Student-Officer M. N. W. Hulett was in charge
of the parade, and he acquitted himself admirably.

The band has had rather a lean year, and although they put up
a very creditable performance at the Inspection Parade they did not
show up very well at the Durban and District Competition earlier
in the same month. The general efficiency of the Band depends on
individual efficiency, and the younger members have relied too
much on the old stalwarts instead of becoming proficient themselves.
The former are not to be blamed too much perhaps, for it has to be
acknowledged that they never showed much natural aptitude for
their instruments. It is to be hoped that there will be better material
available in the coming year, for no one, not even Lieutenant P.
Metcalf, our Bandmaster, can make bricks without straw!
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The firing of the Imperial Challenge Shield Competition was
rather long drawn out this year as wet afternoons caused so many
postponements. It was completed only four days before the final
date permitted according to the rules. This meant that most boys
did their shooting without having had any practice in the fourth
term, and the fact that the results were the best we have yet
achieved, and the number firing was the largest we have ever entered,
speaks much for the keenness and determination which all put into
the contest. The final average, subject to official confirmation, of
1 10 firers to count, and Including the handicap allowance of two
points per boy, was 89.395, nearly two points better than last
year's result when the scores of 100 boys counted.
The highest scorer was again I. A. Bjorkman with 100 points
out of a possible 100. A handicap allowance of two points was not
necessary for him: his score was straight from the shoulder, and
we give him hearty congratulations on being the first boy in the
School to achieve this splendid result. He is also the winner of the
Ken Trotter Shield awarded to the highest scorer in the compe
tition. He won the Shield last year also, and on that occasion his
score was 97 without the handicap. His example of steadiness and
determination has been invaluable, and happily., quite "catching",
too. He has shown what can be done, and others have sought to
emulate him.

The runner-up was Hunger with 99, and others in the top flight
were: 98, Lewin; 97, Hulett M. N. W., Lowe J. A. H., Dacam, Gild;

96, Jewitt, Osborn; 95, Brown P. L., Thompson D., Wiseman.
All these scores exclude the handicap allowance. The number of

marksmen (88 and over) was 49(1956, 37) and first-class shots (83-87)
numbered 35 (1956, 33). These are very pleasing results.
The Bobbins Cup Inter-House Competition produced the
following resuits: 1st, Finningley, 808; 2nd, Pembroke, 773; 3rd,
Gillingham, 768. In the senior section, Gillingham were only one
point behind Finningiey, but their junior team collapsed rather
badly, mainly because of lack of coaching. The two highest scorers
for each House were: Finningley, Immeiman 95, Bouman H. L. 94.

Pembroke, Bjorkman 99, Brown P. L. 95. Gillingham, Hulett M.
95, Wiseman 93.

Promotion: We offer hearty congratulations to Lieutenant

J. H. Hopkins on being promoted to the rank of Captain.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

/Vl/nutes of a Special General Meeting held at Botha's Hill on
31-8-57.

Present: Mr. L. T. Polkinghorne, in the Chair, and about 40
members.

Business: The following resolutions were adopted, nem. con.:
"fHAT, In terms of Clause 10(d) of the Constitution, this Special General Meeting
of the Kearsney College Old Boys' Club hereby ratifies the decision of its Execu
tive Committee to purchase Lot 193 of Botha's Hill Township, and also ratifies
the action taken to date by its officials to effect the said purchase. Moreover,
it empowers the incoming Executive Committee to take such further steps as
may be necessary to complete the registration of the said plot in the name of the
Club, authorising the President and Secretary to sign, on behalf of the Club,
any documents relating to such registration and purchase.
THAT the Constitution of the Club be amended as follows:

(i) Add Clause 10(g) as follows:
"All immovable property of the Club shall vest in the President, Secre
tary and Treasurer for the time being as Trustees of the Club."

(li) In Clause 10(f), delete the words "immovable or" in the first sentence, the
clause now to read:

"The Executive Committee may, if deemed fit, appoint Trustees for
the purpose of holding the invested assets of the Club. Such Trustees

(iii) To the end of Clause 10(b), add the following:

"... and to this end shall be entitled to authorise the Trustees appointed
in terms of Clause 10(g) to pass mortgage bonds over the immovable
property of the Club."

Digest of Minutes of 26th Annual General Meeting held at Botha's
Hill on August 31, 1957.

Present: Mr. L. T. Polkinghorne (In the Chair) and about 40
members.

Treasurer's Report: Arising: The debt of £142 18s. 5d. owed
by the Pavilion Fund to the General Funds of the Club had been

written off. Subsequently, Mr. J. Howarth (Chairman of the Durban

Branch) had collected more than this amount from older Old Boys,
and this had been added to the Squash Court Fund, which now
contained £21 1.

The assets of the Club totalled £1,833 (including land at Botha's
Hill). Liabilities included £21 1 to the Squash Court Fund, and £85
to the College (Chronicle and Bursary).
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Squash Court—Club House. After a very full and frank discussion
on this matter the following resolutions were adopted:
1. That no further development be made at present on the

ground we have purchased, in view of the limited financial
resources of the Club.

2. That we agree to have snacks and soft drinks at the Pavilion
next Founder's Day during the cocktail hour.
3. That we postpone any finality in this matter and refer the
question back to the Executive Committee to report to
the next A.G.M. Aiso, that any further donations which
come to the Club should be credited to the Squash Court
Fund.

Representative an the Board of Governors. Dr. K. Dyer was elected
to this office, in succession to Mr. A. B. Theunissen, who was now a
member in his own right.
Endowment Fund. The Trustees reported 72 policies, totalling

£4,690. Thanks were expressed to Mr. H. Groom for his work in
this respect.

Election of Officers. The following were elected for 1957-58:
President: J. H. Charter.
Vice-President: D. Clark.

Secretary: P. Metcalf.
Treasurer: M. J. Rodda.

Other Members: J. H. Hopkins, R. Theunissen, H. A. Groom,
L. T. Polkinghorne, R. Parkes.
Memorial to late Rev. W. H. Irving. It was agreed "That Old

Boys and friends be associated in the erection of a memorial to the
late Rev. W. H. Irving in the College Chapel". The Executive was
authorised to appoint two representatives of the Club to meet
with representatives of the Chapel Trust Advisory Committee, to
discuss the matter and collect money. (Later: Messrs. A. T. Winship
and B. Theunissen were elected.)

Club Tie. The Secretary said that the new consignment of
Club ties would be made of a softer and more silky material.
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1956

£1,495

£
s.

d.

Add Donations during year

Balance at i-7-56

Squash Court Fund:

Expenditure for year ..

Add Excess of income over

perty.

Note: There is a contingent
liability for cost of
transfer of fixed pro

4

211

0 0

85 0 0

211

1,537 9 3

s. d.

£1,833 9 3

0 0

40 0 0
171 0 0

1,537 9 3

310 17 II

1,226 II

Accumulated Funds:
Balance at 1-7-56
1,369 0 0
Less Pavilion Fund Loan
written off
142 18 5

85 Sundry Creditors:
Kearsney College ..

40

£1,370

S.A.P.M. Building Society
United Building Society. .
Natal Building Society ..

Shares;

Paid Up Permanent

INVESTMENTS:

Township. Transfer
subject to approval of
General Meeting.

Lot 193 of Bothas Hill

Fixed Property:

United Building Society..
Loan—Pavilion Fund

£1,495

Building Society
(Dividends)

Natal

— Sundry Debtors:
Roberts, Haley and Mur
ray (subs)

193

152 Savings Account:

300
100

750

1956

BALANCE SHEET AT 30th JUNE, I9S7

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

s. d.

42 12

90 16

6

9

1,300 0 0

400 0 0

d. d.

£1,833 9 3

42 12 6

5 7 6

37 5 0

1,300 0 0

450
100
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£

O
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26 County Buildings,

DURBAN.

58 Field Street,

I

0

0 0
3 10

£410

2 9

310 17 I I
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I
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s. d.
£
70 0 0

6th July, 1957.

minutes of the Club, but unaudited as

yet.
MICHAEL RODDA,

£242

Prepared from the books, records and

Old Boys' Bursary
Postages, Telephone and Exchange ..
Wreath—Remembrance Day
Net Excess of Income over Expenditure

15
16

141

Contribution to costs of magazine ..

£

70

£242

97

Interest and Dividends

142 Subscriptions, Life
3 Subscriptions, Annual

s. d.

334

I

0

331 I 0
3 0 0

£

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE. 1957

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

£410

334
76

£

0
9
2 9

I
I

s. d.

BRANCH OFFICIALS

Durban

Chairman: J. W, H. Howarth, 6 Cliff Road, Westville.
Secretary: D. J. Rishworth, P.O. Box 16, Durban.
Johannesburg

Chairman: D. G. Gardner, I Margaret Court, 224 Louis Botha
Avenue, Orange Grove.

Secretary: H. Lund, 902 Hyde Park Corner, Caroline Street,
Hlllbrow.

Pietermaritzburg

Chairman: L. F. Forsyth jnr., 49 Howick Road, Pietermaritzburg.
Secretary: M. Blackburn, 22 Howick Road, Pietermaritzburg.
Old Boys, especially "new" ones, are urged to keep in touch
with their local secretaries. If they do not come within the above

areas, they should keep in contact with the General Secretary, Mr.
P. Metcalf, Kearsney College.

Old Boys are reminded that the Life Subscription for the Old
Boys' Club is £5 5s. Od. This ensures Magazines and other literature

for as long as your address is known. The cost of printing is too high
for complimentary copies to be sent out. Subscriptions may be sent

either to the General Treasurer, Mr. M. J. Rodda, 26 County
Buildings, Field Street, Durban, or to the Editor of the Chronicle,
Kearsney College.

Old Boys' addresses are now run off on an addressograph
machine. If this Magazine has been incorrectly addressed, or you
change your address, please let the Editor, or the Old Boys' Secretary
know.

DEATHS

Lawrence Balcomb

Lawrence Balcombe was one of Kearsney's earlier products,
being at school from 1924 to 1931. He came of a great family, one
closely related to our founder. Sir James Liege Hulett, who married
a Miss Balcomb, and he lived at stately Isivundu, within a stone's
throw of the old school.
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He was a quite boy, friendly to all, and proud of his Kearnsey.

His eight years at the school were marked by no sensations, but
when one thinks of the early traditions set up by our school when
it was small, Lawrence was one of those who helped to set the
standard which today we try to maintain.

After leaving Kearsney he turned his hand to cane farming,
and this was his work until the end. When war broke out, he at

once enlisted, and became a gunner in the Heavy A.A. Regt.

We saw little of him in his later days, but believe that he had
had some trouble with blood pressure. The end came absolutely
suddenly, and to his wife and family we offer our most sincere
sympathies.

DIRK SLABBERT

Until one meets a boy like Dirk, one hardly realises the blessings
of good health. He was a sickly boy all his life. But even as his
father came to Kearsney, so he was determined to come, and did so,
in 1954, for a few months only. His weakness through ulcerative

colitis then became too great to be borne at school, and he had to
go home again. He was in and out of hospital for two further years,
responding well to cortizone treatment, and in fact at the beginning
of this year, in spite of a very weak heart, he managed to go back to
school for a while in Vereeniging. He even came top of his class,
and showed tremendous physical courage.

Once again, the strain was too much and he was rushed to the
Johannesburg hospital for a critical operation, but died on the
operating tabie.

His Principal, at his funeral service, summed up the feelings of
all of us when he said; "Being fully conscious of his short life-span,
he regarded every day as a challenge to do his work to the best of
his ability, and to live every day as fully as possible. His approach
to his daliy tasks was therefore characterised by determination and
self-confidence which led to excellent achievement."

We remember a fine lad, and share the grief of his parents.
ENGAGEMENTS

M. Brand, G. L. Coggin, D. H. Lowe, D. J. Metcalf, I. Leisegang,

M. Perry, P. R. Randall, M. J. Rodda, Dr. G. W. Shuker, Rev. P.
R. Young, P. D. Warmback.
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MARRIAGES

Rev. H. L. Albertyn, A. Bulman, M. Leask, S. Leask, P. R. Roberts,
B. Stewart, S. C. Witherspoon.

BIRTHS

S. Ayres (daughter). N. Chaplin (son), D. Cominos (son),
H. C. Corblshley (son), J. Brown (daughter), V. Davy (daughter),
R. Foss (daughter), C. D. Nathan (son), J. Nasmlth (daughter),
N. Kitchin (daughter), D. Rich (son), H. Ritz (son), R. A. J. Taylor
(son), P. Turner (daughter), L. J. Vermaak (son), P. J. Witney (son).

OLD BOYS' NEWS

Rev. H. L. Albertyn (41-45) who is at present stationed at Stutterheim,
was married in the Greyviiie Methodist Church, Durban, on Dec. 7th. He has

obtained his Diploma in Theoiogy at Rhodes University.
p. Anger (46-50) Is at Sanyatwe, in the highlands of Rhodesia, near the fruit
growing district of Inyanga. He is working with pines.

G. W.Barbour (47-49) has left the Standard Bank and is now co-proprietor
of the Kloof Garage, with his brother. G. P. Bissett (S2-SS) is working under
him.

G. G. Ballard (39-41) has been transferred from Pietermaritiburg, where
he was the very active Chairman of the iocal branch of the K.C.O.B.C., to Durban,
and becomes Manager for Natal for Ellams Ltd.

L. Bawcombe (54-55) is with 750 Squadron of the R.A.F. at Helston, Corn
wall, and hoping to gain a commission.

M. Blackburn (45-48), who is secretary of the Pietermaritzburg Branch of
the Old Boys' Club, enjoyed taking several minor parts in the Revue, "Cocktails
at Eight".

Rev. D. Crankshaw (42) was recently transferred to Barkly East, where he
Is settling happily.

A. K. Carter (48-51), under the stage name of Kendrew Lascelles, continues
to take the lead in Ballet in Durban, after his wide experience in London.

J. H. Charter (33-37), whom we congratulate on being elected Chairman
of the Old Boys' Club, has already shown his quality by the firmness of his control
at the first Executive of his year, at which some controversial items had to be
discussed.

J- W. Coventry (48-52) is working with the Aluminium Co. of S.A. (Ltd.)

In Pietermaritzburg, in the Purchasing Department. He speaks of great fellowship
with the Full Gospel Church.
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M. J. Collins (47-SO) has returned from a prolonged holiday In England
and is now studying at the Gwebi Agricultural College, Salisbury.

K. Eddy (49-53) writes from Rhodes University, where he is training for
the Methodist Ministry. He says: "I am finding my time among the Theological
Students a time of real blessing, and now that I have settled into a change from
a Science Degree to an Arts Degree, I am enjoying all my courses.... The courses
comprise English, Greek, Philosophy, Ecclesiastical History, Biblical Studies,
Sociology, Systematic Theology, and Hebrew."
D. J. C. Ellis (29-30), brother of Mrs. Oram, is practising psychotherapy

by hypnosis. He has fascinating stories to tell of his success with patients suffering
from all manner of illnesses, cured by deep hypnosis and auto-suggestion. He
has a very full time-table in his offices in Royal Arcade, Johannesburg.

E. J. Frick (50-54) is covering Eastern Transvaal and parts of Natal for Modern
Auto Spares, Johannesburg. While enjoying the experience, he still longs to
return to his first love—a permanent commission in the army.

L. F. Forsyth (42-46) has been elected Chairman of the Pietermaritzburg
Branch of the Old Boys' Club in succession to G. Baiiard.
G. M. H. Fraser (47-50), whose main interest has lain In horse-rearing,
has found that jobs for South Africans are not easy to come by in London. "So
now i am a lift operator at a large London restaurant. I am learning a lot about
life and money is good," says he. He plans to return to the Union next year as
driver for a bus tour from London.

A. M. Foss (27-33) has been transferred to Johannesburg on promotion
with the National Mutual. His address will be P.O. Box 2302, and he looks forward

to meeting Old Boys up there.
F. L. Farquharson (49-52) has obtained his B.Sc. (Natal).

A. C. Gage (51-56) has left the Air Force, his hopes of becoming a pilot
being dashed to the ground, and is now with the Standard Bank in Durban.
D. G. Hudson (36-38) is travelling the South Coast, Natal, for Shell Co.

Jack Hulett(22-29), as one of the heads of the Company,spent three months
in Rhodesia, investigating the conditions where they intend to develop cane.
"There are thousands of square miles of nothing and nobody," he said, "and
but for the company of Graeme Shuker I should have ended in the madhouse."

I. I. Ives (40-44) who has had some years in London with Shell, is assistant
industrial manager of the Company in Cape Town.
T. D. Jacobs (38-44) is with the WItbank Colliery and seems to lose none
of his cricket ability. Last season, we understand, he scored four centuries.
In one match he scored 180 and took five wickets for 40 runs.

W.M. Jacobs (39-44) is with a Wattle Company at Schroeders, near Pieter
maritzburg. He is playing cricket for Standard C.C., Pietermaritzburg.
Dr. R. J. KItchIn (44-47) and his wife had an unusual thrill when their flat
in London was visited by the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh. Their building
was specially designed for students, and Dr. Kitchin had the pleasure of acting
as guide for his Royal Guests. He describes the Queen as being "very attractive,
with bright blue eyes and a smooth complexion." The Duke was in a gay mood,
and wherever he went among the guests, gusts of laughter broke out.
Dr. R. le Grove Smith (36-42) who has been stationed at Cala, Cape, and
whose parents now live at Botha's Hill, has accepted a post at Mahamba Mission
Hospital, Swaziland.
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H. Lund (45-49), secretary of the Johannesburg Branch, writes of functions
moderately well attended, and hopes that new Old Boys will contact him. To

be secretary of a Branch is a hard and sometimes unrewarding task. Old Boys,
rally round!
D. H. Lowe (50-53), having obtained his B.A. last year, Is now at the bottom

of the ladder as an articled clerk In his father's office, and enjoys the work. He
Is engaged to the daughter of Rev. Don Martyn, who was Vicar In Stanger in the
old Kearsney days. Golf is now his main sporting love, and he Is already down
to a four handicap.

_ R. I. Leisegang (42-47) suffered the loss of both of his parents within a
period of ten days, and we offer to him our most sincere sympathies.
C. H. Lee (48-52) has obtained his B.Sc. (Eng.) at Natal University, with
distinction.

ft Is a long time since we heard news of L. D. Mathews (41-42). After some
years In Uganda, he has come south to Bulawayo, where he works with Drury
& Co. as Assistant National Tractor and Implement Manager. He tells of visits

from Paul Chappe, R. R. Smythe and Oliver Knaggs, and wishes Old Boys In that
area to visit him In the African Life Building, Apartment 901. While on honey
moon early in the year, he made his first return visit to Kearsney and was amazed
at the changes of the past 15 years.
To Flight-Lieutenant K. M. Oliver (44-46) we extend our deepest
sympathy on the sudden death of his wife in Hong Kong. He has returned with
his child to the Union, and In spite of the shock he was Inevitably sustaining, did
us the honour of presenting the prizes on Sports Day. We trust that Time will
bring him consolation.

G. S. Pike (48-51) is with the Rhodesian Herald, Salisbury.
O. W. M. Pearce (24-30), for IS years the holder of our mile record, and

rejoicing always under the title of "Grubby", is Manager of the lllovo Sugar
Estate. We learn that he Is a great radio ham, and Is hoping to instal a set on the
top of the Basutoland Mountains, from where he can "get the world.
F. E. Porrlll (50-53) has been writing his Pharmacy Intermediate Examina
tions. After completing his apprenticeship, he studied full-time at the Tech.

for six months, then returned to his home at Ladysmith for private study. He Is
hoping to take up Psychotherapy after getting through Pharmacy.
R. RIndel (51-54) has passed all the requirements for the Natal Law Exami
nation.

D. L. Roberts(51-54) has passed his B.A. at Natal University with distinction
in English.

P. G. Rodda (49-54) Is Editor of the Natal University monthly, Nux, and
shows signs of becoming a leader In Liberal thought. He was a keen member of
the International Club until It was forced to disband. We are not sure we agree
with his observation that "the Old-School-Tie concept is, like Patriotism, some
times the last resort of a bounder"! He has passed his B.A.
J. W. Russel-Boulton (44-49) has had 2^ years in England. Your Editor
met him by chance In Cape Town and learned that he Is now with Lever Bros,
and files (literally) all round the country on business for them.

J. Redgment (39-45) is assistant public prosecutor at the Salisbury Magis
trate's Court, an exceptionally busy post, but an enjoyable one. He has also
served In Fort Victoria and ShabanI, and from time to time meets a number of
Old Boys.
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D. W. Spink (51-53) is with Barclays Bank, Ladysmith, and Is, we hear,
keenly interested in the work of the Dramatic Society in that town.
Dr G. W. Shuker (41-48) took his M.Sc. in Agronomy at Louisiana State

University and followed it up, three years later, with his Ph-D., on vvhich we
heartily congratulate him. In his four years in U.S.A. he saw life on the big scale.
The Universities are so well endowed that there is every conceivable equipment

and
opportunity
for everyone
who wishes
to study.
annual Dr.
turnover
CaliforPa:
we understand.
Is nearly
a hundred
millionThedollars
Shukerats
Ph D exam, included six three-hour oral tests at the hands of professors of
different branches of the Science faculties! He is now chief agronomi^st for the
Hulett mills in the Darnail area, and was also sent to Rhodesia to study

for new sugar plantations. While paying a brief visit to Kearsney, he gave an
interesting lecture to senior forms.

B U. Stewart (43-48) was married on Oct. 8th, and we understand that In
but he has already been approached by Des. Leather (44-47), who has been

the new year he intends settling In Salisbury. This will be a l^for Durban cricket,
twelfth man for Rhodesia, to play for Salisbury C.C.

A. R. Schruer (51-56) worked as overseer for Huletts for a few months
after leaving school, and then joined his mother to help with herfarm at Dormgkop,
to be aiming at something different, and he may go to Canada to join the A

P Doornkop, via Stanger. He wonders whether a First Cl^ Matric ought not
Force.

Dr. M. G. Shelton (46-49) has obtained his B.Sc., M.B., Ch.B. Hearty

congratulations! He will do his intern at Groot Schuur Hospital, Cape Town.

Rev J B. Taylor (42-43) spent several weeks at Botha's Hill with his wife

and daught;r UlPe moving on to Durban to take over the work at Montclair

While at Botha's Hill he took two evening services in the College Chapel and
made a profound impression by his deep sincerity and his humour.

I w Tavlor f5l-54') is studying hotel management overseas. When last

heari'oPhe was in LausanP, Switzerland, learning hotelry, and French wjth an

Italian accent. Prior to that, he had been at the Kingsliy Hotel, London, training

receptionists! He had also been across to Bristol, learning to fly.

H K. Timm (51-56) tells of University (Natal) exams., and of concert-

singing'to collect funds for Christmas presents for the aged.

J B. Trentham (39-43) is at P.O. Noordhoek, Cape, vvhere he farms In his
spare'time. in business he manages the Pied Piper Co. L«d., a firm, « mjX

judged, engaged in the extermination of rats! A great deal of bis time is devoted

io ktlling rafs on ships which dock in Cape Town-rats by the hundreds and
thousands.

D Valintine (51-54) is helping to run his parents' trading store in Umtali.
and is studying for his C.IS. in his spare time. He played rugger for Manicaland
Under 19 vs. Mashonaland and keeps his hand and eye in with hockey and cricket.
Rev C E Wilkinson (25-27), now at the Metropolitan Church, Cape Town,

has done hi's oW school grUt honour; next year he will be President of the
Methodist Conference, the church's highest office. In offering

our con

gratulations now, we intend to have more to say about this when he takes over
office.

J D Winder (52-56) gained First Prize in an essay competition sponsored

by Ro'ta?;, the title Ling ^'development in South Africa over next« y^
Winder, who attributed his enthusiasm to the experience gained n the K^rsney

KmenVhas definite political aspirations. He has been spending a year with
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the Durban Corporation, prior to starting a B.A. degree. Then he hopes to work
through political reporting on to political speaking.
H. M. Winder (47-51) was chosen to represent Natal In the discus and
shot-putt events.

D.S.Wauchope(46-50) writes from England, where he Is studying electrical
work for Hubert Davies Ltd. He remarks on the beauty of the English country
side, as contrasted with the grime of many of the towns. In the coming year he
will be vvorking for a while In the London area and then hopes to go to America
for a while. He should return to the Union by Christmas.
R. W. Zeller (43-46) is on the Field Staff of the National Mutual, Durban,
and Is highly thought of.

At a "get-together" at the Hotel Victoria, Johannesburg in July, the Head

master met the following Old Boys: F. Borgwardt (law), M. Holme (J.C.), R.
Spiers (Building Society), J. G. A. Coutts, I. Coutts, J. A. K. Munro, R. Ford
(Hill and Murray), H. Lund (diamonds). K. B. Shea (V.F.P.), M. J. Simpson (C.A.),
K. Lewis (Matric.), F. R. Broom (draughtsman). D. Williamson. J. H. Charter,
E. Hansen (Cadbuiw-Fry), J. Ireland, P. du Toit (Durban Deep), D. G. Gardner

(furniture), A. B. Theunlssen (Manager for Total Petrol, Southern Africa), and
one other whose signature cannot be deciphered!
RHODESIAN ADDRESSES

In response to several enquiries, we give here a list of Old Boys whom we
believe to be In Rhodesia:

D. Anger (46-50) ..
Dr. G. V. Blalne (25-28)
D. R. Beckett (33-34) ..
G. K. M. Bruce (53-54)
R. J. Crawford (28-33)..
F. R. Comlns (41)..
O. K. Clarkson (44-47)
E. B. Christian (46-47)..
R. N. Cordes (46-51) ..
R. H. Chrlstoffersen (46)
M. J. Collins (47-50) ..
G. S. Christian (48-50)..
P. L. Chappe (46-49)
R. J. Cochrane (52)
R. M. Driman (31-34) ..
L. A. DIxon (40-45)
D. C. Dykes (46-50)
B. N. Dykes (48-52)
P. E. Ellis (45)
.. ..
J. A. Franklin (43-45) ..
W. G. R. Hulett (29-35)
G. D. H. HIM (40-45) ..
G. G. M. Hurst (42-43)
H. Hart (47-49) .. ..
D. B. Hewitt (47-51) ..
P. H. Hewitt (51-54) ..
C. J. Hewitt (56-57)
R. R. Hendry (53-54) ..
J. M. Halnes (55-56)
J. D. Inge (52-53) .. ..
L. A. Jordan (37-40) ,.
A. P. Lowe (32-38)

VIelplaats Est., Box 29, Chlplnga.
8 Allan Wilson Ave., Salisbury.
P.O. Box 29, Livingstone.
P.O. Box 4, Mufulira.
P.O. Box 186, Ndola.

Dunvegan Farm, P.O. Avondale, Salisbury.
P.O. Box 390, Salisbury.
P.O. Box I, Trelawny.
Pvt. Bag 8, Fort Victoria.

P.O. Box 767, Bulawayo.
Gwebi Ag. College, Pvt. Bag 376B, Salisbury.

c/o Stansfteld & Ratcllffe, Pioneer St., Salisbury.
Bulawayo.
P.O. Box 8, Fort Victoria.

P.O. Box 2343, Salisbury.
Central African Airways, Box 1979, Salisbury.
P.O. Box2l5, Kitwe.
P.O. Box 215, Kitwe.

c/o Stewarts and Lloyds, Ndola.

S.A. Mutual, Salisbury. (?)
Box 2402, Salisbury.

Nchanga Copper Mine, P.O. Box 63, Chlngola.
Drill Hall, Box 698, Bulawayo.
Air Radio, Salisbury
Tandavel Est., p/b Melsetter.
Box 250, Umtall.
P.O. Box 250, Umtall.

26 Athlone Ave., Bulawayo.
P.O. Box 172, Kitwe.

P.O. Box 569, Bulawayo.

P.O. Box 791, Bulawayo.(?)
P.O. Box 613, Lusaka.
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W. B. Letcher (44-49) . .
D. J. Livingstone (47-49)
R. W. Macartney (31-32)
L. D. Mathews (40-42)..
P. McLeroth (44-45)
C. W. Mundell (46-51)..
M. E. Manning (53-56) ..

Dixwood, p/b 21, Headlands.

Box 9, Causeway, Salisbury,
c/o Caltex Ltd., Salisbury.
Box 131, Bulawayo.
Kitwe.

"Kenya", p/b 33, Headlands.
8 Fifth Ave., Nkana.

,,

G.P.O., Box 8144, Causeway.

L. J. Peel (47-49) ,. ..
G. S. Pike (48-51) .. ..
J. C. Pettit (51-53)
J. Redgment (39-45)
W. S. Robb (54-56)
G. R. T. Smythe (42-44)
B. L. Stewart (43-48)
J. B. Sheasby (55-56) ..
C. J. Valintine (50-51)
D. H. Valintine (51-54)
K. van Eeden (56-57) ..

Tandavel Est., p/b Melsetter.

O. D. D. Putterill ..

F. E. van Eeden (56-57)
J. H. Worth (31-32) ..
P. J. Wills (42-45) .. ..
D. G. M. Whitaker (47-51)
J. W. Williams (52-55)..
C. S. Walker (56-57) ..
B. C. Hathrlll (56-57) ..

I Langside Ct., 33 Fyfe Ave., Salisbury.
Nchanga Copper Mines, Chingola.
P.O. Box 8065, Causeway.
80 Princes St., Chingola
P.O. Box 2021, Bulawayo.
Salisbury.
Box 296, KItwe.
P.O. Box 176, Umtali.
P.O. Box 176, Umtali.
33 2nd Ave., Nkana.
33 2nd Ave., Nkana.
P.O. Box 126, Ndola.

c/o Dysons, Chemist, Salisbury.
Tandavel Estate, p/b Melsetter.
I Williams Flats, Kitwe.
90 Kantanta St., Nkana.
P.O. Box 4541, Kitwe.

Any additions or alterations will be welcomed by the Editor.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

The Editor wishes to thank schools in South Africa and Great Britain for the
receipt of their School Magazines.

The Kearsney Chronicle is printed in July and January and at present costs
3s. 3d. per copy.

Old Boys' Life Subscription: £5 5s. Od.
Annual Subscription: lOs. 6d.

Will Old Boys please keep the Editor advised about changes of addresses.
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